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Résumé

Ce manuscrit d’Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches présente mes travaux sur l’application
de la programmation par contraintes au traitement automatique des langues et à la fouille
de données. En traitement automatique des langues, nous nous intéressons à l’analyse
syntaxique des grammaires de propriété, décrites par des propriétés que doivent satis-
faire les énoncés grammaticaux. Nous définissons une sémantique formelle en théorie des
modèles et formalisons l’analyse syntaxique comme un problème d’optimisation sous con-
traintes. Nous développons un modèle en programmation par contraintes, ce qui amène à
un analyseur entièrement à base de contraintes. En fouille de données, nous considérons
le clustering sous contraintes, qui vise à partitionner les objets en groupes homogènes,
étant donnés une mesure de dissimilarité entre objets et un ensemble de contraintes util-
isateur à satisfaire. Nous développons un cadre déclaratif qui intègre plusieurs critères
d’optimisation principaux de clustering et tous les types de contraintes utilisateur popu-
laires. Nous montrons que sa flexibilité permet de trouver la frontière de Pareto pour des
problèmes de clustering bi-objectif sous contraintes. Nous améliorons davantage l’efficacité
de l’approche en développant des contraintes globales dédiées aux critères d’optimisation
de clustering. Nous explorons plusieurs nouveaux problèmes de clustering avec des con-
traintes et montre que la programmation par contraintes constitue un cadre flexible et
efficace pour les résoudre.

Mots-clefs : problème d’optimisation sous contraintes, programmation par
contraintes, analyse syntaxique, clustering sous contraintes, contrainte globale
d’optimisation.

Abstract

This manuscript of Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches presents my work on the appli-
cation of constraint programming to natural language processing and to data mining. In
natural language processing, we are interested in syntactic analysis of property grammars,
defined by constraints that must be satisfied by the grammatical utterances. We introduce
model-theoretic semantics and formulate the syntactic analysis as a constraint optimiza-
tion problem. We develop a model using constraint programming, which leads to a fully
constraint-based parser. In data mining, we consider constrained clustering problems that
aim at partitioning the objects in homogeneous clusters, given a dissimilarity measure
between objects and a set of user-constraints to be satisfied. We develop a declarative
framework that integrates several principal clustering optimization criteria and all popu-
lar types of user-constraints. We show that the flexibility of the framework allows to find
the complete Pareto front of bi-objective constrained clustering problems. We enhance
further the approach by developing specific global optimization constraints for principal
clustering optimization criteria. We explore several new clustering problems with con-
straints and show that constraint programming offers a general and efficient framework to
solve them.

Keywords: constraint optimization problem, constraint programming, parsing,
constrained clustering, global optimization constraint.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Contents
1.1 Research Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1.2 Outline of The Dissertation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

1.1 Research Topics

My research topics ranged from constraints solving to application of constraint program-
ming in natural language processing or in data mining. They extend over seventeen years
since my PhD thesis defended in 2000 in Marseille and have continued in Orléans. They
were the result of several collaborations and explorations of new fields. The initial topic
that I developed during and after my PhD thesis was on solving first order logic constraints
on tree structures. I was recruited as an Associate Professor (Maître de Conférences) in
Orléans in 2001. I have integrated the Laboratoire d’Informatique Fondamentale d’Orléans
(LIFO) and the Constraints and Machine Learning team (Contraintes et Apprentissage,
CA). Working together with some members of CA team I have progressively reoriented my
research topics toward constraint programming, in particular finite domain constraints.

The research fields of CA team include constraint programming, machine learning,
data mining and natural language processing. Enjoying this diversity, my recent interests
have been on topics that link together constraint programming and data mining or natural
language processing. Overall, my principal research can be organized into four main topics
as follows:

• Solving constraints in tree structures: We developed methods to solve constraints
that are first order logic formulas with embedded quantifications and free variables.
The constraints are defined on several domains that are extensions of the domain of
trees.

• Learning constraint propagators for finite domain constraints solvers: Finite domain
constraint solvers are characterized by constraint propagation and search. We de-
veloped a framework using machine learning methods to construct propagators for
constraints.

• Constraint-based parsing for property grammars in natural language processing: We
introduced model-theoretic semantics for property grammars, which allow to repre-
sent the syntactic analysis as a constraint optimization problem. We developed a
formalization of a fully constraint-based parser for property grammars using con-
straint programming.
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• Declarative approach using constraint programming for constrained clustering: We
developed frameworks using constraint programming, that enable a modeling and an
efficient solving of various problems in constrained clustering. Taking advantage of
the flexibility of constraint programming we explored further the use of constraints
in clustering.

After my Master 2 degree in Computer Science (DEA Informatique), I had the pleasure
of being welcomed at the Laboratoire d’Informatique de Marseille, for my PhD thesis under
the supervision of Alain Colmerauer. The studied objects were constraints in the theory
of finite or infinite trees. Trees are fundamental in computer science since they model
data structures, program schemes or program executions. The execution of programs in
Prolog II, III and IV was modeled in term of solving equations and disequations in the
algebra of finite and infinite trees [Colmerauer 1982, Colmerauer 1984, Colmerauer 1990].
The theory of finite, rational or infinite trees was proven to be complete and decidable
[Maher 1988], however there had been no effective algorithm that solves constraints in
the tree structure. Constraints to be solved are first order formulas with embedded and
alternate quantifications and free variables. My contributions in PhD thesis were: (1)
the design of a normal form of constraints where the solutions are explicit and the de-
sign of an algorithm for solving constraints by sub-formula rewrite rules that transforms
any first order formula to an equivalent formula, which is either false or in the normal
form [Dao 2000a]; (2) a study on the expressiveness of tree constraints, where we showed
that winning positions in a two-player game can be expressed by tree constraints with
embedded quantifications, and tree constraints have a quasi-universal expressive power
[Colmerauer & Dao 2000, Colmerauer & Dao 2003].

After my PhD thesis, I continued exploring general constraints in different extended
structures from the tree structure. I developed this work in collaboration with Alain
Colmerauer and Khalil Djelloul (University Aix-Marseille II). We characterized sufficient
properties of theories or combination of theories such that the algorithm for solving con-
straints in the theory of trees can be generalized to a decision algorithm. Several theories
satisfy these properties, as for instance the theory of linear dense order without limit,
the theory of the rational numbers with addition and subtraction, the theory of the lists,
etc. [Djelloul & Dao 2006c, Djelloul & Dao 2006b, Djelloul & Dao 2006a, Dao 2009]. We
considered the tree structure, where trees are labeled by symbols and rational numbers.
The trees are evaluated such that all the subtrees labeled only by numbers, addition
and subtraction symbols are evaluated and reduced to rational numbers. We developed
rewrite rules to solve constraints in the evaluated tree structure [Dao & Djelloul 2006]
and extended the Prolog model into a solver of first order constraints [Djelloul et al. 2007,
Djelloul et al. 2008].

During the same period, as soon as my arrival at LIFO in 2001, with Abdel-Ali Ed-
Dbali, Lionel Martin, Arnaud Lallouet and Andreï Legtchenko (PhD student), members
of CA team, we initiated work on automatic construction of solvers for finite domain con-
straints. Finite domain constraint solvers are characterized by constraint propagation and
search. The propagators are designed to enforce a constraint with a certain level of consis-
tency. The efficiency of the solver strongly depends on the efficiency of the propagators,
and the task of finding efficient propagators is considered as one of the smartest skills of the
solver designer. Pioneering works had investigated in automatic construction of solvers:
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constructing rule-based propagators using systematic search [Apt & Monfroy 1999], con-
structing propagators by rewrite rules in Constraint Handling Rule frameworks using ma-
chine learning techniques [Abdennadher & Rigotti 2002]. In our approach, we developed
a framework using machine learning methods to construct propagators for finite domain
constraints. The principe of the framework is to consider the behavior of the operator en-
forcing the desired consistency as the set of examples, find an adequate representation of
this operator in a given language [Lallouet et al. 2003a, Ed-Dbali et al. 2003]. The frame-
work was instantiated to learn propagators in the form of indexicals, where each propagator
is of the form X in minX..maxX. The learned propagators enforce a consistency weaker
than bound-consistency but as close to it as possible [Dao et al. 2002]. Consistencies can
be partially ordered according to their pruning power. The method was extended to build
a range of intermediate consistencies for a given constraint, which are located between
bound-consistency and arc-consistency [Lallouet et al. 2003b].

In CA team, a new line of research, namely natural language processing had been
developed. In this context, in 2009, I started collaborating with Denys Duchier, Willy
Lesaint, Yannick Parmentier and Jean-Philippe Prost on a theme that connects con-
straint programming and natural language processing. This work involved my compe-
tences on first order logic and built the bridge for me to explore the strengths of con-
straint programming. In natural language processing, one important task is to ana-
lyze the syntax of utterances according to a grammar. An utterance of a natural lan-
guage can be well-formed according to the grammatical requirements or can be not com-
pletely well-formed, yet showing some form of syntactic structure and properties. The
former is referred as an expression, the latter is a quasi-expression. In our work, we
considered property grammars, where a grammar is given by a set of properties that
must be satisfied by each expression of the language. We aimed at developing a fully
constraint-based parser, in the same line with what was done for dependency grammars
[Duchier & Debusmann 2001, Duchier 2003, Debusmann et al. 2004]. An advantage of a
fully constraint-based parser is that informations on different aspects of the language could
be integrated within the same framework as soon as they can be expressed by constraints.
We introduced model-theoretic semantics of property grammars, which allow to formulate
the syntactic analysis as a combinatorial search problem [Duchier et al. 2009]. The models
are trees of syntactic categories and are designed for being expressed by constraints. We
developed a formalization presented as a constraint optimization problem, which natu-
rally leads to an implementation of a fully constraint-based parser for property grammars
using constraint programming [Duchier et al. 2010a]. This framework allows not only to
analyze grammatical utterances but also to find out one of the most appropriate syntactic
structures for ungrammatical utterances. We extended the framework in order to integrate
other types of properties, which allow to express relations between syntactic constituents
by constraints on feature structures [Duchier et al. 2011, Duchier et al. 2014].

A large research field of CA team is on machine learning and data mining, headed by
Christel Vrain. Recently the interest of declarative approaches for data mining has been
demonstrated [De Raedt et al. 2008, De Raedt et al. 2010]. In 2011, Christel Vrain and I
started our collaboration that brings together constraint programming and data mining.
We initiated work on a declarative approach for dissimilarity-based constrained clustering
using constraint programming. Given a set of objects, a clustering task aims at grouping
the objects into non-empty, disjoint and homogeneous clusters. The homogeneity is usually
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characterized by an objective criterion and prior knowledge can be integrated to a cluster-
ing process by user-constraints. Numerous methods have been developed for constrained
clustering, however they are usually developed for a specific criterion and for some partic-
ular types of user-constraints. It is in this context that the PhD thesis of Khanh-Chuong
Duong, that I co-supervised with Christel Vrain, took place. We developed a general
and declarative framework that takes into account several objective criteria and various
types of user-constraints [Dao et al. 2013a]. We worked on improving the efficiency of the
framework, either by changing the model [Dao et al. 2014b, Dao et al. 2017] or by devel-
oping dedicated global constraints [Dao et al. 2013b, Dao et al. 2017, Dao et al. 2015a].
The flexibility of the framework enables us to find the exact Pareto front of a bi-objective
constrained clustering problem [Dao et al. 2017]. This is, to our knowledge, the first ap-
proach that considers bi-objective clustering under user-constraints.

We have studied and extended our approach using constraint programming in differ-
ent aspects. Our framework using constraint programming can be extended to clustering
tasks that combine constraints and objectives issued from either dissimilarity-based clus-
tering or conceptual clustering. In this context we explored the use of set constraints in
the model and we showed that a model using set variables has a better performance than
the one using binary variables [Dao et al. 2015b]. We explored new clustering problems
and showed that they can be solved by exploiting the flexibility and variety of constraint
programming: actionable clustering where experts provide complex constraints that make
clustering useful in the domain [Dao et al. 2016b], minimal clustering modification prob-
lem that allows providing guidance a posteriori after a clustering is found [Kuo et al. 2017].
Regarding the well-known minimum sum of squares constrained clustering problem, we
extended a repetitive branch-and-bound algorithm for unconstrained clustering to con-
strained clustering and showed that the combination of this algorithm with constraint
programming outperforms all existent exact approaches [Guns et al. 2016]. The use of
our framework in an application of constrained clustering on time-series images involved
improving further our framework as well as identifying challenges to consider. These
works have been performed within several collaborations that we have started since 2015,
with Ian Davidson (University of California Davis, USA), S. S. Ravi (University at Al-
bany, USA), Tias Guns (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgique) and Pierre Gançarski
(University of Strasbourg, France).

1.2 Outline of The Dissertation

My principal research can be organized into four main topics: (i) solving constraints in
tree structures, (ii) learning propagators for finite domain constraints, (iii) constraint pro-
gramming for property grammar constraint-based parsing in natural language processing
and (iv) constraint programming for constrained clustering in data mining. My recent in-
terests have been on the topics that link together constraint programming and data mining
or natural language processing. The chapters of this dissertation will develop these top-
ics. My work on solving constraints in tree structures and learning propagators for finite
domain constraints will be presented in the appendix. The remaining of the dissertation
is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents main principles of constraint programming. Work to develop con-
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straint programming essentially focuses on modeling using constraints, constraint propa-
gation, development of filtering algorithms for global constraints, development of search
strategies.

Chapter 3 presents our work on constraint programming for syntactic analysis of prop-
erty grammars in natural language processing. We present property grammars that de-
scribe a language by a set of properties, which must be satisfied by any expression of the
language. We introduce model-theoretic semantics for property grammars, where the in-
terpretations are trees labeled by syntactic categories. A mechanism is defined to identify
(strong) models for expressions of the language and is generalized to define loose mod-
els for quasi-expressions. We present a formulation of the model-theoretic semantics of
property grammars as a constraint optimization problem, which naturally leads to a fully
constraint-based parser for property grammars using constraint programming.

Chapter 4 presents our work on a declarative framework using constraint programming
for constrained clustering. We present dissimilarity-based constrained clustering and re-
view different approaches. We develop a declarative framework using constraint program-
ming, which is general and flexible for modeling various tasks in constrained clustering.
The power of constraint programming resides also in the power of constraint propagation.
We present global optimization constraints that are designed for optimization criteria in
clustering and show that they improve significantly the efficiency of the framework. We
consider bi-objective constrained clustering problems and show that the flexibility of the
framework enables us to find the exact Pareto front.

Chapter 5 develops different aspects of using constraint programming to explore prob-
lems beyond constrained clustering. On the modeling side, using constraint programming
enables the modeling of various and more general constraints for more general clustering
tasks. We model clustering problem that combines constraints and objectives on both
distance-based and conceptual-based properties, as well as actionable clustering that en-
ables the consideration of constraints that aim the clustering for some purposes. Another
clustering problem is explored: starting from a clustering given by a clustering algorithm,
which is in general good but which presents some undesired properties, minimal clustering
modification aims at finding a clustering which is as close as possible without having the
undesired properties. On the effectiveness side, we present an extension of the repetitive
branch-and-bound algorithm for the well-known minimum sum of squares unconstrained
clustering to constrained clustering. We show that this algorithm can be combined with
constraint programming and the result outperforms all existent exact approaches. On the
application side, we analyze the use of our framework in the context of an application
of constrained clustering on time-series images. This raises new questions and challenges
that need to be considered.

Chapter 6 concludes and discusses perspectives on future work. Appendix A reviews
my work on the two previous topics: solving first order logic constraints in tree structures
and learning constraint propagators in finite domain constraint solvers. My publications
are given in List of Publications.
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Constraint Programming
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The research topics that will be developed in this dissertation are based on constraint
programming. This chapter presents some basics of constraint programming. We highlight
the importance of modeling, of global constraints and search strategies.

2.1 Modeling Using Constraints

Constraint Programming (CP) is a powerful paradigm for solving combinatorial problems,
based on a wide range of methods from Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science or Oper-
ational Research. Using CP to solve a problem, the user needs to formalize the problem
in a Constraint Satisfaction Problem or a Constraint Optimization Problem. CP solvers
then search for a solution, or all the solutions, or the best one.

Definition 2.1 A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a triple 〈X,Dom,C〉 where:

• X = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 is a n-tuple of variables,

• Dom = 〈Dom(x1), Dom(x2), . . . , Dom(xn)〉 is a corresponding n-tuple of domains
such that xi ∈ Dom(xi),

• C = {C1, C2, ..., Ce} is a set of constraints where each constraint Ci expresses a
condition on a subset of X.

A solution of a CSP is a complete assignment of a value from Dom(xi) to each variable
xi such that all the constraints of C are satisfied. A Constraint Optimization Problem
(COP) is a CSP with an objective function F to be optimized. An optimal solution of a
COP is a solution of the CSP that gives the best value for the objective function.

Modeling using CP. Constraint programming eases problem modeling since a wide
range of variables and constraints are available. The variable domains can be discrete or
continuous, they can be expressed by a set of values or by ranges limited by an upper
and a lower bounds. The value of the variables can be integers, floating point values,
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sets or can be taken from structured domains such as graphs. Constraints can be ele-
mentary constraints including arithmetic relations (e.g. X 6= Y , X + 3Y ≥ Z), or global
constraints that represent more complex n-ary relations (e.g. atmost(X, 5, 10) states that
there must be at most 5 variables in the variable array X that have their value equals
to 10). Constraints can also be reified constraints that associate a 0/1 variable x with a
constraint c, so that x takes the value 1 if the constraint c is satisfied and 0 otherwise.
This kind of constraints enables the expression of logical combinations of constraints (e.g.
Y > Z → atmost(X, 5, 10)). For solving a practical problem using constraint program-
ming, the problem must be modeled as a CSP or a COP. This means the need of: (1)
defining the variables and their domains, (2) specifying the constraints to fully describe the
problem and (3) defining the objective function for optimization problems. A problem can
be viewed from different points of view and therefore can correspond to different choices
of variables and domains (viewpoints). For solving a practical problem using constraint
programming, deciding an appropriate viewpoint as well as expressing sufficient or useful
constraints can have a real impact on the effectiveness of the solvers. While sufficient
constraints give a complete expression of the problem, redundant but useful constraints
help to better prune the search space. Useful constraints can be implied constraints or
constraints to break symmetries among the solutions. A survey on different issues in
modeling can be found in [Smith 2006].

Soving CSP/COP. In general, solving a CSP is NP-Hard. Nevertheless, methods
developed in constraint programming enable to efficiently solve a large number of real
applications. They rely on constraint propagation and search. The solving process can
be summarized in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, Happy() succeeds when one solution
or all the solutions are found. Constraint_Propagation() propagates the constraints to
ensure that each constraint reaches a required local consistency. It is done by reducing the
domains of variables for each constraint, until a stable state of all the constraints. If after
the propagation, a variable has its domain empty then the constraints cannot be satisfied;
the solver backtracks in this case. If all the variable domains become singleton, then a
solution is reached. Otherwise, Branching() creates sub-cases and the solving process is
applied on each sub-case.

Algorithm 1: Solve(P ): CSP Solving

1 while ¬ Happy() do
2 Constraint_Propagation()
3 if ∃x ∈ X s.t. Dom(x) = ∅ then
4 return Failure

5 else if Solution() then
6 return Solution

7 else
8 Branching()
9 foreach subcase Pi do

10 Solve(Pi)
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A constraint optimization problem is a CSP with an objective function F to be op-
timized. For solving a COP, a branch-and-bound mechanism is usually integrated. At
each time a solution s is reached, the value fs of the objective function on the solution is
computed. A new constraint that requires next solutions must be better than s is added,
for instance the constraint is F < fs if F is to be minimized. The solver backtracks to
other sub-cases with this added constraint, that implies the found solutions are improved
one after other, until no more solution can be found. The last solution found is the best
one.

2.2 Constraint Propagation

Constraint propagation is a central concept, perhaps the central concept, according to
[Rossi et al. 2006], in the theory and practice of constraint programming. An extensive
survey on constraint propagation can be found in [Bessiere 2006].

Let c be a constraints on the variables Xc ⊆ X. Constraint propagation of the con-
straint c reduces the domain of the variables of Xc, by removing some or all inconsistent
values, i.e., values that cannot be part of a solution of c. The reduction ensures local
consistency properties that define necessary condition on values or set of values to belong
to a solution. Constraint propagation is performed by two main approaches: the rule it-
eration approach and the algorithmic approach. In the rule iteration approach, reduction
rules specify conditions under which domain reductions can be performed for a constraint.
In the algorithmic approach, filtering algorithms are designed for constraints to reduce
domains.

The propagation of a constraint is performed until no more reduction can be done.
The constraint is then locally consistent. All the constraints are propagated until a sta-
ble state, the CSP is then locally consistent. Many types of local consistency have been
studies in constraint programming, including node consistency, (generalized) arc consis-
tency and path consistency. The simplest type is node consistency which requires that
each unary constraint defined on a variable x must be satisfied by all values in Dom(x).
Arc consistency was defined initially for binary constraint and has been generalized for
arbitrary constraint. Generalized arc consistency is currently the most important local
consistency in practice and has received attention of lots of work.

Definition 2.2 (Generalized arc consistency) Let c be a constraint on the variables x1, . . . , xk
with respective domains Dom(x1), . . . , Dom(xk). That is, c ⊆ ΠiDom(xi). Constraint c
is generalized arc consistent (arc consistent, for short) if for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k and for
every v ∈ Dom(xi), there exists a tuple (d1, . . . , dk) ∈ c such that di = v. A CSP is arc
consistent if each of its constraints is arc consistent.

The most well known algorithm for arc consistency is AC3 [Mackworth 1977]. It was pro-
posed for binary constraints and was extended to generalized arc consistency. Algorithm
2 describes AC3/GAC3. This algorithm achieves arc consistency in O(er3dr+1) time and
O(er) space, where e is the number of constraints, d is the size of the largest domain and r
is the greatest arity of the constraints. Several algorithms have been proposed to improve
the time complexity: AC4, AC6, AC2001, etc.
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Algorithm 2: AC3 / GAC3 [Bessiere 2006]

1 function Revise3 (x: variable, c: constraint): Boolean
2 CHANGE ← false
3 foreach v ∈ Dom(x) do
4 if 6 ∃t ∈ c ∩ΠXc(Dom) with t|x = v then
5 remove v from Dom(x)

6 CHANGE ← true

7 return CHANGE

8 function AC3 / GAC3 : Boolean
9 Q← {(x, c) | c ∈ C, x ∈ Xc}

10 while Q 6= ∅ do
11 select and remove (x, c) from Q

12 if Revise(x, c) then
13 if Dom(x) = ∅ then return false;
14 else Q← Q ∪ {(x′, c′) | c′ ∈ C ∧ c′ 6= c ∧ x, x′ ∈ Xc′ ∧ x 6= x′} ;

15 return true

For float value variable, the domain can be defined by intervals which are expressed
by a minimum value min(x) and a maximum value max(x). Bound consistency requires
that the minimum value and the maximum value must be part of a solution. A constraint
c is bound consistent iff for each variable x ∈ Xc:

• there exists a tuple t satisfying c such that t|x = min(x) and min(x′) ≤ t|x′ ≤
max(x′) for all the other x′ ∈ Xc,

• there exists a tuple t satisfying c such that t|x = max(x) and min(x′) ≤ t|x′ ≤
max(x′) for all the other x′ ∈ Xc.

2.3 Global Constraints

Different kinds of constraints are available in constraint programming; they can be elemen-
tary constraints expressing arithmetic or logic relations, or global constraints expressing
meaningful n-ary relations. A global constraint is a constraint that captures a relation
between a non-fixed number of variables. One of the best known global constraints is the
constraint alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn), which imposes the variables xi to be pairwise different.
The power of global constraints is two-fold. First, global constraints ease the task of
modeling using constraint programming. They usually represent patterns that occur in
applications. Second, global constraints benefit from efficient propagation, performed by
a dedicated filtering algorithm. A filtering algorithm for a constraint c is an algorithm
that filters the domains of variables with respect to c. The filtering algorithm for a global
constraint is usually designed in taking advantage of the semantics of the constraint and
is therefore much more efficient. A detailed survey on global constraints can be found in
[van Hoeve & Katriel 2006], which shows that designing constraint propagation algorithm
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for global constraints draws on a wide variety of disciplines including graph theory, linear
programming and finite automaton.

Examples of Global Constraints. The strength of constraint programming is based
on the power of global constraints and their filtering algorithm. A catalog of global con-
straints with more than 400 inventoried constraints is maintained in [Beldiceanu et al. 2014].
Various relations are expressed by global constraints, for instance the following ones:

• Element constraint: Let y be an integer variable, z a variable with finite domain,
and [x1, . . . , xn] an array of variables. The constraint element(y, z, x1, . . . , xn) states
that z is equal to the y-th variable in x, i.e. z = xy or z = x[y].

• Cardinality constraint: Let y, z be variables, [x1, . . . , xn] an array of variables, θ be
an arithmetic relation, e.g. ≥. Cardinality constraints state the relations:

#{i ∈ {1, .., n} | xi = y} θ z

These constraints include atmost (with θ being ≤) or atleast (with θ being ≥).

• Global cardinality constraint: Let [x1, . . . , xn] be an array of assignment variables
whose domains are contained in {v1, . . . , vm} and let {cv1 , . . . , cvm} be count variables
whose domains are sets of integers. The global cardinality constraint
gcc(x1, . . . , xn, cv1 , . . . , cvm) states that each value vi must be assigned to exactly cvi
assignment variables in x1, . . . , xn.

This constraint can be seen as a generalization of alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn), where the
domain of each count variable is {0, 1}.

• Global cardinality constraint with cost: This constraint combines a global cardinality
constraint gcc and a variant of the sum constraint. Let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a set
of assignment variables and let cv1 , . . . , cvm be count variables. Let w be a function
that associates to each pair (x, d) ∈ X ×Dom(X) a “cost” w(x, d) ∈ Q. Let z be a
“cost” variable and let us assume that z is to be minimized. The global cardinality
constraint with costs is defined as:

cost_gcc(x1, . . . , xn, cv1 , . . . , cvm , z, w) = {(d1, . . . , dn, o1, . . . , om, d) |
∀i di ∈ Dom(xi), d ∈ Dom(z),

(d1, . . . , dn, o1, . . . , om) ∈ gcc(x1, . . . , xn, cv1 , . . . , cvm),∑n
i=1w(xi, di) ≤ d}

The cost variable z represents here an upper bound on the sum of w(xi, di) for all i.
This global constraint is therefore used in a constraint optimization problem, where
the cost variable z represents the objective function.

• Set constraints: An example of global constraint on set variables is the atmostOne
constraint. Let [x1, . . . , xn] be an array of set variables, each variable represents a
set of fixed cardinality c. The constraint atmostOne(x1, . . . , xn, c) is defined as:

∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, |xi| = c and ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, |xi ∩ xj | ≤ 1
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Filtering Algorithms. From a logical point of view, a global constraint is equivalent
to a conjunction of elementary constraints, e.g. the constraint alldifferent(x1, x2, x3) is
equivalent to the conjunction of binary constraints x1 6= x2 ∧ x1 6= x3 ∧ x2 6= x3. The
interesting point is that a global constraint with its filtering algorithm has much more pow-
erful propagation than the conjunction of elementary constraints; the filtering algorithm
can detect inconsistency earlier than the set of propagators of the elementary constraints.
Moreover, filtering algorithms for global constraints take advantage from operational re-
search or graph theory to achieve generalized arc consistency or bound consistency with
a lower complexity. A filtering algorithm of a constraint c can remove all the inconsistent
values from the domain of every variables of c or only some of them. It it removes all the
inconsistent values, it achieves complete filtering, otherwise it performs partial filtering.
The filtering algorithm for the alldifferent constraint, based on matching theory, performs
a complete filtering to achieve arc consistency.

Example 1 [van Hoeve & Katriel 2006] Consider the following CSP:

x1 ∈ {a, b, c, d, e}, x2 ∈ {b, c}, x3 ∈ {a, b, c, d}, x4 ∈ {b, c}
alldifferent(x1, x2, x3, x4)

This CSP is equivalent to a CSP with 6 elementary constraints xi 6= xj , for 1 ≤ i <

j ≤ 4. The arc consistency for each individual constraint xi 6= xj cannot remove any
value from the domains Dom(xi) and Dom(xj), since each value is part of a solution.
The filtering algorithm for the constraint alldifferent [Régin 1994] maintains the bipartite
graph G = (V,E), with V = X ∪

⋃
iDom(xi) and E = {(xi, v) | v ∈ Dom(xi)}. This

bipartite graph, which is also called the value graph of X, is given in Figure 2.1 (left). A
matchingM ⊆ E is a set of disjoint edges, i.e. two edges inM cannot share a vertex. Two
important observations on the relationship between the constraint alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn)

and matching were introduced in [Régin 1994]:

• There is a matching of cardinality n (maximum-cardinality) if and only if the con-
straint alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn) is satisfiable.

• An edge (xi, v) belongs to a matching of cardinality n if and only if the value v is
consistent with the constraint.

It is proven in matching theory that given a graph G and a maximum-cardinality matching
M in G, an edge e belongs to some maximum-cardinality matching in G iff e ∈ M , or
e is on an even-length M -alternating path starting at an M -free vertex, or e is on an
even-length M alternating circuit. Using this result, the arc consistency algorithm for
alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn) was constructed as follows. First, a maximum-cardinality matching
M of the value graph G is constructed. This can be done in O(m

√
n) time, where m =∑n

i=1 |Dom(xi)|. Next, the even M -alternating paths starting at an M -free vertex and
the even M -alternating circuits are identified as below.

Define the directed bipartite graph GM = (V,A) with arc set A = {(x, d) | x ∈
X, {x, d} ∈M}∪{(d, x) | x ∈ X, {x, d} ∈ E\M}. In other words, edges in M are oriented
from X to Dom(X) and edges not in M are oriented in reverse direction. The strongly
connected components in GM are computed in O(n + m) time. Arcs between vertices in
the same strongly connected component belong to an even M -alternating circuit in G,
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a edcb

x1 x4x3x2

a edcb

x1 x4x3x2

Figure 2.1: Value graph for the alldifferent constraint, before (left) and after (right) fil-
tering. Bold edges represent a matching, corresponding to a solution of the alldifferent
constraint.

and are marked as “used”. Next, are searched the arcs that belong to a directed path in
GM , starting at an M -free vertex. This takes O(m) time, using breadth-first search. Arcs
belonging to such a path belong to an M -alternating path in G starting at an M -free
vertex, and are marked as “used”.

For all edges {x, d} whose corresponding arc is not marked “used” and that do not
belong toM , the value d is arc-inconsistent and therefore is removed from Dom(x). Figure
2.1 (right) shows the value graph after establishing arc consistency. All the remaining edges
are part of a maximum-cardinality matching. �

Optimization Constraints. In the context of constraint optimization problems, an
optimization constraint is a global constraint that is linked to the objective function.
Each solution induces a “cost” and the global constraint exploits this cost to filter not
only the variable which represents the objective function, but also other decision variables
inside the constraint. The first filtering algorithm for this kind of global constraints is
proposed in [Focacci et al. 1999]. A well-known example of extension of global constraints
to optimization constraints is the constraint cost_gcc [Régin 1999], which extends the
Global Cardinality Constraint with cost.

2.4 Search

In a CP solver, two steps, constraint propagation and branching, are repeated until a
solution is found. Constraints are propagated until a stable state, in which the domains
of the variables are reduced as much as possible. If the domains of all the variables
are reduced to singletons then a solution is found. If the domain of a variable becomes
empty, then there exists no solution with the current partial assignment and the solver
backtracks. In the other cases, the solver splits the state into sub-cases, thus leading to new
branches in the search tree. The search strategy can be determined by the programmer.
A backtracking search for a solution to a CSP can be seen as a depth-first traversal of the
search tree. The solver orders branches following the order given by the programmer and
explores in depth each branch, activating again constraint propagation [van Beek 2006].

The method of extending a node in the search tree is called a branching strategy. Some
popular branching strategies are the following. Let x be the unassigned variable which is
chosen to branch on.
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• Enumeration: a branch is generated for each value in the domain of x.

• Binary branching: a value v ∈ Dom(x) is chosen and two branches are generated,
which correspond to the addition of two constraints x = v and x 6= v.

• Domain splitting: Dom(x) is an ordered domain, a value v ∈ Dom(x) is chosen and
two branches are created, which correspond to the addition of two constraints x ≤ v
and x > v.

At each branching decisions must be made as to which variable to branch on and which
value to choose. These decisions are referred to as the variable and value ordering. The
choice of variables and of values at each branching is extremely important, since it may
drastically reduce the search space and therefore computation time. Finding the best
ordering is difficult, heuristics are therefore usually used. Various heuristics on variable
ordering or value ordering have been designed, they can be static or dynamic. In a
static ordering, the choice of variable/value is fixed prior to search, whereas in a dynamic
ordering, the choice is determined during the search.

Variable ordering heuristics can be based on the domain sizes or on the structure of
the CSP. A well-known heuristic based on the domain sizes is the fail-first principle: “to
succeed, try first where you are most likely to fail” [Haralick & Elliott 1980]. A variable
with the smallest number of values remaining in its domain is therefore chosen. Differ-
ent generalizations and improvements of this heuristic have been done. Let the degree
of an unassigned variable x be the number of constraints which involve x and at least
one other unassigned variable. An heuristic combines the domain size and the degree,
such as it chooses the variable with the smallest domain size and breaks any ties by
choosing the variable with the highest degree. Another generalization is to divide the
domain size of a variable by the degree of the variable and to choose the variable which
has the minimal value [Bessière & Régin 1996]. For value ordering, heuristics can be the
smallest/largest/median value or on estimating the probability of a solution.

For a constraint optimization problem, a branch-and-bound strategy can be integrated
to a depth-first search [Van Hentenryck 1989]: each time a solution, i.e. a complete
assignment of variables satisfying the constraints, is found, the value of the objective
function for this solution is computed and a new constraint is added, expressing that a new
solution must be better than this one. Assume that the objective function is represented
by a variable y, which is to be minimized. When a solution to the problem is found, its
corresponding objective value f is computed and the constraint y < f is added. This
process is repeated until the resulting CSP is unsatisfiable, in which case the last solution
found has been proven to be optimal. This is therefore important for the effectiveness
that constraint propagation operates on the objective variable.

2.5 Summary

This chapter presents some main principles of constraint programming. More detailed
on different aspects of constraint programming can be found in [Rossi et al. 2006]. Con-
straint programming systems provide wide services such as constraint propagation and
backtracking search. For many applications, the provided services are sufficient. However,
some problems require more dedicated services. Most constraint programming systems are
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extensible, allowing the user to define new constraint propagators or new search strate-
gies. This flexibility strengthen the power of constraint programming to solve different
combinatorial problems.
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In natural language processing, one important task is to analyze the syntax of utter-
ances. An utterance of a natural language can be well-formed according to the grammatical
requirements or can be not completely well-formed, yet showing some form of syntactic
structure and properties. The former is referred as an expression, the latter is a quasi-
expression. In our work, we have considered property grammars, where a grammar describ-
ing a language is given by a set of properties that must be satisfied by any expression of
the language. We have introduced model-theoretic semantics of property grammars, which
represents the syntactic analysis as an optimization problem [Duchier et al. 2009]. The
models are trees of syntactic categories and are designed for being expressed by constraints.
We have developed a formalization presented as a constraint optimization problem, which
naturally leads to an implementation of a fully constraint-based parser for property gram-
mars using constraint programming [Duchier et al. 2010a]. This framework allows not
only to analyze grammatical utterances but also to find out one of the most appropri-
ate syntactic structures for ungrammatical utterances. We have extended the framework
in order to integrate other types of properties, which express relations between syntactic
constituents by constraints on feature structures [Duchier et al. 2011, Duchier et al. 2014].
This work has been developed in collaboration with Denys Duchier, Willy Lesaint, Yannick
Parmentier and Jean-Phillipe Prost.
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The organization of this chapter is as follows. We present property grammars (PG)
and PG parsing in Section 3.1. Our model-theoretic interpretation of PG based on trees
of syntactic categories and the description of models for expressions and loose models for
quasi-expressions are presented in Section 3.2. We present the formalization of PG parsing
as a constraint optimization problem using constraint programming in Section 3.3 and we
conclude in Section 3.4.

3.1 Problem and Context

3.1.1 Model-Theoretic Syntax and Property Grammars

In natural language processing, two categories of frameworks to describe grammars of
natural languages emerged during the 20th century. They are called, such as proposed
in [Pullum & Scholz 2001]: Generative-Enumerative Syntax (GES) and Model-Theoretic
Syntax (MTS). They are based on different sides of logic: GES is developed based on the
syntactic side whereas MTS is based on the semantic side.

GES expresses a language as a set of legal strings. A GES grammar provides a set of
production rules that enables to enumerate all the elements of the language, the vocabulary
being the finite set of terminals. Lots of frameworks are of the GES type, as for instance
all the types of phrase structure grammar in the Chomsky Hierarchy. MST frameworks
emerged some time later, from developments on the semantic rather than the syntactic
side of logic. MTS abstracts away from any specific procedure and focuses on describing
syntactic properties of language. In other words, MTS takes a descriptive point of view on
syntax, where a grammar is a finite set of axioms in a formal logic with a model-theoretic
interpretation. The axioms are referred as constraints. The models of the constraints are
the expressions that are described by the grammar. A well-formed expression must be a
model of the theory, i.e. it satisfies the set of all unordered grammatical constraints.

Pullum and Scholz emphasized that “expressions, not sets of expressions, are the
models for an MTS grammars: an individual expression either satisfies or does not sat-
isfy a grammar. An MTS grammar does not recursively define a set of expressions; it
merely states necessary conditions on the syntactic structure of individual expressions.”
[Pullum & Scholz 2001]. While the syntactic representation of a string is, in GES, the
mere trace of the generative procedure, in MTS it is a model for the grammar, which no
information as to how such a model might be obtained. The requirement to be a model
for the grammar is to satisfy the set of all the constraints expressing the grammar.

When MTS is compared with GES, the consequences in terms of coverage on linguistic
phenomena is significant. Pullum and Scholz have shown that a number of phenomena,
which are not accounted for by GES, are well covered in MTS frameworks. Most notice-
ably, quasi-expressions and graded grammaticality judgements are only covered by MTS.
In natural languages there are usually utterances that are not completely well-formed,
yet they are partially well-formed and almost like expressions. They are called quasi-
expressions. Among the quasi-expressions, some are closer to being grammatical than
others. Therefore, any framework for describing syntactic structure that can also describe
degrees of ungrammaticality for quasi-expressions is to be preferred to one that cannot.
MST grammars offer elegant ways to achieve it.

Property Grammars (PG) was initially defined in [Blache 2000]. They are of the MTS
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Property Form Meaning
Obligation A : 4B at least one node labeled with B
Uniqueness A : B! at most one node labeled with B
Linearity A : B ≺ C every node labeled with B

precedes every node labeled with C
Requirement A : B ⇒ C if ∃ a node labeled with B,

then ∃ one labeled with C
Exclusion A : B 6⇔ C there are no two daughter nodes

labeled resp. with B and C
Constituency A : S? all children have their labels ∈ S
Agreement A : B  C coreference constraints between

categories

Table 3.1: Usual types of properties in Property Grammars

category; a grammar is defined by a collection of statements about the language, which are
called properties. A property is a constraint that expresses a relationship among syntactic
categories. The properties come from linguistic observations, such as word order, co-
occurrence, number or gender agreement, etc. In a first approximation, they can be
seen as local constraints on categories labeling syntactic trees. A property is of the form
A : ψ, which specifies for each node labeled with category A, the constraint ψ to be
applied on the categories labeling the daughter nodes (these categories are written B,C
hereafter). The usual types of properties are given in Table 3.1 (here S is a set of labels).
Property grammars are appealing for modeling deviant utterances because they break
down the notion of grammaticality into many small constraints (properties) which can be
independently violated.

Property grammars are perhaps best understood as the transposition of phrase struc-
ture grammars from the GES perspective into the MTS perspective. Let us consider
a phrase structure grammar expressed as a collection of rules. As an example, let us
consider the context free rules NP → D N and NP → N describing the relation between
a noun and a determiner. They can be translated into the 7 following properties: (1)
noun phrases only contain nouns or determiners, (2) in a noun phrase, there is at most
one determiner, (3) in a noun phrase, there is at least one noun, (4) in a noun phrase,
there is at most one noun, (5) in a noun phrase, a determiner precedes a noun, (6)
and (7) determiners and nouns have no daughter nodes labeled with categories (i.e.,
non-terminal symbols) in a valid syntactic tree. In this manner, rules have become con-
straints and a phrase structure grammar can be given in model-theoretical semantics by
interpretation over syntax tree structures. However these constraints remain very coarse-
grained:

(1) NP : {D, N}? (2) NP : D! (3) NP : 4N (4) NP : N!

(5) NP : D ≺ N (6) D : {}? (7) N : {}?

In this context, if we only consider syntactic trees whose roots have category NP, there are
only two satisfying all the properties:
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NP

D N

NP

N

We notice that these syntactic trees are not lexicalized. In case we want to describe
lexicalized trees, we can add some more lexical properties, such as cat(apple) = N which
defines the word apple as being a noun.

3.1.2 Property Grammars Parsing

Deep parsing with property grammars has been shown to be theoretically exponential in
the number of categories of the grammar and the size of the sentence to parse [van Rullen 2005].
Existing approaches usually rely on heuristics to reduce complexity in practice. Among the
different approaches, the seminal work is [Blache & Balfourier 2001]. This work was later
followed by several ones [Dahl & Blache 2004, Estratat & Henocque 2004, van Rullen 2005,
van Rullen et al. 2006, Blache & Rauzy 2006], and more recently [Prost 2008].

Most of these works do not rely on a model-theoretic formal semantics of prop-
erty grammars. They rather apply well-known efficient parsing techniques and heuris-
tics to property grammars. In [Blache & Balfourier 2001], a constraint selection pro-
cess is used to incrementally build the syntactic tree of a sentence. Hybrid approaches
mixing deep and shallow parsing are used in [van Rullen 2005, van Rullen et al. 2006].
In [Blache & Rauzy 2006], the authors propose to extend symbolic parsing with probabil-
ities on syntactic categories.

A first attempt to use a constraint satisfaction-based approach is [Dahl & Blache 2004].
In this work, the input property grammar is encoded into a set of rules for the Con-
straint Handling Rule system [Frühwirth 2009]. The encoding makes it possible to directly
interpret the grammar in terms of satisfied/relaxed constraints on syntactic categories.
On top of this interpretation, rewriting rules are used to propagate constraint satisfac-
tion/relaxation, and a syntactic tree is built as a side effect. The way a constraint is
selected for evaluation is therefore controled, thus the constraint satisfaction problem is
not distinguished from its resolution.

Another constraint-based approach is [Estratat & Henocque 2004]. In this work, a
grammar is translated into a model in the Object Constraint Language (OCL). This
model is interpreted as a configuration problem, which is fed to a configurator. The latter
solves the constraints lying in the input model. The result is a valid syntactic structure.
In this approach, the OCL-encoding does not allow for relaxed constraints. Hence, it only
computes syntactic structures that satisfy the whole set of constraints. In other terms, it
cannot make full advantage of the property grammars formalism, which describes natural
language in terms of local constraints that can be violated. This feature is particularly
useful when dealing with ungrammatical sentences such as those spoken languages often
contain.

In his PhD thesis, Jean-Philippe Prost has developed a framework based on first-order
logic with model-theoretic semantics for gradience and a parsing algorithm for possibly
deviant utterances [Prost 2008]. The parsing algorithm is chart-based algorithm, which
uses the dynamic programming approach: optimal sub-trees for parts of the utterance
are computed and stored in a structure called a chart, they are used to derive a complete
syntactic tree. The formalization is however not entirely satisfactory: among other things,
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the models were not trees, but technical devices suggested by the algorithmic approach to
parsing.

In our approach, we aim at developing a system that is fully based on constraints. The
interest of such a system is that informations from different aspects of the language could
be integrated as soon as they can be expressed using constraints. This line of approaches
was developed and showed its interest for Dependency Grammar [Duchier & Debusmann 2001,
Duchier 2003] and Extensible Dependency Grammar [Debusmann et al. 2004].

In our work, we develop model-theoretic semantics that interpret property grammars
over syntactic tree structures. The formulation enables considering model construction as
a combinatorial search problem. Property grammar parsing can be therefore seen as the
search for solutions of a constraint optimization problem. We rely on classic constraint-
based techniques such as branch-and-bound and constraint propagation. That is, we
clearly distinguish the definition of the constraint based problem from its resolution.

3.2 Model-Theoretic Semantics for Property Grammars

In this section, we develop model-theoretic semantics for property grammars. The inter-
pretations are expressed by syntactic trees. We characterize a mechanism to determine
(strong) models and generalize it to define loose models for quasi-expressions. This work
was developed in collaboration with Denys Duchier et Jean-Philippe Prost and was pub-
lished in [Duchier et al. 2009].

3.2.1 Domain of Interpretation

Let L be a finite set of labels representing syntactic categories. We write P for the set of
all possible property literals over L formed in any of the following ways: ∀c0, c1, c2 ∈ L,

c0 : c1 ≺ c2, c0 : 4c1, c0 : c1!, c0 : c1 ⇒ c2, c0 : c1 6⇔ c2, c0 : s1?,

Let S be a set of elements called words. A lexicon is a subset of L × S.1 A property
grammar G is a pair (PG, LG) where PG is a set of properties (a subset of P) and LG is
a lexicon. The strong semantics of property grammars is given by interpretation over the
class of syntax tree structures defined below.

We write N1 for N \ {0}. A tree domain D is a finite subset of N∗1 which is closed for
prefixes and for left-siblings; in other words it satisfies:

∀π, π′ ∈ N∗1 ππ′ ∈ D ⇒ π ∈ D
∀π ∈ N∗1, ∀i, j ∈ N1 i < j ∧ πj ∈ D ⇒ πi ∈ D

A node in a tree domain D is therefore characterized by a path. For instance the root is
ε, its left-first daughter is 1, the first daughter of this daughter is 11, etc. A syntax tree
τ = (Dτ , Lτ , Rτ ) consists of a tree domain Dτ , a labeling function Lτ : Dτ → L assigning
a category to each node of the tree, and a function Rτ : Dτ → S∗ assigning to each node
its surface realization. For instance, the following syntax tree:

1We restricted ourselves to the simplest definition sufficient for this presentation.
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S

NP VP

N V NP

D N

Peter eats the apple

corresponds to Dτ = {ε, 1, 2, 11, 21, 22, 221, 222}, Lτ (ε) = S, Lτ (1) = NP, Lτ (2) = VP,
Lτ (221) = D, Rτ (ε) = Peter eats the apple and Rτ (22) = the apple.

For convenience, we define the arity function Aτ : Dτ → N as follows: ∀π ∈ Dτ ,

Aτ (π) = max({0} ∪ {i ∈ N1 | πi ∈ Dτ})

In the previous example, we have Aτ (ε) = 2, Aτ (1) = 1 and Aτ (22) = 2.

3.2.2 Instances, Pertinence and Satisfaction

A property grammar G stipulates a set of properties. For example the property c0 : c1 ≺ c2

is intended to mean that, for a non-leaf node of category c0, and any two daughters of
this node labeled respectively with categories c1 and c2, the one labeled with c1 must
precede the one labeled with c2. Clearly, for each node of category c0, this property must
be checked for every pair of its daughters. Thus, we arrive at the notion of instances of a
property, where the property may need to be checked.

Instances. For a grammar G and a syntax tree τ , each property corresponds to a set of
instances defined on τ . An instance of a property is a pair composed by the property and
a tuple of nodes (paths) to which it is applied. We define the property instances of G on
a syntax tree τ as follows:

Iτ [[G]] = ∪{Iτ [[p]] | ∀p ∈ PG}

For a property p, by the set Iτ [[p]] we generate all the possible tuples of each node with
0, 1 or 2 of its daughters, depending on the definition of p, on which p may need to be
checked:

Iτ [[c0 : c1 ≺ c2]] = {(c0 : c1 ≺ c2)@〈π, πi, πj〉 | ∀π, πi, πj ∈ Dτ , i 6= j}
Iτ [[c0 : 4c1]] = {(c0 : 4c1)@〈π〉 | ∀π ∈ Dτ}
Iτ [[c0 : c1!]] = {(c0 : c1!)@〈π, πi, πj〉 | ∀π, πi, πj ∈ Dτ , i 6= j}

Iτ [[c0 : c1 ⇒ c2]] = {(c0 : c1 ⇒ c2)@〈π, πi〉 | ∀π, πi ∈ Dτ}
Iτ [[c0 : c1 6⇔ c2]] = {(c0 : c1 6⇔ c2)@〈π, πi, πj〉 | ∀π, πi, πj ∈ Dτ , i 6= j}
Iτ [[c0 : s1?]] = {(c0 : s1?)@〈π, πi〉 | ∀π, πi ∈ Dτ}
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Pertinence. Since we created instances of all properties in PG for all nodes in τ , we
must distinguish the instances which are truly pertinent from those which are not. An
instance is pertinent when the property needs to be checked on the tuple of nodes. For
instance, the instance (c0 : 4c1)@〈π〉 is pertinent if the label of π is c0, since the property
c0 : 4c1 (at least one daughter node of label c1) on the node π needs to be checked. The
pertinence is defined by the predicate Pτ over instances as follows:

Pτ ((c0 : c1 ≺ c2)@〈π, πi, πj〉) ≡ Lτ (π) = c0 ∧ Lτ (πi) = c1 ∧ Lτ (πj) = c2

Pτ ((c0 : 4c1)@〈π〉) ≡ Lτ (π) = c0

Pτ ((c0 : c1!)@〈π, πi, πj〉) ≡ Lτ (π) = c0 ∧ Lτ (πi) = c1 ∧ Lτ (πj) = c1

Pτ ((c0 : c1 ⇒ c2)@〈π, πi〉) ≡ Lτ (π) = c0 ∧ Lτ (πi) = c1

Pτ ((c0 : c1 6⇔ c2)@〈π, πi, πj〉) ≡ Lτ (π) = c0 ∧ (Lτ (πi) = c1 ∨ Lτ (πj) = c2)

Pτ ((c0 : s1?)@〈π, πi〉) ≡ Lτ (π) = c0

Satisfaction. A property when checked on a tuple of nodes can be satisfied or not. A
pertinent instance can therefore be satisfied or not. For instance, the instance (c0 : 4c1)@〈π〉
is satisfied if one among the daughter nodes of π is labeled by c1. The satisfaction of in-
stances is defined by the predicate Sτ over instances as follows:

Sτ ((c0 : c1 ≺ c2)@〈π, πi, πj〉) ≡ i < j

Sτ ((c0 : 4c1)@〈π〉) ≡ ∨{Lτ (πi) = c1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ Aτ (π)}
Sτ ((c0 : c1!)@〈π, πi, πj〉) ≡ i = j

Sτ ((c0 : c1 ⇒ c2)@〈π, πi〉) ≡ ∨{Lτ (πj) = c2 | 1 ≤ j ≤ Aτ (π)}
Sτ ((c0 : c1 6⇔ c2)@〈π, πi, πj〉) ≡ Lτ (πi) 6= c1 ∨ Lτ (πj) 6= c2

Sτ ((c0 : s1?)@〈π, πi〉) ≡ Lτ (πi) ∈ s1

For a grammar G and a syntax tree τ , we denote by I0
G,τ for the set of pertinent instances

of G in τ , I+
G,τ for its subset that is satisfied, and I−G,τ for its subset that is violated:

I0
G,τ = {r ∈ Iτ [[G]] | Pτ (r)}
I+
G,τ = {r ∈ I0

G,τ | Sτ (r)}

I−G,τ = {r ∈ I0
G,τ | ¬Sτ (r)}

Therefore |I+
G,τ | is the number of property instances that are satisfied by τ and |I−G,τ | the

number of property instances violated by τ .

Admissibility. A syntax tree τ is admissible as a candidate model for grammar G iff it
satisfies the projection property, i.e. ∀π ∈ Dτ :

Aτ (π) = 0 ⇒ 〈Lτ (π), Rτ (π)〉 ∈ LG

Aτ (π) 6= 0 ⇒ Rτ (π) =

Aτ (π)∑
i=1

Rτ (πi)
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where
∑

represents here the concatenation of sequences. In other words: leaf nodes must
conform to the lexicon, and interior nodes pass upward the ordered realizations of their
daughters. Note that the admissibility does not take into account properties of PG, any
syntax tree that respects the projection property is admissible. We write AG for the set
of admissible syntax trees for grammar G.

3.2.3 Strong and Loose Models

Strong models. A strong model must satisfy all the properties of the grammar. A
syntax tree τ = (Dτ , Lτ , Rτ ) is a strong model of a property grammar G if and only if it
is admissible and I−G,τ = ∅, i.e. no property instance is violated. We write τ : σ |= G iff τ
is a strong model of G with realization σ, i.e. such that Rτ (ε) = σ.

Loose models. Since property grammars are intended to also account for deviant utter-
ances, we must define alternate semantics that accommodate deviations from the strong
interpretation. The loose semantics will allow some property instances to be violated, but
will seek syntax trees which maximize the overall fitness for a specific utterance.

A syntax tree τ is loosely admissible for utterance σ iff it is admissible and its real-
ization is σ = Rτ (ε). We write AG,σ for the loosely admissible syntax trees for utterance
σ:

AG,σ = {τ ∈ AG | Rτ (ε) = σ}

Following [Prost 2008], we define fitness as the ratio of satisfied pertinent instances over
the total number of pertinent instances:

FG,τ = I+
G,τ/I

0
G,τ

The loose models for an utterance σ are all loosely admissible models for utterance σ that
maximize the fitness:

τ : σ |≈G iff τ ∈ argmax
τ ′∈AG,σ

(FG,τ ′)

Looses models can be used to formalize judgements of acceptability. Given an utterance
(expression or quasi-expression), the judgment of acceptability aims at estimating the
degree of grammatical acceptability for its model. For modeling natural judgements of
acceptability, we hypothesize that an estimate for acceptability of an utterance can be
predicted by quantitative factor derivable from the strong/loose model. In [Prost 2008],
Jean-Phillippe Prost has proposed scoring functions to quantitatively measure the judge-
ment of acceptability based on the satisfaction and violation of properties. These measures
have been shown to well agree with human judgements. We show in [Duchier et al. 2009]
that these measures can be formulated in terms of property instances.

3.3 Property Grammars Parsing Seen as a Constraint Opti-
mization Problem

In this section, we present a formulation of the model-theoretic semantics of property
grammars as a constraint optimization problem. First, we need to define a data structure
to represent candidate tree models. Since we do not know a priori the number of nodes
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Figure 3.1: Parse tree laid on a grid

in the solution models, we propose to use a grid as a substrate and to enumerate the trees
which can be laid out on this grid. We then show how to convert the pertinence and
satisfaction of property instances as well as model fitness defined earlier into constraints
to be applied on the labels of the nodes of grid-based trees. The model is extended to
handle feature-based properties. This work was developed in collaboration with Denys
Duchier, Willy Lesaint, Yannick Parmentier and was published in [Duchier et al. 2010a,
Duchier et al. 2010b, Duchier et al. 2011, Duchier et al. 2012, Duchier et al. 2014].

3.3.1 Representing Tree Models Using a Grid

Our approach needs to enumerate candidate tree models, and to retain only those of
maximal fitness. We use a grid as a substrate and define constraints to enforce that
each tree model is laid out on this grid in a unique way. Tree models can therefore be
enumerated using this grid.

For an utterance of m words, we know that each tree model has m leaves (property
grammars do not use ε nodes). Unfortunately, we do not know the maximum depth of
each tree model. Due to the intrinsic recursive nature of language, the possibility to find
an adequate depth value, i.e. not too big to prevent useless computations, and not too
small to avoid missing solutions, is an open question. We may use some heuristics to
automatically assign a value n to the tree depth, but we rather parametrize the associated
parsing problem with a maximum tree depth n. Fixing this parameter allows us to layout
a model over a subset of the nodes of an n×m grid.

To represent our tree model, we will use a matrixW such that wij (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
1 ≤ j ≤ m) refers to the node located at position (i, j) on the grid (rows and columns are
numbered starting from 1, coordinate (1,1) being in the bottom-left corner). Figure 3.1
gives an illustration of such a layout. Let us now present the constraints used to build a
tree model on an n×m grid.

Active nodes. We first need to distinguish among all the nodes of the grid the useful
and the useless nodes, i.e. to distinguish between nodes that belong to the candidate tree
model τ and nodes that do not.

Let V be the set of all nodes. A node is active if it is used by the model and inactive
otherwise. We introduce two set variables V + and V −, which represent the set of active
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nodes and the set of inactive nodes, respectively. Their domain is P(V). A node has to
either be active or inactive, thus we have the constraint:

V = V + ] V −

where ] represents “disjoint union”. Following the modeling technique of [Duchier 2003],
for each node w ∈ V, we define the set variables Cw (the set of its children), D+

w (the set
of its descendants), D∗w (the set of w and its descendants), Pw (the set of its parents), A+

w

(the set of its ancestors) and A+
w (the set of w and its ancestors). Their domain is also

P(V). Based on their definition, constraints relating these sets are:

D+
w = ] {D∗w′ | w′ ∈ Cw} D∗w = {w} ]D+

w

A+
w = ] {A∗w′ | w′ ∈ Pw} A∗w = {w} ]A+

w

Disjoint unions are justified by the fact that we are interested in tree models (i.e., we do not
allow for cycles). We additionally enforce the duality between ancestors and descendants:

w ∈ Pw′ ⇔ w′ ∈ Cw

and that each node has at most one parent:

|Pw| ≤ 1

Inactive nodes have neither parents nor children:

w ∈ V − ⇒ Cw = Pw = ∅

Since the root of the tree is still unknown, we introduce a set variable R for the set of root
nodes. A tree model must have a single root:

|R| = 1

The root node cannot be a child of any node, the children of two nodes are disjoint and
all the children with the root are the active nodes:

V + = R ] (] {Cw | w ∈ V })

Projection. We define additional constraints to ensure that there is no interleaving
branches in a candidate tree model.

We define the projection of a given node w as the set of columns occupied by the tree
rooted in w. For each variable w ∈ V, we introduce a set variable Prw to denote the
projection of w. As leaf nodes are located on the first row, their projection corresponds
to exactly their column:

Prw1j = {j} 1 ≤ j ≤ m

There are no interleaving projections (hence the disjoint union):

Prwij = ] {Prw | w ∈ Cwij} 1 < i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m

There are no holes in the projection of any node (trees are projective):

convex(Prw) ∀w ∈ V
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Breaking symmetries. There are many ways of laying out a given tree on a grid. For
instance, a four-node and three-leaf tree has among others the following layouts :

In order to have a unique way of laying out a tree, we add specific anti-symmetric
constraints (the models satisfying these constraints are called rectangular trees) :

1. all leaves are located on the first row of the grid (i.e., the bottom row),

2. the left-most daughter of any node is located on the same column as its mother node
(this implies the subtree of a given node n occupies columns on the right of n),

3. every node is above any of its descendant nodes (this implies the subtree of a given
node n occupies rows that are below that of n),

4. every internal node must have a daughter node in the row directly below (this implies
there are no empty rows below the root node).

As an illustration, among the following trees, only the first one is a rectangular tree (the
second tree violates condition 2, the third one condition 3 and the fourth one condition 4) :

How these 4 conditions are represented in our axiomatization ? First, let us write c(w)

for the column of node w and `(w) for its line:

c(wij) = j `(wij) = i

(1) The words are linked to the bottom row of the grid, which contains the leaves of the
tree. These must all be active:

{w1j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m} ⊆ V +

(2) Any active node must be placed in the column of the left-most leaf of its subtree:

wij ∈ V + ⇔ j = minPrwij

This stipulation and the fact (3) every node is above of its descendants are translated by
constraints on the domains of variables. As mentioned above, the descendants of a node
n are on the down-right part of the grid with respect to n. The dual holds, that is the
ancestors of a node n are on the upper-left part of the grid with respect to n:

D+
wij ⊆ {wlk | 1 ≤ l < i, j ≤ k ≤ m}

A+
wij ⊆ {wlk | i < l ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ j}

(4) Any active non-bottom node has at least one child at the level just below:

wij ∈ V + ⇔ i− 1 ∈ {`(w) | w ∈ Cwij} 1 < i ≤ n
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Categories. The constraints given above ensure the form of trees. In order to model
syntax trees, we also need to assign to each active node a syntactic category. For simplicity,
we will assign the category [f1:∅, . . . , fn:∅] to all and only the inactive nodes:

cat(w) = [f1:∅, . . . , fn:∅] ⇔ w ∈ V −

For active nodes, the category will be assigned via property-related constraints, which are
introduced in the next section. Finally, words are related to leaves via their category:

cat(w1j) = cat(wordj)

where wordj refers to the jth word of the sentence to parse.

3.3.2 Instances of Properties and Optimization Objective

Recall that each property has the form A : ψ, which means that for a node of category A,
the constraint ψ applies to its children. For example the property A : B ≺ C is intended
to mean that, for a non-leaf node of category A and any two daughters of this node labeled
respectively with categories B and C, then the one labelled with B must precede the one
labeled with C. Clearly, for each node of category A, this property must be checked for
every pair of its daughters. This corresponds to the notion of instances of a property
introduced earlier in Section 3.2.

An instance of a property is a pair of the property and a tuple of nodes to which it
is applied. An instance is pertinent if the node where it is instantiated is active (i.e.,
belongs to V +) and the parameter nodes of its tuple have the categories stipulated in
the property. An instance is satisfied if the property is satisfied. For each instance I we
define two boolean variables P (I) and S(I) denoting respectively its pertinence and its
pertinence and satisfaction.

In the following paragraphs, we describe the translation of properties of PG into a set
of constraints for our constraint optimization problem. Properties are categorized into
3 types: (1) properties whose instance depends on a single node, (2) properties whose
instance depends on a couple of nodes and (3) whose instance depends on a triple of
nodes. The only property of type 1 is obligation A : 4B. The properties of type 2 are
requirement A : B ⇒ C and constituency A : S?. The properties of type 3 are linearity
A : B ≺ C, uniqueness A : B! and exclusion A : B 6⇔ C. For each type, we present the
translation of one property, for the other the reader could see [Duchier et al. 2010a].

Properties of type 1. The property obligation A : 4B yields instances I of the form:

(A : 4B)@〈wi0j0〉

It is pertinent if wi0j0 is an active node labelled with A:

P (I) ⇔ (wi0j0 ∈ V + ∧ cat(wi0j0) = A )

It is satisfied if at least one of its children is labelled with B:

S(I) ⇔ (P (I) ∧
∨

wij∈Cwi0j0

cat(wij) = B )
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Properties of type 2. Let us describe the translation of the property requirement. The
property A : B ⇒ C yields instances I of the form:

(A : B ⇒ C)@〈wi0j0 , wi1j1〉

It is pertinent only if wi0j0 is active and wi1j1 is one of its children and their categories
correspond:

P (I)⇔

(
wi0j0 ∈ V + ∧ wi1j1 ∈ Cwi0j0∧

cat(wi0j0) = A ∧ cat(wi1j1) = B

)
It is satisfied if one of wi0j0 ’s children is labelled with C:

S(I) ⇔ (P (I) ∧
∨

wij∈Cwi0j0

cat(wij) = C )

Properties of type 3. Properties of this type are linearity, uniqueness and exclusion.
Let us describe linearity. The property linearity A : B ≺ C yields instances I of the form:

(A : B ≺ C)@〈wi0j0 , wi1j1 , wi2j2〉

I is pertinent if wi0j0 is active, wi1j1 and wi2j2 are its children, and each node is labelled
with the corresponding category:

P (I)⇔

(
wi0j0 ∈ V + ∧ wi1j1 ∈ Cwi0j0 ∧ wi2j2 ∈ Cwi0j0∧

cat(wi0j0) = A ∧ cat(wi1j1) = B ∧ cat(wi2j2) = C

)

Its satisfaction depends on whether the node wi1j1 precedes wi2j2 or not. It is thus defined
as:

S(I) ⇔ (P (I) ∧ j1 < j2 )

Optimization Objective. As was mentioned in section 3.2, in the loose semantics of
property grammars, we want to compute models with the best fitness. We define therefore
the fitness as objective function. To account for the loose semantics of property grammars,
a property instance counts if it is pertinent, it counts positively if satisfied, negatively
otherwise. Let I be the set of all property instances, I0 the subset of pertinent instances
and I+ the subset of positive instances. We want to find models which maximize the ratio
|I+|/|I0|.

Since for each instance I, the variables P (I) and S(I) are boolean, their reified value
is either 0 or 1. We can calculate the cardinality of these sets the following way:

|I0| =
∑
I∈I

P (I) |I+| =
∑
I∈I

S(I)

Implementation. The approach described so far has been implemented using the Gecode
constraint programming library2. This library offers a large catalogue of constraints on
integer or float variables as well as set variables.

2http://www.gecode.org/

http://www.gecode.org/
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Figure 3.2: Optimal syntactic tree for “Peter eats the apple”

As described in Section 3.3.1, we use a n × m grid as a support. Each node wij of
the grid is identified with an integer k = (i − 1) ×m + j. The set of nodes V is defined
as V = {1, . . . , n × m}. V + and V − are two set variables such that V +, V − ⊆ V. All
the constraints related to these sets are implemented using Gecode’s API. The relations
on Cw, D+

w , D
∗
w and Pw, A+

w , A
∗
w are encoded using arrays of set variables, whose indexes

are nodes of the grid. We also use arrays of set variables to encode property-related
constraints. As there are many types of constraints and many instances to consider, the
computation of the indexes is slightly more complex than the ones used for tree-shapedness
constraints. Definitions of P (I) and S(I) are realized using reified constraints. The search
for an optimal parse is achieved using the branch-and-bound search strategy to maximize
the ratio |I+|/|I0|.

Our property grammars parsing system completely explores all the tree candidates and
finds one that globally optimizes the fitness. As an example, for the grammatical utterance
“Peter eats the apple” and grammar having 19 properties handling 6 categories, the search
tree has about 450, 000 nodes and 6 intermediary solutions. The optimal syntactic tree is
represented in Figure 3.2.

As mentioned above, there are many instances of property to handle, that is to say,
many constraints to evaluate. In practice, our parser can relatively quickly find a syntactic
tree (in less than a second for the example above), but the proof of optimality can take
about a minute on a 2.6 GHz processor with 4 Gb of RAM.

3.3.3 Extension to Property Grammars with Features

In the previous sections, to describe lexicalized trees, we add some lexical properties,
such as cat(apple) = N which defines the word apple as being a noun. If we consider
the full class of property grammars properties, they are not restricted to atomic syntactic
categories, but actually handle feature structures. The properties do not only constrain
atomic categories labeling syntactic nodes, but also feature-based labels.

The features are taken from a finite set of features F = {f1, . . . , fn}, each feature fi
takes its value in a finite upper semi-lattice Di. We write >i for the greatest element of Di

(>i is typically used when feature fi is unconstrained in a property). Since the syntactic
category is mandatory, we suppose that cat ∈ F . Attribute-value matrices (AVM) of type
M = [f1:D1, . . . , fn:Dn] also form a finite upper semi-lattice, equipped with the usual
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“product order” (written v).
The properties are of the following forms, where Si are AVM expressions:

S0 : 4S1 S0 : S1! S0 : S1 ≺ S2

S0 : S1 ⇒ S2 S0 : S1 6⇔ S2 S0 : s1?
S0 : S1  S2

The last property is agreement, that states coreference constraints between categories.
Let W be a set of elements called words. A lexicon is a subset of W ×M (that is, a

lexicon maps words with AVM types). A property grammar G is a pair (PG, LG) where PG
is a set of properties and LG a lexicon. When describing natural language, the properties
of PG are encapsulated within linguistic constructions, which typically describe syntactic
constituents. As an illustration, consider Figure 3.3 containing an extract of the property
grammars for French of [Prost 2008].

NP (Noun Phrase)
obligation : 4(N t Pro)
uniqueness : D!

: N!
: PP!
: Pro!

linearity : D ≺ N
: D ≺ Pro
: D ≺ AP
: N ≺ PP

requirement : N⇒ D
: AP⇒ N

exclusion : N 6⇔ Pro
agreement : N[

gend 1

num 2

] D[
gend 1

num 2

]

VP (Verb Phrase)
obligation : 4V
uniqueness : V[mode:past-part]!

: NP!
: PP!

linearity : V ≺ NP
: V ≺ Adv
: V ≺ PP

requirement : V[mode:past-part] ⇒ V[aux:+]

exclusion : Pro[case:acc] 6⇔ NP

Figure 3.3: Extract of a Property Grammar for French

In this figure, the NP construction describes noun phrases. It can be read as follows.
In a noun phrase, there must be either a noun or a pronoun. If there is a determiner, a
noun, a prepositional phrase or a pronoun, it must be unique. The determiner (if any)
precedes the noun, pronoun, prepositional and adjective phrase (if any). A noun must
come with a determiner, so does an adjective phrase with a noun. There cannot be both
a noun and a pronoun. There must be gender and number agreements between the noun
and the determiner.3

In [Duchier et al. 2011, Duchier et al. 2012, Duchier et al. 2014], we described how the
model-theoretic semantics in Section 3.2 and the model using constraints can be extended
to handle feature-based properties. Features are taken into account in the definitions of
property instances, of instance pertinence and of instance satisfaction. This account can
be directly integrated into our model using constraints. For more details we refer the
readers to [Duchier et al. 2014].

3The i notation is the conventional graphical representation for coreferences, i.e., references to the
same (constrained) term.
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3.4 Summary

Property grammars describe a language by sets of constraints that must be satisfied by the
elements of the language. This category enables the analysis of quasi-expressions, which
are utterances not completely grammatical yet represent some grammatical structures.
The satisfaction of grammatical constraints makes constraint programming a candidate to
achieve fully constraint based parsing. In our work, we proposed model-theoretic semantics
of property grammars, that formulate syntactic analysis as a combinatorial search problem
on syntactic trees. We formalized property grammars parsing by the search for solution
of a constraint optimization problem. We showed that this formalization can be extended
to property grammars taking into account features structures.

The implementation is still however a prototype and we do not have any benchmark.
In this work we have been mainly interested in exploring the logical consequences of
representation choices made in property grammars, i.e. without using any heuristic to
reduce complexity. In order to deal with the challenging exponential of property grammars
parsing, we could consider a decomposition of the constraint optimization problem that
models the constraint-based parsing task into several sub-problems. We need therefore
to determine how to divide in partial parses and to aggregate the results. We could
also consider the parallelization of the search space exploration. Another point is by the
branch-and-bound mechanism, our system finds only the first solution that maximizes the
fitness. However, there may exist several loose models that have the same value of fitness.
An extension to be considered is an enumeration of all loose models having the best fitness.
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Clustering is an important task in Data Mining and many algorithms have been de-
signed for it. It has been extended to constrained clustering, so as to integrate previous
knowledge to make the clustering task either easier or more accurate. User knowledge
is expressed by user-constraints, which can be instance-level or cluster-level constraints.
Classic clustering algorithms are usually designed for a specific criterion and need to be
adapted to integrate each kind of constraints. In our approach, we have developed a
declarative and general framework for constrained clustering using constraint program-
ming. The framework allows the user to specify several clustering tasks by integrating
different types of user-constraints and by choosing an optimization criterion among several
ones [Dao et al. 2013a]. The CP model has been improved so that the number of clusters
does not need to be set beforehand, but only a lower bound and an upper bound are
needed [Dao et al. 2014b, Dao et al. 2017]. To further exploit the strength of constraint
programming, global optimization constraints have been developed for several popular op-
timization criteria in clustering [Dao et al. 2013b, Dao et al. 2015a, Dao et al. 2017]. We
showed that the flexibility of the framework enables multi-objective constrained clustering
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[Dao et al. 2017]. This work has been developed during the PhD thesis of Khanh-Chuong
Duong [Duong 2014] that I co-supervised with Christel Vrain.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we present clustering under user-
constraints. In Section 4.2 we present the framework using CP that enable the modeling
of different clustering objectives. To enhance the power of constraint programming global
optimization constraints were developed for several well-known clustering objectives, they
are presented in Section 4.3. The flexibility of the framework enables multi-objective
constrained clustering, which is presented in Section 4.4.

4.1 Problem and Context

4.1.1 Dissimilarity-Based Partition Clustering

Given a set of objects, a clustering task aims at grouping the objects together into homo-
geneous groups, such that the objects in the same group are similar and the objects in
different groups are different. The groups are called clusters and the set of groups is a clus-
tering. The homogeneity of the clusters is usually formalized by an optimization criterion
and the clustering task usually corresponds to a search of a partition that optimizes the
given criterion. Different types of clustering exist: clustering by partitioning, hierarchical
clustering, overlapping clustering, etc. [Aggarwal & Reddy 2013]. We are interested here
in clustering by partitioning, based on a dissimilarity measure.

Let us consider a set O of N objects {o1, . . . , oN} and let us assume that there exists
a dissimilarity measure d(oi, oj) between each couple of objects oi, oj ∈ O. Dissimilarity
based partition clustering aims at finding a partition ∆ of the objects in O into K clusters
C1, . . . , CK such that: (1) for all k ∈ [1,K]1, Ck 6= ∅, (2) ∪kCk = O, (3) for all k 6= k′,
Ck ∩ Ck′ = ∅, and (4) a criterion is optimized. Different optimization criteria exist, the
most popular are below [Hansen & Jaumard 1997].

• Minimizing the maximal diameter of the clusters. The diameter of a cluster is the
maximal dissimilarity between two objects in the cluster. The maximal diameter D
of a partition ∆ is the maximal one among the cluster diameters:

D(∆) = max
k∈[1,K]

max
oi,oj∈Ck

d(oi, oj)

• Maximizing the minimal split between clusters. Theminimal split S between clusters
of a partition ∆ is the smallest dissimilarity between two objects in different clusters:

S(∆) = min
k<k′∈[1,K]

min
oi∈Ck,oj∈Ck′

d(oi, oj)

• Minimizing the within-cluster sum of dissimilarities WCSD:

WCSD(∆) =
∑

k∈[1,K]

1

2

∑
oi,oj∈Ck

d(oi, oj)

For this criterion, the dissimilarity d(oi, oj) is usually the squared Euclidean distance
between oi and oj .

1For discrete values, [1,K] denotes the set of integers from 1 to K.
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• Minimizing the within-cluster sum of squares WCSS. In an Euclidean space WCSS
is the sum of squared Euclidean distances between each object oi and the centroid
mk of the cluster that contains oi:

WCSS(∆) =
∑

k∈[1,K]

∑
oi∈Ck

||oi −mk||2,

Note that when the dissimilarity d(oi, oj) is the squared Euclidean distance, d(oi, oj) =

||oi−oj ||2, the sum of squares for each cluster Ck is equal to the sum of dissimilarities
within the cluster Ck divided by the size of Ck. For a partition ∆, this gives:

WCSS(∆) =
∑

k∈[1,K]

1

2|Ck|
∑

oi,oj∈Ck

d(oi, oj).

The clustering task that minimizes the maximal diameter is also called complete-link non-
hierarchical clustering. The task that maximizes the minimal split is also called single-
link non-hierarchical clustering. All of these criteria except the minimal split are NP-
Hard. Finding a partition maximizing the minimal split between clusters is Polynomial
[Delattre & Hansen 1980]. This problem however becomes NP-Hard with the presence
of user constraints [Davidson & Ravi 2007]. As for the maximal diameter criterion, the
problem is Polynomial if we aim at finding a best clustering with 2 clusters (K = 2), but as
soon as we need clusterings with at least 3 clusters (K ≥ 3) the problem becomes NP-Hard
[Hansen & Delattre 1978]. The NP-Hardness of the WCSS criterion in general dimension
even with K = 2 is shown in [Aloise et al. 2009]. Because of the problem hardness, classic
algorithms always search for a local optimum. For instance, the K-means algorithm finds a
local optimum for the WCSS criterion, the K-median algorithm finds a local optimum for
the sum of stars criterion and the FPF algorithm (Furthest Point First) [Gonzalez 1985]
for the diameter criterion.

Let us notice another type of partitional clustering which is based on similarity given
by weighted graphs. The similarity between the objects is defined by an undirected graph
where the vertices are the objects and the edges have non-negative weights. Spectral
clustering aims to find a partition of the vertices of the graph such that the edges between
different groups have a low weights and the edges within a group have high weight. Given
a cluster Ci, a cut measure cut(Ci) is defined by the sum of the weights of the edges that
link an object in Ci and an object not in Ci. The two most common optimization criteria
are [Luxburg 2007]:

• Minimizing the ratio cut, which is defined by the sum of cutCi|Ci| .

• Minimizing the normalized cut, which is defined by the sum of cutCi
vol(Ci) , where vol(Ci)

measures the weight of the edges within Ci.

These criteria are also NP-Hard. Spectral clustering algorithms solve relax versions of
these problems: relaxing the normalized cut leads to normalized spectral clustering and
relaxing the ratio cut leads to unnormalized spectral clustering. Also based on a simi-
larity graph between objects, correlation clustering [Bansal et al. 2004] aims at finding a
partition that agree the most possible with the similarities. This criterion is also NP-Hard
[Bansal et al. 2004, Giotis & Guruswami 2006]. Another type of problems that considers
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a graph of objects is community detection, which aims at grouping the nodes into groups
with dense connections internally and sparser connection between groups. Several criteria
are defined for characterizing the maximization (minimization) of internal (external) con-
nections. Spectral clustering is therefore applied when the criterion is defined by the ratio
or the normalized cut. In what follows, we will consider dissimilarity based partitional
clustering.

4.1.2 Clustering Under User Constraints

In practice, the user can have some requirements for, or some prior knowledge about, the
final solution. In many applications it is therefore desirable to have the clustering process
take user constraints into consideration. For instance, the user can have some information
on the label of a subset of objects [Wagstaff & Cardie 2000]. Another example is in a
problem of determining the location for K package delivery service stations in a city,
each station should serve at least 5000 ordinary customers and at least 100 high-value
customers [Han et al. 2006]. Because of the inherent hardness of the optimization criteria,
classic algorithms always find a local optimum. Several optima may exist, some of them
may be closer to the user requirement. It is therefore important to integrate user prior
knowledge into the clustering process. Prior knowledge is expressed by user constraints
to be satisfied by the clustering solution. User constraints can be stated on instances or
on clusters [Basu et al. 2008].

Instance-level constraints are the most widely used type of the constraints and were
first introduced in [Wagstaff & Cardie 2000]. Two kinds of instance-level constraints exist:
must-link and cannot-link constraints:

• A must-link (ML) constraint between two objects oi and oj states that they must
be in the same cluster: ∀k ∈ [1,K], oi ∈ Ck ⇔ oj ∈ Ck.

• A cannot-link (CL) constraint on two objects oi and oj states that they cannot be
in the same cluster: ∀k ∈ [1,K], ¬(oi ∈ Ck ∧ oj ∈ Ck).

In semi-supervised clustering, a small amount of labeled data is available to aid the cluster-
ing process. Instance-level constraints can be inferred from class labels: if two objects have
the same label then they are linked by a must-link constraint, otherwise by a cannot-link
constraint. Supervision by instance-level constraints is however more general and more
realistic than class labels. Using knowledge, even class labels may be unknown, a user
can specify whether pairs of points belong to the same cluster or not, as for instance in
clustering GPS data for lane finding [Wagstaff et al. 2001].

Cluster-level constraints state requirements on the clusters. Requirements can be on
the size, on the breadth, on the density, etc. of the clusters. We can find the following
ones:

• A capacity (size) constraint expresses a maximal or a minimal limit on the number
of objects in each cluster. A minimal capacity constraint states that each cluster
must have at least α objects: ∀k ∈ [1,K], |Ck| ≥ α. A maximal capacity contraints
requires that each cluster must have at most β objects: ∀k ∈ [1,K], |Ck| ≤ β.

• Considering the diameter of the clusters, amaximum diameter constraint gives an up-
per bound γ on the diameter of each cluster: ∀k ∈ [1,K],∀oi, oj ∈ Ck, d(oi, oj) ≤ γ.
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As for the split between clusters, a minimum split constraint states that the clusters
must be separated by at least δ: ∀k, k′ ∈ [1, k], k′ 6= k, ∀oi ∈ Ck,∀oj ∈ Ck′ , d(oi, oj) ≥
δ. Note that although the diameter or split constraints state requirements on the
clusters, they can be expressed by a conjunction of cannot-link constraints or must-
link constraints, respectively [Davidson & Ravi 2005].

• An ε-constraint, introduced in [Davidson & Ravi 2005], demandes that each object
oi have in its neighborhood of radius ε at least one other object in the same cluster:
∀k ∈ [1,K],∀oi ∈ Ck,∃oj ∈ Ck, oj 6= oi, d(oi, oj) ≤ ε. This constraint tries to capture
the density notion, used in density based clustering DBSCAN [Ester et al. 1996].
We can generalize this constraint to the requirement that each object oi has in its
neighborhood of radius ε at least m objects in the same cluster with oi.

4.1.3 Different Approaches for Constrained Clustering

Clustering under user constraints has been introduced in [Wagstaff & Cardie 2000] and
constraint-based clustering has been termed in [Tung et al. 2001]. Several works have
been done since to extend classic clustering algorithms to handle user constraints. Most
of them consider instance-level constraints. The extension is done by enforcing pairwise
constraints, using them to guide the search process or by learning a distance metric from
pairwise constraints before and/or during searching. A survey on partitional and hierarchi-
cal clustering with instance level constraints can be found in [Davidson & Basu 2007]. We
review below different approaches for constrained clustering. They are either approxima-
tive or exact approaches; they are designed as algorithmic methods or declarative frame-
works; they can integrate instance-level constraints or both instance-level and cluster-level
constraints.

K-means based methods. In this type of approach, the clustering algorithm or the
objective function is modified so that user constraints are used to guide the algorithm
toward a more appropriate data partitioning. The extension is done either by enforcing
pairwise constraints or by using pairwise constraints to define penalties in the objective
function. The first work proposed a modified version of COBWEB [Fisher 1987] that
tends to satisfy all the pairwise constraints [Wagstaff & Cardie 2000]. Subsequent work
extended the K-means algorithm to instance level constraints. The K-means algorithm
starts with initial assignment seeds and assigns objects to clusters in several iterations. At
each iteration, the centroids of the clusters are computed and the objects are reassigned
to the closest centroids. The algorithm converges to a solution which is a local optimum
of the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS or distortion). To integrate ML and CL
constraints, the COP-KMeans algorithm reassigns the objects in each iteration in such a
way that no constraint is violated [Wagstaff et al. 2001]. However, this greedy behavior
without backtracking means that the algorithm may fail to find a solution that satisfies
all the constraints even when such a solution exists. Two variants of K-means, the Seed-
KMeans and Constrained-KMeans algorithms, allow the use of labeled objects as seeds
[Basu et al. 2002]; the difference between the two being the possibility of changing the
class centers or not. In both methods, it is assumed that there is at least one seed per
cluster and that the number of cluster is known. The seeds are used to overcome the
sensitivity of the K-means algorithm for the initial parameterization.
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Penalty based methods. Other methods uses penalties as a trade-off between finding
a best clustering and satisfying as many constraints as possible. Considering a subset of
instances whose label is known, the clustering objective function is modified to incorpo-
rate a dispersion measure and an impurity measure [Demiriz et al. 1999]. The impurity
measure is based on Gini Index to measure misplaced known labels. The CVQE (con-
strained vector quantization error) method [Davidson & Ravi 2005] penalizes constraint
violations using distance. If a must-link constraint is violated then the penalty is the dis-
tance between the two centroids of the clusters containing the two instances that should
be together. If a cannot-link constraint is violated then the penalty is the distance be-
tween the cluster centroid the two instances are assigned to and the distance to the nearest
cluster centroid. These two penalty types together with the distortion measure define a
new differentiable objective function. An improved version, LCVQE (linear-time CVQE)
[Pelleg & Baras 2007], avoids checking all possible assignments for cannot-link constraints
and its penalty calculations takes into account coordinates of the involved instances in the
violated constraint. The method PCK-Means [Basu et al. 2004a] formulated the goal of
pairwise constrained clustering as minimizing a combined objective function, defined as the
sum of the total squared distances between the points and their cluster centroids WCSS,
and the cost incurred by violating any pairwise constraints. The cost can be uniform
but can also take into account the metric of the clusters, as in the MPCK-Means version
that integrates both constraints and metric learning. Lagrangian constrained clustering
[Ganji et al. 2016] also formulates the objective function as a sum of distortion and the
penalty of violating cannot-link constraints (must-link constraints are used to aggregate
instances into super-instances so they are all satisfied). This method uses a Lagrangian
relaxation strategy of increasing penalties for constraints which remain unsatisfied in sub-
sequent clustering iterations. A local search approach using Tabu search was developed
to optimize the objective function, which is the sum of the distortion and the weighted
cost incurred by violating pairwise constraints [Hiep et al. 2016].

Metric based and hybrid approaches. Metric-based approaches investigate how a
better distance metric can be learned from the constraints: learning from must-link con-
straints [Bar-Hillel et al. 2005] or both must-link and cannot-link constraints[Klein et al. 2002,
Xing et al. 2003]. Hybrid approaches integrated both constraints enforcing and met-
ric learning in a single framework: MPCK-Means [Bilenko et al. 2004], HMRF-KMeans
[Basu et al. 2004b], semi-supervised kernel K-means [Kulis et al. 2005]. An uniform frame-
work that integrates both constraint-based and metric-based methods was defined in
[Bilenko et al. 2004]. This framework represents PCK-Means when considering a constraint-
based factor and MPCK-Means when considering both constraint-based and metric-based
factors. Semi-supervised HMRF K-means [Basu et al. 2004b] is a probabilistic framework
based on Hidden Markov Random Fields, where the semi-supervised clustering objective
minimizes both the overall distortion measure of the clusters and the number of violated
must-link and cannot-link constraints. A K-means like iterative algorithm is used for
optimizing the objective, where at each step the distortion measure is re-estimated to
respect user-constraints. Semi-supervised kernel K-means [Kulis et al. 2005] is a weighted
kernel-based approach, that generalizes HMRF K-means. The method can perform semi-
supervised clustering on data given either as vectors or as a graph. It can be used on a
wide class of graph clustering objectives such as minimizing the normalized cut or ratio
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cut. The framework can be therefore applied on semi-supervised spectral clustering.

Algorithmic methods beyond pairwise constraints. Suitable constraints are added
into the mathematical program formulation of the k-Means algorithm to extend the algo-
rithm to the problem of partitioning objects into clusters where the number of elements in
each cluster is fixed [Ng 2000]. In order to avoid local solution with empty clusters or clus-
ters having very few points, k minimal capacity constraints are added to the formulation
of the clustering optimization problem [Bradley et al. 2000]. This work considers the K-
means algorithm and the constraints are enforced during the assignment step at each iter-
ation. Considering cluster size constraints, a scalable algorithm starts by finding an initial
solution that satisfies user-constraints and then refines the solution by performing confined
object movement under constraints [Tung et al. 2001]. A framework to generate balanced
clusters, i.e. clusters of comparable sizes was proposed in [Banerjee & Ghosh 2006], and a
minimal size constraint was integrated to K-means algorithm [Demiriz et al. 2008]. Con-
sidering two types of constraints, the minimum number of objects in a cluster and mini-
mum variance of a cluster, [Ge et al. 2007] proposed an algorithm that generates clusters
satisfying them both. This algorithm is based on a CD-Tree data structure, which or-
ganizes data points in leaf nodes such that each leaf node approximately satisfies the
significance and variance constraint and minimizes the sum of squared distances.

Exact methods for unconstrained clustering. Exact methods have also been inves-
tigated for clustering without user constraints. They are based on graph theory, branch-
and-bound search or dynamic programming. For the diameter criterion, exact algorithms
were developed using graph coloring problem [Hansen & Delattre 1978] or branch-and-
bound search [Brusco & Stahl 2005]. A repetitive branch-and-bound algorithm was pro-
posed in [Brusco 2006], which can be used for the diameter, the sum of dissimilarities
WCSD and the sum of squares WCSS criteria. For the WCSS criterion, several meth-
ods were developed, based on branch-and-bound search [Koontz et al. 1975, Brusco 2003,
Brusco 2006], dynamic programming [Jensen 1969, B.J. van Os 2004], integer linear pro-
gramming using column generation [du Merle et al. 1999, Aloise et al. 2012], cutting plane
algorithm [Xia & Peng 2005] or semidefinite optimization [Aloise & Hansen 2009].

Declarative approaches. Recently, approaches using generic optimization frameworks
for Data Mining problems have shown their interest in the capacity of modeling and solv-
ing [De Raedt et al. 2008, De Raedt et al. 2010, Cambazard et al. 2010, Guns et al. 2011,
Jabbour et al. 2013, Rojas et al. 2014, Bessiere et al. 2009]. For constrained clustering,
several works have been developed using integer linear programming (ILP), SAT, con-
straint programming (CP) or mathematical programming. These approaches enable the
modeling of different types of user constraints and the search of an exact solution that
is a global optimum and that satisfies all the user constraints. For dissimilarity-based
constrained clustering setting with two clusters (K = 2), a SAT framework has been pro-
posed [Davidson et al. 2010]. This framework integrates different constraints (must-link,
cannot-link, maximum diameter, minimum split) and the optimization criteria of diameter
and split. Using ILP, [Mueller & Kramer 2010] has proposed an approach that takes a set
of cluster candidates as input and constructs a clustering by selecting a subset of the can-
didates. This approach allows different constraints on the clusters as well as constraints
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on set of clusters. Instance-level constraints can be enforced while selecting the cluster
candidates. However, since the set of cluster candidates must be given, the application of
this approach to general clustering setting is limited. Indeed, having a good set of clus-
ters candidates is difficult, since the number of cluster candidates is exponential on the
number of objects. This approach is experimented in conceptual clustering setting, where
the candidates correspond to frequent patterns. Another approach using ILP and column
generation has been developed for the sum of squares WCSS criterion [Babaki et al. 2014].
This approach integrates instance-level constraints and anti-monotonic cluster-level con-
straints, but is limited only to the WCSS criterion.

Generic optimization frameworks have also been investigated in several works for other
clustering settings. Conceptual clustering considers objects described by categorical at-
tributes and aims at associating to each cluster a definition expressed by a pattern. A
CP framework has been developed for the K-pattern set mining problem that can be
used for conceptual clustering [Guns et al. 2013]. This framework integrates constraints
on patterns or groups of patterns as well as different optimization criteria. Recently an-
other CP framework has been developed that exploit further the use of set constraints
[Chabert & Solnon 2017]. A SAT based framework has also been proposed, which pro-
vides a query language to formalize conceptual clustering tasks [Métivier et al. 2012a].
The elements of the language are translated into SAT clauses and solved by a SAT solver.
In the same manner as [Mueller & Kramer 2010], an approach using ILP based on the
choice of clusters to compose a clustering has been developed in [Ouali et al. 2016]. This
approach uses closed frequent pattern instead of frequent pattern as clusters candidates,
and presents a formulation of several tasks of clustering, as for instance conceptual clus-
tering, co-clustering or soft-co-clustering.

Regarding clustering problems on graph, a framework using mathematical program-
ming for spectral clustering has been developed in [Wang & Davidson 2010, Wang et al. 2014].
This framework allows to consider different types of constraints and also to specify a
lower bound on the satisfaction of the constraints. It is extended to integrate logical
combinations of constraints [Zhi et al. 2013], which are translated into linear equations
or linear inequations. Also based on a similarity graph between objects, correlation
clustering aims at finding a partition that agree the most possible with the similari-
ties. A MaxSAT framework has been developed for constrained correlation clustering
[Berg & Jarvisalo 2013, Berg & Järvisalo 2017]. In this model, hard-clauses guarantee a
well defined partition and soft-clauses are used to encode the cost function. For the prob-
lem of community detection, recently a model using constraint programming has been
proposed [Ganji et al. 2017]. A SAT-based approach has been developed for overlapping
community detection [Jabbour et al. 2017].

Different from partition clustering, hierarchical clustering constructs a hierarchy of
partitions, represented by a dendrogram. A framework developed in [Gilpin et al. 2013]
allows to model hierarchical clustering using ILP. Another SAT framework allows to inte-
grate different types of user constraints [Gilpin & Davidson 2011].

In our work, we develop a declarative approach using constraint programming for
constrained clustering problems. We study not only the modeling using constraint pro-
gramming, but also enhancing the efficiency of the approach.
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4.2 A Declarative Framework Using Constraint Program-
ming

We have developed a general and declarative framework based on constraint programming
for constrained clustering. The framework allows to model different problems of con-
strained clustering, by integrating several optimization criteria (diameter, split, WCSD,
WCSS) and various types of user constraints. Let the dataset be a set of N objects that
are also called points. Without loss of generality let us assume that the points are indexed
and are named by their index, which ranges from 1 to N . Let d(i, j) be a dissimilarity for
each pair of points i, j.

4.2.1 A CP Model for Constrained Clustering

This subsection describes the first model [Dao et al. 2013a, Dao et al. 2013d, Dao et al. 2013c].

Variables and constraints. A CP model is characterized by the set of variables and
their domains and the set of constraints. In this model, a partition is represented by two
levels: the representative points that represent the clusters and the assignment of each
point to a cluster representative. The variables are therefore defined as follows:

• For each cluster k ∈ [1,K], among all the points of the cluster, the one with the
smallest index is considered as the representative point 2. An integer variable I[k]3

with Dom(I[k]) = [1, N ] is introduced, where I[k] is the index of the representative
point of the cluster k.

• For each i ∈ [1, N ], let G[i] be a variable with Dom(G[i]) = [1, N ], where G[i] is the
representative point of the cluster that contains point i.

The constraints can be organized into three categories: (1) constraints to guarantee a
partition, (2) constraints to express user-constraints and (3) constraints to express the
optimization criterion. When no optimization criterion is specified, the model corresponds
to finding all the partitions that satisfy the user-constraints. To define a partition, the
following constraints are used:

• Each representative belongs to its cluster: ∀k ∈ [1,K], the constraint G[I[k]] = I[k]

is put. This constraint is expressed by an element CP constraint.

• Each point is assigned to a representative: ∀i ∈ [1, N ],
∨
k∈[1,K](G[i] = I[k]). This

relation can be expressed by N cardinality constraints in CP: ∀i ∈ [1, N ], #{k |
I[k]=G[i]} = 1.

• The representative of a cluster is the point in this cluster with the minimal index; in
other words, the index i of a point is greater or equal to the index of its representative
given by G[i]: ∀i ∈ [1, n], G[i] ≤ i.

2It allows to have a single representation of a cluster. It must not be confused with the notion of
representative in the medoid approach.

3To denote the k-th element of an array I, we will use two notations I[k] and Ik.
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• In order to break symmetries among the clusters, the following conditions are ex-
pressed. The representative of the first cluster is the first point: I[1] = 1. The
representatives are sorted in increasing order: ∀k ∈ [1,K − 1], I[k] < I[k + 1].

To represent user-constraints in clustering, CP constraints are used. A must-link constraint
on points i, j is expressed by Gi = Gj and a cannot-link constraint by Gi 6= Gj . Cluster
level constraints are naturally expressed by CP constraints, for instance a minimal cluster
size constraint is expressed by K cardinality CP constraints: ∀k ∈ [1,K],#{i | G[i] =

I[k]} ≥ α. For each k ∈ [1,K], this constraint states that the value of I[k] must appears
at least α times in the array G. A density constraint states that each point must have
in its neighborhood of radius ε at least MinPts points belonging to the same cluster as
itself. So, for each i ∈ [1, N ], the set of points in its ε-neighborhood is computed and a
constraint is put on its cardinality:

#{j | d(i, j) ≤ ε,G[j]=G[i]} ≥MinPts

Optimization criteria. To represent the optimization criterion, a float value variable
is introduced for each potential criterion: D (diameter), S (split) and W (WCSD). Con-
straints are used to enforce the relation behind each criterion. For instance, for the diam-
eter criterion, since D represents the maximal diameter of the clusters, any two points i, j
that have d(i, j) > D must be in different clusters. Since the value of D is still unknown,
this relation can be expressed using O(N2) reified constraints:

∀i < j ∈ [1, N ], (d(i, j) > D)→ (G[i] 6= G[j])

The relation that defines the sumWCSD is defined byW =
∑

i,j∈[1,N ](G[i] == G[j])d(i, j)2,
where Gi == Gj is 1 if the variables Gi, Gj have the same value and 0 otherwise.

Model improvements. The variables I[k] is the smallest index of the points in cluster
k. The way points are indexed is therefore really important. Points are then ordered
and indexed, so that points that are probably representatives have small index. In order
to achieve this, we rely on FPF (Furthest Point First) algorithm [Gonzalez 1985]. This
algorithm starts by choosing a point furthest from the others, marks it as the first head,
links all the points to it and iterates until all the points are marked. At each iteration, it
chooses the point i that is furthest to its head, marks it as a new head and links to it all
the unmarked points that are closer to i than to their head. The order where the points
are marked gives the new order of the points.

Search strategy. The variables I[k] for k ∈ [1,K] are instantiated before the variables
G[i] for i ∈ [1, N ]. This means that cluster representations are first determined, allowing
constraint propagation to assign some points to clusters. When all the variables I[k]

are instantiated, the variables G[i] whose domains are not singletons are instantiated.
Variables I[k] are chosen from I[1] to I[K]. Since the representative is the one with the
minimal index in the cluster, values for instantiating each I[k] are chosen in an increasing
order. Variables G[i] are chosen so that the ones with the smallest remaining domain are
chosen first. All values in Dom(G[i]) are examined and the value j which corresponds to
the smallest d(i, j) is chosen and two alternatives are created G[i] = j and G[i] 6= j.
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4.2.2 An Improved CP Model

The first model is based on the representative points to represent the clusters. This implies
that the number of clusters K must be set beforehand, because the number of variables
Ik depends on K. A second model has been developed, which is different from the first
one on the choice of variables. In this model, the number of clusters K is not fixed,
only bounds are needed Kmin ≤ K ≤ Kmax. Moreover, dedicated global optimization
constraints are developed for each optimization criterion (these constraints are described
in Section 4.3). This model was developed in [Dao et al. 2014b] and was improved in
[Dao et al. 2014a, Dao et al. 2017].

Two constants Kmin and Kmax must be given, which define the minimal and the
maximal number of clusters. The objectif is to find a partition of K clusters, where
Kmin ≤ K ≤ Kmax, such that a given criterion is optimized. The optimization criterion
can be:

• minimizing the maximal diameter of the clusters,

• maximizing the minimal split between clusters,

• minimizing the within-cluster sum of dissimilarities WCSD,

• minimizing the within-cluster sum of squares WCSS.

Variables. In this model, the clusters are identified by their index. For a clustering
of K clusters, the indices are from 1 to K. To define the assignment of points to clus-
ters, we introduce integer variables G1, . . . , GN , each one having the domain the set of
integers {1, ..,Kmax}. An assignment Gi = k means point i is grouped into the clus-
ter k. To represent the optimization criterion, a float value variable is introduced for
each criterion: D for the diameter, S for the split, W for the WCSD and V for the
WCSS. Their domain is defined by: Dom(D) = Dom(S) = [mini,j(d(i, j)),maxi,j(d(i, j))],
Dom(W ) = Dom(V ) = [0,∞].

Constraints. A complete assignment of G1, . . . , GN defines naturally a partition. How-
ever, a partition can correspond to several different assignments, by permutation of cluster
indices or by changing a cluster index to an unused value. In order to break this kind of
symmetries, the clusters are created and indexed such as the first created cluster has the
index 1 and a number c is used to index a new cluster only if the number c−1 has already
been used. A direct method to express this condition is by using the constraints G1 = 1

and Gi ≤ maxj∈[1,i−1](Gj) + 1, for i ∈ [2, N ]. However, using a global constraint that
enforces this relations will yield more interaction and propagation. The global constraint
precede [Law & Lee 2004] eventually achieves this: precede([G1, . . . , GN ], [1, . . . ,Kmax]).
This constraint ensures G1 = 1 and moreover, for i ∈ [2, N ], if Gi = c where 1 < c ≤ Kmax,
then there must exist j < i such that Gj = c− 1.

To enforce that there must be at least Kmin clusters, each number from 1 to Kmin

must be used at least once in the assignment of G1, . . . , GN . In presence of the con-
straint precede, one needs only to impose that the value Kmin is used at least once.
This means #{i | Gi = Kmin} ≥ 1, which can be expressed by a CP atleast constraint:
atleast(1, [G1, . . . , GN ],Kmin).
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The domain of each variable Gi is the set of integers [1,Kmax], therefore there will
be at most Kmax clusters. If one needs exactly K clusters, it is sufficient to set Kmin =

Kmax = K.
Clustering user-constraints are expressed in the same way as in the first model. The

only difference is on the minimal size constraint, where the variables Ik do no more exist.
To express this constraint, we impose that for each i ∈ [1, N ], the value taken by Gi must
appear at least α times in the array G, i.e. #{j | Gj = Gi} ≥ α. The minimal size helps
also to upper bound the number of clusters: Gi ≤ bn/αc, for i ∈ [1, N ].

Optimization criteria. In the first model [Dao et al. 2013a], a large number of reified
constraints are used to express the relation defined by the optimization criterion. For
instance, to define that D is the maximal diameter, O(N2) reified constraints are used.
The number of constraints in the model is therefore important but the link between the
constraints is not well exploited. In the second model, we have developed a global opti-
mization constraint for each criterion that summarizes the corresponding relation. These
constraints as well as their filtering algorithm are presented in Section 4.3. These con-
straints are:

• diameter([G1, . . . , GN ], D, d): D is the maximal diameter of the clusters formed by
an assignment of G1, . . . , GN , using the dissimilarity measure d;

• split([G1, . . . , GN ], S, d) : S is the minimal split between clusters;

• wcsd([G1, . . . , GN ],W, d) : W is the within-cluster sum of dissimilarities;

• wcss([G1, . . . , GN ], V, d) : V is the within-cluster sum of squares.

When the optimization criterion is specified, the corresponding value is optimized in the
objective function. For instance, if the sum of squares is minimized, the objective function
will be minimize V .

Search strategies. Several search strategies are defined and depending on the objective
function a strategy is chosen. For the diameter and split criteria, at each branching point,
a variable Gi with the smallest domain is chosen. All values in Dom(Gi) are examined
and the number of the closest cluster to i is chosen. The distance between a point i and
a cluster k is defined as the maximum distance d(i, j) where Gi is already instantiated to
k. If the cluster k is empty (no point Gj such that Gj = k), the distance between i and
cluster k is zero. This means the creation of a new cluster is favored if there are unused
cluster numbers. Moreover, the smallest remaining number is chosen. The closest cluster
k to the point i is chosen and two alternatives are created Gi = k and Gi 6= k.

For the WCSD and WCSS criteria, a mixed strategy is used. In order to have a good
upper bound for the objective variable, a greedy search is used. This means at each
branching point, the variable Gi and the value k that increase the objective function as
little as possible are chosen. After finding the first solution, the strategy changes to a
“first-fail”, which tends to detect failures quickly. In this strategy, a value sik for each
point i and each cluster k is defined as the added amount if i is assigned to k. For each
unassigned variable Gi, let si = mink∈Dom(Gi)(sik), that is the minimal added amount
when i is assigned to a cluster. The unassigned variable Gi having the greatest value si
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Dataset # Objects # Attributes # Classes

Iris 150 4 3

Wine 178 13 3

Glass 214 9 7

Ionosphere 351 34 2

User Knowledge 403 5 4

Breast Cancer 569 30 2

Synthetic Control 600 60 6

Vehicle 846 18 4

Yeast 1484 8 10

Multiple Features 2000 6 10

Image Segmentation 2000 19 7

Waveform 5000 40 3

Table 4.1: Properties of datasets

is chosen, and for this variable, the value k with the smallest value sik is chosen. Two
alternatives are created, corresponding to Gi = k and Gi 6= k.

Experiment results The experiments in [Dao et al. 2017] were conducted considering
different aspects: comparison to existent approaches with different criteria, analysis of
bounds on the number of clusters, analysis of search strategies. We give here some details
on the results. The two models are implemented using Gecode solver version 4.2.1. The
experiments are performed on a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i5 processor with 8 GB RAM running
Ubuntu. Experiments have been done on twelve datasets taken from the UCI repository
[Bache & Lichman 2014]. Table 4.1 summarizes information of these datasets.

In case of minimizing the maximal diameter without user-constraints, the model was
compared to the repetitive branch-and-bound approach (RBBA) [Brusco & Stahl 2005]
and the algorithm based on graph coloring (GC) [Delattre & Hansen 1980]. The RBBA
program has been obtained from the author’s website4. To our knowledge, this was the
best exact algorithm for the maximal diameter and WCSD criteria without constraints.
No implementation of GC was available so we coded it ourselves in C++ using a well-
known available graph coloring program [Mehrotra & Trick 1995]. The timeout was set to
1 hour and the Euclidean distance was used to compute the dissimilarity between objects.
The value K was set to the ground truth number of clusters.

Table 4.2 shows the results of the experiments. The symbol - is used when the search
is not completed after the timeout and the symbol * is used to mark memory run out.
All the algorithms are exact and they find the same value for the optimum diameter. It is
clear that our CP models outperform the existent approaches. The second model (CP2)
is the most efficient in all cases.

Considering the WCSD criterion, the second model is compared to RBBA, which to
our knowledge, is the best exact algorithm for this criterion without user constraints.
Both approaches can only find the optimal solution for the Iris dataset (RBBA 3249 sec,
CP2 4125 s). Our model can handle different kinds of user constraints. A set of 120

4http://mailer.fsu.edu/~mbrusco/

http://mailer.fsu.edu/~mbrusco/
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Datasets Dopt RBBA GC CP1 CP2

Iris 2.58 1.4 1.8 < 0.1 < 0.1

Wine 458.13 2 2.3 0.3 < 0.1

Glass 4.97 8.1 42 0.9 0.2

IonoSphere 8.60 − 0.6 0.4 0.3

User Knowledge 1.17 − 3.7 75 0.2

Breast Cancer 2377.96 − 1.8 0.7 0.5

Synthetic Control 109.36 − − 56.1 1.6

Vehicle 264.83 − − 14.3 0.9

Yeast 0.67 − − 2389.9 5.2

Multi Features 1594.96 − − ∗ 10.4

Image Segmentation 436.40 − − 589.2 5.7

Waveform 15.60 − − ∗ 50.1

Table 4.2: Runtime in seconds with the minimization of the maximal diameter and
without user-constraints

instance-level constraints has been generated from the dataset Iris. The constraints were
generated following the method described in [Wagstaff & Cardie 2000]: two points are
chosen randomly from the dataset, if they belong to the same cluster in the real partition,
a must-link constraint is generated, otherwise a cannot-link constraint is generated. The
first test is without user-constraints, the second one considers the first 30 constraints,
the third one takes into account the first 60 constraints and so on. Figure 4.1 (left)
reports the total time needed to solve the dataset with these user-constraints. When
there are 30 constraints, the solver takes more computation time. The reason is that,
with user-constraints, the optimal value of WCSD is higher and the propagation of the
WCSD constraint is weaker. However, when more user-constraints are integrated, the
propagation of must-link and cannot-link constraints is stronger and enables to quickly
instantiate variables. As a result, the solver takes only 94s for solving the problem with
60 constraints, and less than 10s when there are 90 or more constraints.

We have also evaluated the quality of the partitions found. For measuring the quality
of a partition, we consider the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI). It measures the similarity
between two partitions, in this case, the real partition P of the dataset and the partition
P ′ found by our model. It is defined by:

ARI =
2(ab− cd)

(a+ d)(d+ b) + (a+ c)(c+ b)

where a is the number of pairs of points that are in the same cluster in P and in P ′, b is
the number of pairs of points that are in different clusters in P and in P ′, c is the number
of pairs of points that are in the same cluster in P , but in different clusters in P ′ and d is
the number of pairs of points that are in different clusters in P , but in the same cluster
in P ′. The results of this experiment are reported in Figure 4.1 (right). The figure shows
that the ARI value of the optimal partition improves when more are more constraints are
considered.
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Figure 4.1: WCSD with user-constraints on Iris: computation time (left), Adjusted Rand
Index (right)

4.3 Global Optimization Constraints for Clustering

CP solvers offer a rich catalogue of elementary and global constraints. The relation of the
optimization criterion can be expressed using existent CP constraints. For instance, in the
first model, reified constraints are used to express the relations of maximal diameter and
minimal split. The WCSD and WCSS criteria can also be expressed by composing different
existent constraints. However, a decomposition into several constraints does not allow
to fully exploit the interaction between the variables, i.e. changes on decision variables
may not have impact on the criterion since the constraints are considered separately.
Moreover, a large number of constraints is usually required, e.g. O(N2) reified constraints
for the diameter or WCSD. One of the strength of CP is the modularity, where each global
constraint represents a relation, and we have the possibility of adding new global constraint
to define new relation. A filtering algorithm is associated to each global constraint, which
enforces the relation expressed by the constraint. The filtering algorithm exploits the
relation to remove inconsistent values from the domain of the variables.

We have developed for each optimization criterion a dedicated global constraint and its
filtering algorithm. Each constraint links the variable representing the criterion and the
decision variables G1, . . . , GN representing the partition. Since the variable representing
the criterion is the objective function, this kind of global constraints is also called global
optimization constraint. During the branch-and-bound search, when a new solution is
reached, the value of the objective function at this solution is computed and is used to
narrow the domain of the objective variable. Considering directly and globally the variable
of the objective function and the decision variables, we can capture more interactions
between them in order to have better propagation. Note that these global constraints can
also be used without optimization. For instance, diameter([G1, . . . , GN ], D, d) and D ≤ γ
allow to express a constraint on the maximal diameter of the clusters.

The next subsections will present the global constraints for the maximal diameter
of the clusters and the minimal split between clusters [Dao et al. 2017], for the within-
cluster sum of dissimilarities WCSD [Dao et al. 2013b] and for the within-cluster sum
of squares WCSS [Dao et al. 2015a]. The constraints for diameter or split achieve the
same level of propagation with respect to the reified constraints, but with much less
time. The constraints for WCSD and WCSS, on the other hand, have dramatically better
performance either on propagation level or on the execution time.
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4.3.1 Maximal Diameter and Minimal Split

The relation that D is the maximal diameter of the clusters formed by the decision vari-
ables G1, . . . , GN , considering a dissimilarity measure d, is expressed by:

∀i < j ∈ [1, N ], (D < d(i, j) → Gi 6= Gj) ∧ (Gi = Gj → D ≥ d(i, j)). (4.1)

Using existent CP constraints, this relation can be expressed using O(N2) reified con-
straints. We have developed a global constraint diameter([G1, . . . , GN ], D, d) enforcing
this relation. The filtering algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3. In this algorithm,
Dom(D) is represented by [D.lb,D.ub), where D.lb is the lower bound, which initially can
be the minimum dissimilarity between two points, and D.ub is the upper bound, which
can be the maximum dissimilarity between two points or the D value of the last found
solution. The bound D.ub is strict since by branch-and-bound, the next solution must be
strictly better than the previous one. The filtering algorithm is active when the domain
of some variables is changed. The relation (4.1) is used to narrow the variable domains in
the following situations:

• The upper bound D.ub has been reduced (e.g. a solution has been found). In this
case, for each couple i < j, if D.ub ≤ d(i, j), we can conclude that D < d(i, j) and
by (4.1) conclude that Gi 6= Gj . The relation Gi 6= Gj is however useful to domain
reduction only when one of the variables has already been instantiated. Therefore,
Algorithm 3 memorizes the instantiated variables (lines 2–4) and uses them to filter
(line 10). The lower bound D.lb can also be revised (line 11).

• Some variables Gi have been instantiated. In this case, for each couple i < j such
that Gi and Gj are instantiated by the same value, we deduce D ≥ d(i, j) and revise
D.lb (line 11).

Notice that as soon as the domain of a variable becomes empty, a failure is invoked by
the solver. The worst case complexity is O(N2). The algorithm is active when the upper
bound of D has been reduced or a variable Gi has been instantiated. However, because
of its complexity, the filtering is executed after the other constraints whose filtering has a
lower cost.

The constraint split(G, S, d) enforces that S is the minimal split between the clusters
formed by G1, . . . , GN . It represents the relation:

∀i < j ∈ [1, N ], (S > d(i, j) → Gi = Gj) ∧ (Gi 6= Gj → S ≤ d(i, j)). (4.2)

The filtering algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4, where Dom(S) = (S.lb, S.ub]. The
lower bound S.lb is either the minimum dissimilarity between two points or the S value
of the last found solution. This algorithm is active when the lower bound S.lb has been
increased or some variables Gi have been instantiated. If S.lb is changed, for each couple
i < j, if S.lb ≥ d(i, j), then by (4.2) we have Gi = Gj . This relation is propagated by
enforcing Dom(Gi) = Dom(Gj). If some decision variables have been instantiated and
Gi 6= Gj , by (4.2) we have S ≤ d(i, j) that changes the upper bound of S. The complexity
is also O(N2).
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Algorithm 3: Filtering for constraint diameter(G, D, d)

1 stack ← ∅;
2 if D.ub has been changed then
3 for i← 1 to n where Gi is instantiated do
4 stack ← stack ∪ {i};

5 else
6 foreach i that Gi has just been instantiated do
7 stack ← stack ∪ {i};

8 foreach i ∈ stack do
9 for j ← 1 to n do

10 if d(i, j) ≥ D.ub then delete Gi from Dom(Gj) ;
11 if Gj is instantiated ∧ Gi = Gj then D.lb← max(D.lb, d(i, j)) ;

Algorithm 4: Filtering for constraint split(G, S, d)

1 stack ← ∅;
2 if S.lb has been changed then stack ← {1, . . . , n} ;
3 else
4 foreach i that Dom(Gi) has just been changed do
5 stack ← stack ∪ {i};

6 foreach i ∈ stack do
7 for j ← 1 to n do
8 if d(i, j) ≤ S.lb then
9 Dom(Gi)← Dom(Gi) ∩Dom(Gj);

10 Dom(Gj)← Dom(Gi);

11 if Gi and Gj are instantiated ∧ Gi 6= Gj then S.ub← min(S.ub, d(i, j)) ;
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reified constraints dedicated global constraint

Iris < 0.1 < 0.1

Wine < 0.1 < 0.1

Glass 0.4 0.2

IonoSphere 0.3 0.3

User Knowledge 15.4 0.2

Breast Cancer 0.7 0.5

Synthetic Control 23.6 1.6

Vehicle 11.9 0.9

Yeast 574.2 5.2

Multi Features * 10.4

Image Segmentation 226.7 5.7

Waveform * 50.1

Table 4.3: Performance (measured in seconds) for different modelings of diameter criterion

Analysis of the dedicated filtering algorithm. Using existent CP constraints, mod-
eling the maximal diameter requires O(N2) reified constraints. The dedicated global
constraint ensures the same level of consistency compared to reified constraints. However,
although our dedicated global constraint has a complexity in the worst case of O(N2),
it considers only necessary variables. In order to compare the efficiency of the filtering
algorithm, we use the new model (CP2) for both cases: using reified constraints and us-
ing the dedicated global constraint to express the diameter criterion. The performance is
presented in Table 4.3. We can see that when using reified constraints, the solver cannot
find optimal solution with the datasets Wave Form and Multi Features. The reason is
that there are too many reified constraints and the computer runs out of memory. Table
4.3 shows that the filtering algorithm boosts the performance and this becomes more and
more significant with larger datasets.

4.3.2 Within-Cluster Sum of Dissimilarities

The relation that W is the within-cluster sum of dissimilarities of the clusters formed by
G1, . . . , GN , using the dissimilarity measure d, is:

W =
∑

1≤i<j≤N
[Gi=Gj ]d(i, j) (4.3)

where [Gi = Gj ] is 1 if Gi and Gj have the same value and 0 otherwise. Optimizing
this criterion is NP-Hard since the weighted max-cut problem, which is NP-Complete,
is a particular instance of this problem with two clusters. We have developed a global
constraint wcsd([G1, . . . , GN ],W, d) enforcing this relation [Dao et al. 2013b].

Let Dom(W ) = [W.lb,W.ub). Given a partial assignment of the variables G1, . . . , GN ,
two steps are achieved in the filtering algorithm:

1. Compute a new lower bound W.lb, using the partial configuration of the clusters. If
W.lb ≥W.ub then a failure is invoked.
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2. Filter the domain of the unassigned decision variables Gi using the lower bound
W.lb.

The essential of the algorithm is described below. For the details the reader could see
[Dao et al. 2013b].

Lower bound for WCSD. Given a partial assignment of the variables G1, . . . , GN , let
A = {i ∈ [1, N ] | Gi is assigned} and U = {i ∈ [1, N ] | Gi is unassigned}. According
to [Klein & Aronson 1991], (4.3) can be separated into three parts W = W1 + W2 + W3,
where:

• W1 is the sum of within-cluster dissimilarities between the assigned points:

W1 =
∑

i,j∈A,i<j
[Gi=Gj ]d(i, j)

• W2 is the sum of within-cluster dissimilarities between an unassigned and an assigned
point:

W2 =
∑

i∈U,j∈A
[Gi=Gj ]d(i, j)

• W3 is the sum of within-cluster dissimilarities between the unassigned points:

W3 =
∑

i,j∈U,i<j
[Gi=Gj ]d(i, j)

The exact value of W1 is known but not for W2 and W3 because of the unassigned points.
However we can compute a lower bound for W2 and W3. A lower bound for W2, denoted
byW2.lb is computed as follows. For each point i ∈ U , each value k ∈ Dom(Gi) represents
the number of a cluster where point i can be assigned to. If i is assigned to cluster k, it
will add to W2 the amount

∑
j∈A[Gj = k]d(i, j). A lower bound W2.lb is then the sum of

the minimal amount added by each unassigned point:

W2.lb =
∑
i∈U

min
k∈Dom(Gi)

(
∑
j∈A

[Gj = k]d(i, j))

A lower bound for W3, denoted by W3.lb, is computed as follows. Let p = |U | and
k = | ∪i∈U Dom(Gi)|. Let us observe that in the sum W3, the minimal number of terms
d(i, j) is the minimal number of within-cluster connections, considering all the possibilities
of grouping p points into k clusters. Let m be the quotient and let m′ be the remainder
of the division of p by k. Let f(p, k) = (km2 + 2mm′ − km)/2. We have proved in
[Dao et al. 2013b] that whatever be the partition of p points into k clusters, the number
of within-cluster connections is at least f(p, k). This value is reached when m′ clusters
have each one m+1 points and k−m′ clusters have each one m points. Therefore, a lower
bound W3.lb is the sum of the f(p, k) smallest dissimilarities d(i, j), for i < j ∈ U .

The lower bound of W is therefore revised by W.lb = max(W.lb, W1 +W2.lb+W3.lb).
If W.lb ≥W.ub, a failure will be invoked by the solver.
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n without filtering with filtering
#nodes time #nodes time

20 667 0.004 375 0.002
25 2887 0.03 599 0.004
30 17183 0.2 867 0.01
35 47901 0.8 1207 0.02
40 1362113 29.7 1663 0.04
45 5687055 145.8 2071 0.06

Table 4.4: Performance of filtering algorithm

Filter decision variable domains. For each unassigned variable Gi, for each value
c ∈ Dom(Gi), with the assumption that point i is assigned to cluster c, the lower bound
of W is revised to W.lb′ = W ′1 + W2.lb

′ + W3.lb
′. The revision of W ′1 and W ′2 can be

done in a constant time. In order to revise W ′3 in a constant time, we use a weaker lower
bound W4, which is the sum of f(p− 1, k) smallest dissimilarities d(u, v), for u < v ∈ U .
The used dissimilarities may be linked with i, thus W ′3.lb ≥ W4. The interest of using
W4 is that W4 can be computed once for all unassigned variables Gi, so the revision of
W ′3 is done in a constant time. The revised lower bound is W.lb′ = W ′1 +W2.lb

′ +W4. If
W.lb′ ≥W.ub then point i cannot be assigned to cluster c. In this case value c is removed
from Dom(Gi).

The complexity of the filtering algorithm is O(N2 + NK) = O(N2 + NKmax), since
|Dom(Gi)| ≤ Kmax. As Kmax ≤ N , the complexity is O(N2).

Experiment results We give here some results of the experiments, more details can be
found in [Dao et al. 2013b]. The constraint was used in the first model [Dao et al. 2013a]
and was implemented using Gecode 4.0.0. Expressing directly the relationW =

∑
1≤i<j≤n(G[i] ==

G[j])d(i, j) using reified constraints and a linear constraint, the propagation is weak. The
model without filtering hardly solves dataset with more than 50 samples. Our filtering
algorithm takes benefit from both assigned an unassigned points to have a better lower
bound and a better filtering. Table 4.4 shows the comparison of performance of our model
in two cases: with and without the filtering. In each case, the first column gives the
number of nodes in the search tree and the second column reports the total runtime in
seconds. The number of samples varies from n = 20 to n = 45 and the number of clusters
K is set to 3.

Our model can find exact solution with different user-constraints as given in Table 4.5.
For the dataset Letter Recognition from UCI, only 600 objects of 3 classes are considered
from the 20.000 objects in the original dataset, they are composed of the first 200 objects
of each class.

4.3.3 Within-Cluster Sum of Squares

In an Euclidean space WCSS is the sum of squared Euclidean distances between each
object oi and the centroid mk of the cluster that contains oi. Let d(i, j) be the squared
Euclidean distance between points i, j, i.e. d(i, j) = ||oi − oj ||2. For a partition ∆, WCSS
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Dataset User-constraints Total time
Wine separation: δ = 1.5% maxD 11.2s

minimal capacity: α = 30
Letter Recognition # ML constraints = 0.1% total pairs 11.5s

# CL constraints = 0.1% total pairs
separation: δ = 10% maxD

Vehicle separation: δ = 3% maxD 1.6s
diameter: γ = 40% maxD

Table 4.5: Example of combinations of user-constraints

is also defined by:

WCSS(∆) =
∑

k∈[1,K]

1

2|Ck|
∑

oi,oj∈Ck

d(i, j).

This criterion is popular since the well-known algorithm k-means locally optimizes it.
Minimizing the WCSS is however NP-Hard even for K = 2 [Aloise et al. 2009]. A direct
modeling using existent CP constraints is not efficient since the propagation is really weak.
A direct modeling can hardly solve a sample of Iris of 14 points with K = 3 within 30
minutes.

In [Dao et al. 2015a], we have developed a global constraint wcss([G1, . . . , GN ], V, d)
that enforces the relation where V is the WCSS of the clusters formed by the decision
variables G1, . . . , GN , using the distance measure d. Let Dom(V ) = [V.lb, V.ub). The fil-
tering algorithm follows the same principle: (1) taking into account the partial assignment
of G1, . . . , GN , a lower bound V.lb is computed, if V.lb ≥ V.ub then a failure is invoked
and (2) V.lb is used to filter the domain of unassigned decision variables. The essential of
the filtering algorithm is described below.

Lower bound for WCSS. Let K = max{c | c ∈
⋃
iDom(Gi)}. The value K is the

maximum number of clusters in the partition. Let C1, . . . , CK be the clusters. Let U be
the set of the unassigned points and let q = |U |. We need to compute a lower bound for V ,
considering all the possibilities of assigning all the points of U to the clusters C1, . . . , CK .
The lower bound computation is achieved in two steps:

1. For each m ∈ [0, q] and k ∈ [1,K], a lower bound V (Ck,m) for the WCSS of the
cluster Ck is computed, regarding all the possibilities of assigning any m points of
U to Ck. This bound is computed taking into account either the distances between
unassigned and assigned points or the distances between unassigned points. For the
bound on distances between unassigned points, an estimation based on the smallest
distances is used.

2. For each m ∈ [0, q] and k ∈ [2,K], a lower bound V (C1 . . . Ck,m) for the WCSS of
the clusters C1, . . . , Ck is computed, regarding all the possibilities of assigning any
m points of U to k clusters C1, . . . , Ck.

An assignment of m points to k clusters corresponds to an assignment of i points to
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k − 1 first clusters and m− i points to the last one. Therefore:

WCSS(C1..Ck,m) ≥ min
i∈[0,m]

(WCSS(C1..Ck−1, i) +WCSS(Ck,m− i))

A lower bound V (C1..Ck,m) can be defined by:

V (C1..Ck,m) = min
i∈[0,m]

(V (C1..Ck−1, i) + V (Ck,m− i)) (4.4)

This bound is computed using a dynamic program for each k ∈ [2,K] and m ∈ [0, q].

A lower bound for V this therefore max(V.lb, V (C1 . . . CK , q)). The complexity of the first
step is O(Kq2 log q+ qN) and for the second step is O(Kq2). The complexity of the lower
bound computation is therefore O(Kq2 log q + qN).

Filtering decision variable domains. For each value k ∈ [1,K], for each unassigned
variable Gi, if k ∈ Dom(Gi), under the assumption that point i is assigned to cluster Ck,
a new lower bound V.lb′ is computed.

Let C ′k be the cluster Ck ∪ {i} and let C′ = {Cc | c 6= k} ∪ {C ′k}. A new lower bound
V.lb′ is the value V (C′, q − 1), since there remains q − 1 points of U\{i} to be assigned.
According to (4.4):

V (C′, q − 1) = min
m∈[0,q−1]

(V (C′\{C ′k},m) + V (C ′k, q − 1−m))

For all m ∈ [0, q− 1], the bounds V (C′\{C ′k},m) and V (C ′k,m) are revised in making use
of the informations computed in the first step (the computation of the lower bound V.lb).
If V (C′, q−1) ≥ V.ub, point i cannot be assigned to cluster k. The value k is then removed
from Dom(Gi).

The complexity of filtering decision variable domains is O(Kq2). The total complexity
of the filtering algorithm is therefore O(Kq2 log q + qN).

Experiment results. The constraint was used in the second model [Dao et al. 2017]
and the system was implemented using Gecode 4.2.7. The model was compared to the ap-
proach based on Integer Linear Programming and column generation [Babaki et al. 2014],
which was the state-of-the-art method for WCSS with user-constraints. To generate user
constraints, pairs of objects are randomly drawn and either a must-link or a cannot-link
constraint is created depending on whether the objects belong to the same class or not. The
process is repeated until the desired number for each kind of constraints is reached. For
each number of constraints, five different constraint sets are generated for the tests. Table
4.6 presents results when the same number #c of must-link and cannot-link constraints
are added and Table 4.7 for the case when cannot-link constraints are used. Informations
given are on the mean execution time µ in seconds, the coefficient of variation σ/µ for the
five tests and the percentage of tests for which each system completes the search within
the timeout of 30 minutes. We can see that our approach outperforms ILP in all the cases
and makes better uses of the user-constraints.

Our approach was compared to the COP-kmeans algorithm [Wagstaff et al. 2001],
which extends k-means algorithm to must-link and cannot-link constraints. This algo-
rithm is based on a greedy strategy to find a solution that satisfies all the constraints.
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#c CP ILP
µ σ/µ µ σ/µ

25 969.33 51.98 % - -
50 43.85 46.67 % - -
100 0.41 49.80 % 107 72.35 %
150 0.06 22.60 % 0.8 50.00 %

#c CP ILP
µ solved µ solved

100 10.32 100 % - 0 %
125 0.35 100 % 497.60 100 %
150 0.12 100 % 13.98 100 %

Table 4.6: Time in seconds for Iris dataset (left) and Wine dataset (right) with #c must-
link and #c cannot-link constraints.

#c CP ILP
µ solved µ solved

50 1146.86 20 % - 0 %
100 719.53 80 % - 0 %
200 1130.33 40 % - 0 %
300 743.64 60 % - 0 %

Table 4.7: Iris dataset with #c cannot-link constraints.

When there are only must-link constraints, COP-kmeans always finds a partition satisfy-
ing all the constraints, which is a local optimum of WCSS. Nevertheless, when considering
also cannot-link constraints, the algorithm may fail to find a solution satisfying all the
constraints, even when such a solution exists.

We perform the same tests, but for each set of constraints, COP-kmeans is run 1000
times and we report the number of times COP-kmeans has been able to find a partition.
Figure 4.2 shows the percentage of successes when cannot-link constraints are added (left)
and when #c must-link and #c cannot-link constraints are added (right). We can see
that when the number of constraints increases, COP-kmeans fails more frequently to solve
the problem. Our CP model always find a solution satisfying all the constraints. With
cannot-link constraints, our model succeeds in proving the optimality for roughly 60 %
cases for Iris (Table 4.7). With must-link and cannot-link constraints, it succeeds in all
the cases for Iris dataset and in all the cases where #c ≥ 100 for Wine dataset, as shown
in Table 4.6.

Figure 4.2: COP-kmeans with cannot-link (left), with #c must-link and #c cannot-link
constraints (right)
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Figure 4.3: Effect with different criteria. A: intuitive groups; B: complete link; C: single
link; D: WCSS

4.4 Bi-objective Constrained Clustering

We consider bi-objective clustering problem that simultaneously minimizes the maximal
diameter of the clusters and maximizes the minimal split between clusters, under a set of
user-constraints. Exploiting the flexibility of handling different kinds of user-constraints
of our framework based on CP, we have developed an algorithm to find the exact Pareto
front. In our knowledge, it is the first method for bi-objective constrained clustering. This
work was published in [Dao et al. 2014a, Dao et al. 2017].

4.4.1 Bi-objective Clustering

Clustering with the criterion of minimizing the maximal diameter aims at finding homo-
geneous clusters, but it often suffers from the dissection effect [Cormack 1971], i.e. quite
similar objects may be classified in different clusters, in order to keep the diameters small.
On the other hand, clustering with the criterion of maximizing the minimal split, which
aims at finding well separated clusters, often suffers from the chain effect [Johnson 1967],
i.e. a chain of close objects may lead to group very different objects in the same cluster.
The popular WCSS criterion, which minimizes the sum of the squared distances between
points and the center of their cluster also suffers from undesirable effects. Considering
this criterion, objects that should be in a large group may be classified in different clusters
in order to keep this sum small. Figure 4.3 gives an illustration of these effects. Image
A shows three groups that can be easily identified. Image B shows the obtained solution
with the diameter criterion when the number of clusters is set to 3. In this partition,
some points are very close but they are classified in two different groups. The partition
obtained when considering the split criterion is shown in Image C. Because of the chain
effect, the largest group contains points that are very far each from other. The optimal
solution with the WCSS criterion is shown in Image D. In this partition, some points that
are very close are grouped in different clusters.

A good partition with homogeneous and well-separated clusters should have a minimal
diameter and a maximal split. Unfortunately, such a partition in general does not exist,
since the two criteria are often conflicting. This problem can be modeled by considering
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Figure 4.4: Pareto optimal solutions

the bi-criterion of maximizing the minimal split between clusters and minimizing the
maximal diameter, as introduced in [Delattre & Hansen 1980]. Considering these two
criteria together is natural and allows to capture both the homogeneity and the separation
requirements for a good clustering. A general approach for handling two optimization
criteria is to find the Pareto optimal solutions. A Pareto optimal solution is a solution
such that it is not possible to improve the value of one criterion without degrading the
value of the other one. If the user specifies a function on the criteria to optimize, for
example max(S/D) or min[αD − (1 − α)S] with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the optimal solution will be
among the Pareto optima.

Let us consider, for instance, the example given in Figure 4.3. When the number of
classes is set to 3, a complete and minimal set of Pareto solutions is given in Figure 4.4.
If the ratio S/D is minimized, the optimal solution is solution 5, which is the one that fits
the best the intuitive groups. The user can specify conditions on the desired solutions.
If for instance it is specified that points 5 and 14 must be in the same cluster, then only
solutions 5 and 6 are found. If another condition is added, requiring the size of each group
to be at least 2, only solution 5 is found.

A bi-criterion clustering algorithm finding a complete and minimal set of Pareto solu-
tions for different values of the number k of clusters is proposed in [Delattre & Hansen 1980].
When k = 2, an exact polynomial algorithm is proposed in [Wang et al. 1996, Wang & Chen 2012].
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no algorithm dealing with this bi-criterion,
while supporting various kinds of user constraints.

For the split-diameter bi-criterion optimization without user-constraints, an algorithm
finding a complete and minimal set of Pareto optimal solutions, which are partitions with
at most kmax clusters, is proposed in [Delattre & Hansen 1980]. It is proved that for n
points, regardless of the number of classes k, regardless of the partition, the split value
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can be found among the edges of the minimum weight spanning tree which is constructed
from the matrix of dissimilarities between objects. These values are ordered decreasingly
and the split s will take value in this order. On the other hand, the diameter value is one
of the dissimilarities between two objects. All the dissimilarities are ordered decreasingly
and the diameter d will take value in this order. Each couple (s, d) is considered and in
case without conflict will induce a graph. Graph coloring on the induced graph helps to
find a partition with minimum number of clusters (this number is the chromatic number
of the induced graph). The algorithm finds a complete and minimal set of Pareto optimal
solutions. Each solution is a partition with at most kmax classes.

In the case of bi-partition (k = 2), an exact polynomial algorithm to find Pareto
optimal solutions is proposed in [Wang et al. 1996, Wang & Chen 2012]. For k > 2,
[Wang & Chen 2012] also offers a 2-approximation algorithm. These two algorithms are
both based on the principle of [Delattre & Hansen 1980]: a spanning tree is built to find
the possible values for split and graph coloring tests are used to verify if a dissimilarity can
be the maximal diameter. However none of these bi-criterion cluster analysis approaches
does support any kind of user-constraints.

Multi-view spectral clustering is an extension of spectral clustering to multi-view
datasets. Instead of combining different views into a single objective function, David-
son et al. propose in [Davidson et al. 2013] a natural formulation that treats the problem
as a multi-objective problem and solve it using Pareto optimization.

4.4.2 Bi-objective Optimization and Exact Pareto Front Computation

In a decision problem, several criteria usually need to be optimized together. Although the
criteria could be combined together in a single criterion to be used in a mono-objective
problem, the simplification in general may not present faithfully the different aspects
of the initial problem. Multi-objective optimization problems consider the simultaneous
optimization of two or more objectives. A multi-objective optimization problem is defined
by [Miettinen 1998]:

minimize {f1(x), . . . , fm(x)}
such that x ∈ S

where m ≥ 2 objective functions fi : Rn → R are optimized. The vector x ∈ Rn is
composed by n decision variables. S is a non empty set of feasible solutions, which is
a subset of the decision space Rn. The vector of the objective functions or the criteria
f(x), also named by z, denote (f1(x), . . . , fm(x))T . The criterion space Z is defined by
{f(x) | x ∈ S}.

The objective functions are simultaneously optimized. If they are compatible, one
optimal solution will be found where all the objectives reach their optimality. However in
general the objective functions are contradictory and there does not exist a solution that
optimizes all the functions at the same time. In the multi-objective context, one is usually
interested in the criteria space and in comparing the vectors in this space. A relation
which is usually used for the comparison is the Pareto dominance.

Definition 4.1 (Dominance relation) Let f(x1) and f(x2) be two vectors of Z. We say
f(x1) dominatesf(x2) and denoted by f(x1) ≺ f(x2), or x1 dominates x2, denoted by
x1 ≺ x2, if and only if fi(x1) ≤ fi(x2) for all i ∈ [1,m] and at least one inequality is
strict.
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The solutions that dominate the others but do not dominate themselves are called Pareto
optimal solution. These solutions are such that we cannot improve an element of the
vector without deteriorate at least another element.

Definition 4.2 (Pareto optimality) A vector x is Pareto optimal if there does not exist
x′ such that x′ dominates x. The est of Pareto optima is denoted by P.

Definition 4.3 (Pareto front) The Pareto front F is the set {f(x) | x is a Pareto optimal}.

Different methods were developed to solve multi-objective optimization problems
[Miettinen 1998, Collette & Siarry 2002]. One of them is the method ε-constraint, intro-
duced in [Haimes et al. 1971]. In this method, one of the objective functions is chosen to
optimize, a vector of constraints is given which allows to transform the other objective
functions into inequality constraints. The problem becomes:

minimize fl(x)

such that fj(x) ≤ εj , for all j ∈ [1,m], j 6= l

x ∈ S

It is proven in [Miettinen 1998] that the ε-constraint method allows to compute the exact
Pareto front, as soon as we have the appropriate value for each εj . The choice of the value
for εj becomes however very hard for general problems.

We focus now on bi-objective optimization problems, f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x))T . Without
loss of generality, let us assume that f1(x) is to minimize and f2(x) to maximize. Let us
assume that S is finite and 0 ≤ f1(x) < ∞ and 0 ≤ f2(x) < ∞ for all x ∈ S. We define
two sub-problems

P1(f2 > ε2):

minimize f1(x)

such that f2(x) > ε2
x ∈ S

P2(f1 ≤ ε1):

maximize f2(x)

such that f1(x) ≤ ε1
x ∈ S

By choosing for ε the value of the objective function on a solution found, the ε-
constraint method can be achieved by Algorithm 5. This algorithm is similar with the one
in [Bérubé et al. 2009]. One observation is that several steps may improve the value of

Algorithm 5: Computing exact Pareto front
1 P ← ∅
2 ε2 ← 0

3 repeat
4 x∗ ← solve P1(f2 > ε2)

5 ε2 ← f2(x∗)

6 if x∗ is not dominated in P then
7 P ← P ∪ {x∗}

8 until x∗ = NULL;
9 Return P

f2, but the value of f1 remains unchanged. This implies that the solution x∗ fount at step
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i dominates the solution x∗i−1 found at step i− 1, but is itself dominated by the solution
x∗i+1 found at step i + 1. Therefore we developed Algorithm 6 that optimizes iteratively
both objective functions. At each step, one objective function is optimized, the value of
the other objective function is used as a new constraint. We showed that this algorithm
computes the exact Pareto front.

Algorithm 6: Computing exact Pareto front by successive optimizations
1 P ← ∅;
2 i← 1;
3 y∗i ← solve P1(f2 > −1);
4 while y∗i 6= NULL do
5 x∗i ← solve P2(f1 ≤ f1(y∗i )) ;
6 P ← P ∪ {x∗i };
7 i← i+ 1;
8 y∗i ← solve P1(f2 > f2(x∗i−1));

9 Return P

4.4.3 Diameter-Split Bi-objective Constrained Clustering

We consider a constrained clustering task under a set C of user constraints that aims at
simultaneously minimizing the maximal diameter of the clusters and maximizing the split
between clusters. Since our framework using CP allows to choose one among different
optimization criteria and to add user constraints, it can be directly used in Algorithm 6 to
solve this problem. The integration to solve diameter-split constrained clustering is shown
in Algorithm 7. The function Maximize_Split(C) or Minimize_Diameter(C) means the
use of our CP model with the optimization criterion of maximizing the split or minimizing
the diameter, respectively, and with the set of constraints C. It returns an optimal solution
which satisfies all the constraints in C, if there exists one, or NULL otherwise.

Algorithm 7: Algorithm computing a complete and minimal set P = {∆S
1 , . . . ,∆

S
m}

of Pareto optimal solutions
1 Input: C, a set of user constraints
2 P ← ∅;
3 i← 1;
4 ∆D

i ← Minimize_Diameter(C);
5 while ∆D

i 6= NULL do
6 ∆S

i ← Maximize_Split(C ∪ {D ≤ D(∆D
i )}) ;

7 P ← P ∪ {∆S
i };

8 i← i+ 1;
9 ∆D

i ← Minimize_Diameter(C ∪ {S > S(∆S
i−1)}) ;

10 Return P

Minimize_Diameter (resp. Maximize_Split) searches for a partition minimizing the
diameter (resp. maximizing the split) among the partitions satisfying the set of constraints
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Dataset #Sol bGC CP2

Iris 8 4.2 < 0.1

Wine 8 0.9 < 0.1

Glass 9 21.5 0.4

Ionosphere 6 1.8 2.6

User Knowledge 16 23.6 12.8

Breast Cancer 7 167.5 1.1

Synthetic Control 6 − 6.7

Vehicle 13 − 5.5

Yeast − − −
Multi Features 15 − 229.1

Image Segmentation 8 − 41.3

Waveform − − −

Table 4.8: Runtime in seconds with bi-criterion Split-Diameter

given as argument. Let us recall that there may exist several partitions optimizing a
criterion but our model returns the first one found. Nevertheless it is later possible to
apply our model with no optimization criterion but with the constraint that the diameter
of the partitions must be this optimum and the algorithm will enumerate all the partitions
satisfying this constraint. In this way, given an element (Di, Si) in the Pareto front, our
model without optimization criteria, but with the constraints C ∪ {D = Di, S = Si}, will
enumerate all the partitions ∆ that satisfy C and such that D(∆) = Di and S(∆) = Si.

Experiment results. In the case without user-constraints, we compare our method with
the bi-criterion clustering algorithm based on graph coloring [Delattre & Hansen 1980]
(denoted bGC). Since no implementation of the program was available, we have coded it
in C++. To our knowledge, this is the only exact algorithm for K ∈ [Kmin,Kmax]. In
the experiments, the datasets in Table 4.1 are used and the timeout is set to 1 hour. The
number of classes K varies between 2 and the real number of classes. Table 4.8 gives the
results of the experiments. The second column (#Sol) gives the number of Pareto optimal
solutions found, or equivalently, the number of elements in the complete Pareto front. The
following columns give the runtime of each approach in seconds. The two programs are
exact and they find the same Pareto front. It is clear that our model is the most efficient
in most cases. It takes advantage of the efficient constraint propagation mechanism to
reduce the search space. As in the case of GC, the algorithm bGC is limited to datasets
with less than 500 points.

For the experiments with user-constraints, we have generated randomly 80 user con-
straints for dataset Iris. Figure 4.5 presents the Pareto front, for five cases of 0 to 80
user-constraints. The first test is without user-constraints, the second one is with the
first 20 user-constraints, the third one with the first 40 constraints and so on. As more
and more user-constraints are added, the number of feasible solutions decreases and as a
result, the criterion space changes significantly. Since we have generated user-constraints
from the real partition, it is obvious that the point (Dr, Sr) corresponding to the real
partition must be in the region delimited by each Pareto front. Therefore it must be in
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Figure 4.5: Bi-criterion constrained clustering with dataset Iris

the region delimited by the Pareto front with 80 constraints. We can see that without
user-constraints, there are many points in the Pareto front but all of them are very far
from (Dr, Sr). For that reason, it is useful to enable user-constraints for the task of bi-
criterion clustering. Moreover, given an element (Di, Si) in the Pareto front, our model
can be used to enumerate all Pareto optimal solutions that have the maximum diameter
Di and the minimum split Si. For example, considering the Pareto front in the case of 80
instance-level constraints, it is composed of two points, which correspond respectively to
8704 and 4352 partitions.

4.5 Summary

We have developed a declarative framework for constrained clustering, using constraint
programming. This approach has the advantage of allowing several optimization crite-
ria and various types of user-constraints. Two main principes that make the power of
constraint programming are constraint propagation and search. We have exploited these
principes by developing dedicated global optimization contraints and filtering algorithms,
as well as search strategies. We show that our approach has the best performance com-
pared to existant exact constrained clustering approaches. We show that the flexibility of
our framework enables a method for bi-objective constrained clustering problem.
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Declarative approach using constraint programming enables the modeling of different
clustering tasks as well as the integration of different types of constraints. A CP model
for clustering can also be seen as a task inside a more general process. Exploiting these
advantages we have explored further the use of constraints in more general clustering prob-
lems. This chapter presents different aspects of generalizing the approach using CP beyond
constrained clustering. This work enjoys various collaborations: Tias Guns (Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven), Ian Davidson, Chia-Tung Kuo (University of California, Davis), S.
S. Ravi (University at Albany), Pierre Gançarski, Thomas Lampert (University of Stras-
bourg), Khanh-Chuong Duong, Willy Lesaint, Nicolas Serrette, Christel Vrain (University
of Orléans).

The chapter is organized as follows. On the modeling side, we explore the use of con-
straint programming in more general clustering tasks. In Section 5.1, a CP framework is
presented for clustering problems that combine both dissimilarity-based and conceptual-
based constraints or criteria. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 present two other new clustering prob-
lems and our approach using CP for them. In Section 5.2, actionable clustering problem
is developed where constraints can be given on properties to make clustering useful. Sec-
tion 5.3 presents minimal clustering modification problem, which takes in input a clustering
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and aims at finding a clustering with minimal changes while removing undesirable prop-
erties. On the effectiveness side, Section 5.4 addresses the constrained clustering problem
with the well-known within cluster sum of squares criterion. We present an extension
of RBBA, an unconstrained clustering algorithm, to user-constraints and show that the
combination of this algorithm with constraint programming outperforms all existent ap-
proaches. On the application side, Section 5.5 analyzes the use of our work in the context
of constrained clustering on time-series data.

5.1 Combining Dissimilarity-Based and Conceptual-Based Con-
straints

Dissimilarity based clustering defines the homogeneity of the clusters based on a dissim-
ilarity measure between each pair of objects. In general, the Euclidean distance is used
when all the attributes are numerical. The interpretability of the clusters is however often
difficult, since the influence of the attributes is aggregated in the dissimilarity measure.
Another clustering setting is conceptual clustering, when the objects are described by
qualitative attributes, usually boolean descriptors. The aims is to group all the objects
into clusters, such that each cluster can be identified by a set of descriptors that defines all
the objects of the cluster. The interpretation of the clusters is therefore straightforward,
but numerical attributes must be discretized to be qualitative attributes. The way at-
tributes are discretized has a very strong influence on the result. We aim at exploiting the
advantages of both approaches, when data is described by qualitative and/or quantitative
attributes. We have generalized the framework using CP to integrate optimization crite-
ria and constraints, which can be either concept based or dissimilarity based. Existent
models using CP for conceptual clustering used binary variables. Our model distinguishes
itself by taking advantage of set variables and set constraints to express conceptual con-
straints. This work was developed in collaboration with Willy Lesaint and Christel Vrain
[Dao et al. 2015b].

5.1.1 Conceptual Constrained Clustering

Let O be a set of N objects. We aim at partitioning O into homogeneous clusters. The
homogeneity is defined by an optimization criterion and the clustering task searches for a
partition C that optimizes it. For each cluster c ∈ C, Oc denotes the set of the objects in
the cluster.

In conceptual clustering setting, the objects are described by a set of binary attributes
A = {a1, ..., am}. In the transactional database terminology, objects are called transac-
tions and attributes are called items. Each object o ∈ O is represented by a set to ⊆ A of
attributes that the object satisfies (set of items that the transaction contains). The data
can be expressed by a n×m binary matrix such that ∀o ∈ O,∀a ∈ A, toa = 1 if and only
if object o satisfies attribute a.

Two notions extension and intention are defined. The extension of a set of attributes
A ⊆ A is the set of the objects having all the attributes in A: ext(A) = {o ∈ O | A ⊆ to}.
The intention of a set of objects O ⊆ O is the set of the attributes satisfied by all the
objects in O: int(O) = {a ∈ A | ∀o ∈ O, a ∈ to}. A cluster c is represented by a couple
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(Oc, Ac), where Oc ⊆ O and Ac ⊆ A. Here Oc is the set of objects in the cluster and Ac
the set of attributes that characterizes the cluster. A cluster c is a concept in sense of
Formal Concept Analysis if and only if Oc = ext(Ac) and Ac = int(Oc). This condition
defines a closure property A = int(ext(A)).

Let us consider for instance a dataset O of five objects described on the attributes
A = {a1, . . . , a4} as follows.

a1 a2 a3 a4

o1 1 1 1 0

o2 1 1 0 0

o3 1 1 0 1

o4 1 0 1 1

o5 0 1 1 1

The cluster ({o1, o2}, {a1, a2}) is not closed, since o3 satisfies also a1 and a2. On the
other hand, the clusters ({o1, o2, o3}, {a1, a2}) and ({o4, o5}, {a3, a4}) are closed and are
therefore concepts. The requirements of conceptual clustering tasks are expressed by
constraints and optimization criteria [Guns et al. 2013, Guns et al. 2011] as follows.

Concept based constraints.

• The extension constraint states that for all c ∈ C, we must have Oc = ext(Ac). Let
us notice that Oc ⊆ ext(Ac) means that each object in Oc has all the attributes of
Ac and ext(Ac) ⊆ Oc means that no other object of O\Oc has all these properties.
Since C is a partition, with the extension constraint, there do not exist two clusters
c and c′ such that Ac′ ⊆ Ac. Indeed, if there exist c 6= c′ such that Ac′ ⊆ Ac, so
ext(Ac) ⊆ ext(Ac′), we then have Oc = ext(Ac) ⊆ ext(Ac′) = Oc′ , which contradicts
that Oc ∩Oc′ = ∅.

• The intention constraint states that for all c ∈ C, we must have Ac = int(Oc).

• The closed constraint requires that each cluster is a concept, in sense of Formal
Concept Analysis: ∀c ∈ C, Oc = ext(Ac) ∧ Ac = int(Oc).

• A cluster size constraint, also called frequent constraint requires that each cluster
must have at least/at most a number of objects: ∀c ∈ C, |Oc| ≶ b.

• A concept size constraint requires that each cluster must be characterized by at
least/at most a number of attributes: ∀c ∈ C, |Ac| ≶ b.

Concept based optimization criteria. In order to search for a more balanced set of
clusters, the following optimization criteria are proposed:

• maximizing the size of the smallest cluster, in order to balance the size of the clusters:
maximize(min{|Oc| | c ∈ C}).

• maximizing the size of the smallest concept, in order to balance the size of the
concepts: maximize(min{|Ac| | c ∈ C}).
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The seminal work that developed a declarative framework for itemset (pattern) min-
ing using CP was [De Raedt et al. 2008]. Other frameworks for itemset mining have been
developed based on SAT [Métivier et al. 2012b, Jabbour et al. 2013] or Answer Set Pro-
gramming [Järvisalo 2011]. Itemset mining has been then generalized to k-pattern set
mining, formalizing in this way conceptual clustering. In [Guns et al. 2013], k-pattern
set mining tasks are modeled in Constraint Programming, as well as most of classical
tasks in Data Mining. Conceptual clustering is represented by a k-pattern set mining task
with specific constraints. In the same line, a constraint-based language is proposed in
[Métivier et al. 2012a]. Conceptual clustering tasks can be formulated by queries in this
language, which are translated into SAT clauses and solved by a SAT solver. In our knowl-
edge, until our work, no work however had integrated both conceptual and dissimilarity
based settings. Recent work has developed efficient formulations for conceptual clustering
using integer linear programming [Ouali et al. 2016]. Exploiting further the use of set con-
straints as in our model, a formulation using constraint programming has recently been
developed in [Chabert & Solnon 2017] for conceptual clustering and bi-objective concep-
tual clustering.

5.1.2 Models for Dissimilarity and Conceptual Constrained Clustering

We have developed a framework that enables the consideration of heterogenous data, which
can be characterized by both numerical (quantitative) attributes and symbolic (qualita-
tive) attributes. The user can specify among the attributes the ones used to define concepts
and the ones used to compute the dissimilarity measure. The framework therefore offers
a variety of modeling tasks that are purely conceptual or dissimilarity-based constrained
clustering or that raise from conceptual (or relational) clustering in which relational (or
conceptual, resp.) constraints are integrated.

The framework is generalized from our CP model for relational constrained clus-
tering to integrate conceptual constraints. We present two models for conceptual con-
straints: a model using binary variables which is a direct extension of the work by
[De Raedt et al. 2008, Guns et al. 2011] and a new model using set variables and set con-
straints.

5.1.2.1 Model Using Binary Variables

The model is an extension of the model presented in Subsection 4.2.2. The composition
of the clusters is defined by an integer variable Go for each object o ∈ O, where Go = c

means object o is assigned to cluster c. To represent the attributes associated to each
cluster, in the same way as [Guns et al. 2013], we use binary variables A : C ×A → {0, 1}.
Here Aca = 1 means attribute a is in Ac, the set of attributes that characterizes cluster
c. Therefore k ×m binary variables are needed, where k is the number of clusters and m
the number of attributes.

Conceptual constraints are expressed as follows.

• Constraint on concept size:

∀c ∈ C,
∑
a∈A

Aca ≶ b (5.1)
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where b is the bound on the size. This constraint is expressed using k linear con-
straints.

• Extension constraint:

∀o ∈ O,∀c ∈ C, Go = c⇔
∑

1≤a≤m
Aca(1− toa) = 0 (5.2)

This is expressed using n × k reified constraints, each one is linked with a linear
constraint on A.

• Intention constraint:

∀c ∈ C,∀a ∈ A, Aca ⇔
∑

1≤o≤n
(Go = c)(1− toa) = 0 (5.3)

This constraint is expressed using m× k reified constraints.

• Closed constraint: By definition, this constraint on C is expressed by the constraints
(5.2) and (5.3), which represent respectively the extension and intention constraints
on the clusters of C.

For the optimization criterion that maximizes the minimal concept size, an integer variable
T is introduced with the domain [1,m]. The value of T is maximized, and the following
constraints express that T is the minimal size of the concepts:

∀c ∈ C, T ≤
∑
a∈A

Aca

5.1.2.2 Model Using Set Variables

In this model, set variables are used to define the set of attributes associated to each
cluster E : C → P(A). For each cluster c ∈ C, a set variable Ec is defined. Its value is
Ec ⊆ A and its domain is P(A).

The data is represented using the initial set representation: each object o ∈ O is
characterized by the set to of the attributes it satisfies. The constraints are expressed as
follows.

• Concept size constraint: bound on concept size is expressed naturally by a cardinality
constraint

∀c ∈ C, |Ec| ≶ b

• Extension constraint:

∀c ∈ C, ∀o ∈ O, Go = c⇔ Ec ⊆ to

This is expressed by n × k reified constraint, each one is linked with an inclusion
constraint.
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• Intention constraint:
∀c ∈ C, Ec = ∩Go=cto

Each constraint Ec = ∩Go=cto is expressed by n reified domain constraints dom to
construct the set Ic = {o ∈ O | Go = c} and a set version element constraint to state
the relation Ec = ∩(〈t1, ..., tn〉[Ic]). The last relation means the intersection is done
with the set ti such that i ∈ Ic.

For the optimization criterion that maximizes the minimal concept size, a variable T of
domain [1,m] is introduced. Its value is maximized and the following constraints link it
to the size of the concepts:

∀c ∈ C, T ≤ |Ec|

5.1.2.3 Experiment Results

The models was implemented using Gecode version 4.2.1. The dataset Automobile avail-
able on the UCI repository1 was used. After removing incomplete instances, this dataset
contains 193 objects (automobile models) and 23 attributes. Among the attributes, 22
attributes (9 symbolic et 13 numerical) represent technical features of the vehicles. For
instance, a vehicle is characterized by its type of engine (gas oil or gas), the drive wheels
(4 wheels, 2 front or 2 rear), the horse-power (from 48 to 288), etc. The last attribute
is the price (from 5118 to 45400). This attribute is chosen to define the dissimilarity
measure. The technical features are discretized into 64 binary attributes (for each numer-
ical attribute, two attributes are created to divide the vehicles according to their position
relative to the median).

Comparison between binary and set models. The models were compared with
three cases of constraints: intention, extension and closed. The optimization criterion was
minimizing the maximal diameter. The performances are reported in Table 5.1 (timeout
was set to 3 hours, the character _ means the search was not completed after timeout).
The results highlight the efficiency of the set model. In the binary model, the use of reified
constraints linked with linear constraints does not give sufficient propagation. The use of
inclusion constraint in set model offers much better propagation, the number of explored
nodes is much less important.

Benefits of the unified framework. Experiments was done on this dataset with con-
ceptual clustering, relational clustering and combinations of both. The aim is to interpret
the obtained concepts for 2 or 3 clusters according to the price. Test (e) and (f) are in con-
ceptual setting, with the closed constraint and maximizing the minimal cluster size (e) or
maximizing the minimal concept size (f). Test (g) is in relational setting, with minimizing
the maximal cluster diameter. Test (h) combines the closed constraint and minimizing the
maximal diameter. Results are given in Table 5.2. We can observe that tests (e) and (f)
in conceptual setting give cluster of balanced size, but while one would hope that prices
are correlated with technical features, the clusters have large distribution on price. Test
(g) in relational clustering gives clusters with small diameter but of unbalanced sizes and
unbalanced concept sizes. The difference between cluster size can be explained by very

1http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml
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Constraint k
Binary model Set model

time(s) #nodes time(s) #nodes

intention
2 0.10 2338 0.14 2877
3 0.63 15109 0.55 13986

extension

2 0.03 79 0.03 52
3 8.40 145098 0.08 979
4 6960 >1M 0.55 8636
5 _ _ 2.49 36264

closed

2 0.03 24 0.03 47
3 13.50 72494 0.15 963
4 9900 >1M 1.29 8585
5 _ _ 5.47 36057

Table 5.1: Performance of binary and set models

Test method clust. size concept size diam.
(e) conceptual 63 66 64 3 3 3 38615
(f) conceptual 68 61 64 3 3 3 38615
(g) relational 161 20 12 1 5 10 13226
(h) combination 72 108 13 4 2 5 33550

Table 5.2: Results with k = 3

important differences between the prices in top-of-the-range cars. Note that using all the
attributes for computing the dissimilarities does not provide more balanced cluster size.
Test (h) provides more balanced clusters. They are more representative of the different
ranges of the vehicles than the conceptual tests.

Tests (i) and (j) in Figure 5.1 highlight the interest of the unified framework thanks
to user constraints and a better use of dissimilarities. Test (i) added to (h) two user
constraints: a cluster size of at least 40 and a concept size of at least 2. Compared to
test (h), it obtains more balanced cluster sizes. In Test (j), we consider that a top-of-
the-range vehicle is both expensive and powerful. The dissimilarity is computed on price
and horse-power. Using the same constraint as test (i), the obtained results show a better
distribution of the objects and well defined concepts.

Test clust. sizes concept sizes diam.
(i) 57 95 41 2 2 4 36479
(j) 42 56 95 7 3 2 38411

Figure 5.1: Cluster size and distribution of objects/cluster for (i) and (j)
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5.2 Actionable Clustering

Constrained clustering has been developed to integrate user-constraints into clustering
tasks. User-constraints can be instance-level or cluster-level constraints. Instance-level
must-link and cannot-link constraints are usually generated from the labels of a few
known instances, while cluster-level constraints are usually on the size or on the diame-
ter/separation of the clusters. However, in many domains experts can provide complex
constraints that are not generated from a ground truth, rather they capture what makes
the clustering useful in the domain. We have characterized new types of user-constraints
for this focus and we term clustering with these constraints actionable clustering. We show
that constraint programming offers a natural formulation for these kinds of constraints.
This work was presented in [Dao et al. 2016b] and was developed in collaboration with
Ian Davidson, Khanh-Chuong Duong and Christel Vrain.

5.2.1 Constraints Categorization

Previous work on constrained clustering is most suitable for the semi-supervised setting
where a few instances are labeled and the instance-level must-link and cannot-link con-
straints can be generated from them [Basu et al. 2008]. The data is then clustered under
small numbers of these constraints with the number of clusters equaling the number of
different labels. Performance is typically measured in terms of prediction: how well the
clustering found matches the ground truth clustering induced by the labels. However,
in many domains experts can provide complex constraints that are not generated from a
ground truth, rather they capture what makes the clustering useful in the domain.

Consider if you wish to cluster your ego network so as to find several useful groups
each of which you can invite to a different diner party. You may require that each cluster
must contain equal number of males and females, and the difference in term of age of a
cluster is at most 10 and that each person in a cluster should have at least 3 other people
sharing the same hobby. A clustering algorithm may find a useful grouping that results
in a successful party but is unlikely to unless we somehow encode what is required.

Existing instance-level constraints cannot be used to specify this type of guidance.
Consider the constraint that the number of males and females in each cluster should be
approximately equal. Since instance-level constraints are specified before the algorithm
execution they typically cannot constraint any property that dynamically changes dur-
ing the algorithm execution such as the cluster composition. Constraining cluster level
properties has probably not been well studied as it is challenging to do so in procedural
languages but can be elegantly performed in constraint programming, which we use in our
approach.

Up to this point we have discussed finding clusters which are actionable since they
meet a particular set of requirements. However, it is also likely that a clustering is ac-
tionable because it does not contain a set of properties. This idea of using negative
feedback was first explored in the alternative clustering literature [Qi & Davidson 2009,
Dang & Bailey 2010]. There the problem was given a good (according to the objective
function value) clustering Π which is not actionable (perhaps because it is trivial or in-
appropriate), find an alternative clustering Π′ such that Π′ has a good objective function
value but Π and Π′ are different using some sort of measure such as the Rand index.
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However, that work is limited in that how Π′ is different to Π is not controlled. Instead
with actionable clustering, if the existing clustering has undesirable properties such all
females in one cluster, we can explicitly require that females be equally distributed (i.e.
∀i, j CountFemale(πi) ≈ CountFemale(πj) where πi is the ith cluster).

The Actionable Clustering Problem. Consider the classic clustering problem. We
are given a dataset X where each instance x ∈ X is described by a vector of features f .
Typical objective functions include minimizing the vector quantization error (k-means),
minimizing graph cuts (spectral methods) if the data is represented as a graph and a simi-
larity measure is used, and optimizing cluster properties such as minimizing the maximum
cluster diameter. In our work we present the novel extension that each instance is further
described by a set of properties from which the definitions of what is actionable/interesting
is given. In our formulation to separate the features and properties we use the notation:
xfi and xpi to represent the features and properties of the ith instance respectfully. The
feature vectors X f are used to calculate the clustering objective function value and the
constraints are enforced on the property vectors X p. However, there is nothing stopping
the same attribute of an instance being in both vectors and used as both a feature and
property.

Formally the actionable clustering problem is formulated as finding a partition that
optimizes an objective function on X f and that satisfies all the constraints on X p. The
type of constraints we explore can be divided into four categories: i) cardinality, ii) density,
iii) geometric and iv) complex logical combination of these constraints. They are not the
only relevant ones but the most pragmatic in clustering: cardinality constraints are useful
for categorical attributes, density constraints for relational information and geometric
constraints for real value attributes. It is important to note that these constraints can be
applied simultaneously for multiple different properties on multiple clusters.

i) Cardinality constraints place a requirement on a count of the elements in a cluster
having a property. They may be as simple as each cluster should contain at least one
female to more complex variations such as the number of males must be no greater than
two times the number of females.

ii) Density constraints relate to a cardinality constraint in that it provides requirements
on a count of a property except not for an entire cluster but rather a subset of instances
in the cluster. For example, we may require each person have at least 10 people in his/her
cluster sharing the same hobby.

iii) Geometric constraints place an upper or lower bound on some geometric property
of a cluster or cluster combination. Examples include that the maximum diameter of a
cluster with respect to the age property is 10 years. This would prevent clusters containing
individuals with a wide range of ages.

iv) Complex logic constraints express logic combinations of constraints, which can be
instance-level or cluster-level constraints. For instance, we may require that any cluster
having more than 2 professors should have more than 10 PhD students.
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5.2.2 A CP Formulation for Actionable Clustering

Our framework using CP for constrained clustering (cf. Section 4.2) can be extended
to integrate these categories of constraints. We present below schemes to express these
constraints using CP constraints.

Cardinality constraints. Cardinality constraints allow to express requirements on the
number of instances that satisfy some conditions in each cluster. The condition can be
for instance being more than 20 years old and the cardinality constraint can state that
each cluster must have more than 30 persons being more than 20 years old. The minimal
capacity constraint is then a special case of a cardinality constraint.

Given a condition, the set C of the instances that satisfy it can be computed and the
number of instances of C that are in a cluster k can be captured using the CP cardinality
constraint and a variable Yk:

#{i ∈ C | Gi = k} = Yk (5.4)

The constraint
∑K

k=1 Yk = |C| enforces the link between the variables Yk. Cardinality
constraints are then expressed by arithmetic constraints on Yk. Let us illustrate this by
an example.

• In each cluster, the number of teachers must be no less than half the number of
students. Let Ct and Cs be the sets of instances that are teachers and students,
respectively. For k ∈ [1,K], constraints similar to Equation (5.4) are put with the
variables Tk and Sk to capture the number of teachers or students in the cluster k.
These variables are linked by the constraint 2Tk ≥ Sk. The number of new variables
is 2K and the number of constraints is 3K + 1.

Density constraints. Density constraints provide bounds on the occurrence of some
properties on a subset of instances in each cluster. For instance, each person being more
than 20 years old should have in his/her cluster more than 5 persons sharing the same
hobby. Density constraints allow a more general form than the basic ε-ball count constraint
[Davidson & Ravi 2007]. To express this constraint, for each instance i ∈ [1, N ] which is
eligible (eg. more than 20 years old), the set of neighborhood instances NI(i) (eg. persons
having the same hobby) is determined. The number of instances of NI(i) in the same
cluster as i can be captured using the variable Zi and:

#{j ∈ NI(i) | Gj = Gi} = Zi (5.5)

Arithmetic conditions are then stated on Zi to express density constraints. Let us take
the following example.

• In the same cluster, each person should have at least 5 persons having the same hobby.
For each instance i, we compute the set NI(i) = {j ∈ [1, n] | hobby(i) = hobby(j)}.
The fact that there must be at least 5 other persons of NI(i) in the same cluster as
i means the value of Gi must be taken at least 6 times by the elements in NI(i).
Therefore the constraint of Equation (5.5) is put as well as the constraint Zi ≥ 6.

In these cases, the number of new introduced variables is N and the number of CP
constraints is 2N . Let us notice that the computation of the neighborhoods is done
only once before putting CP constraints.
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Geometric constraints. Geometric constraints allow to set bounds on some geometric
properties inside each cluster, or between the clusters. For instance, each cluster must
have a difference in age of at most 20. These properties therefore can be used to define a
dissimilarity measure and the diameter or split can be used to express these constraints.

A geometric constraint can also place a bound on the sum of all the values on some
properties inside each cluster, or a condition on the ranges of some properties of the
clusters. For instance, age ranges of the clusters should or should not overlap, or the total
sum of age in each cluster must not exceed some value.

• The average age in each cluster must not exceed 50. To express this constraint,
for each instance i and each cluster k, we introduce a boolean variable Bik ∈ {0, 1}
(0:false and 1:true). A reified constraint 2 Bik ↔ (Gi = k) is put, ie. Bik represents
whether or not instance i is in the cluster k. For each k ∈ [1,K], the sum of age Sk
and the cardinality Ck are linked by:∑

i∈[1,N ]

age(i)Bik = Sk and #{i ∈ [1, N ] | Gi = k} = Ck

The bound is therefore expressed by: Sk ≤ 50Ck. In this case, N × K boolean
variables (Bik), K float point value variables (Sk) and K integer value variable (Ck)
are introduced. This case is expressed by 3K CP constraints.

• Constraints on the property ranges of the clusters. We consider constraints that
state conditions on the ranges of the clusters on a property p. To capture the range
of a cluster, for each cluster k, we introduce the variables Mink and Maxk that
represent the minimal and the maximal values on the property p of the elements in
the cluster k. Let mp be the maximal value of the property p for all the instances.
The minimal and maximal values are linked by the following constraints:

Mink = mini∈[1,n](p(i)Bik +mp(1−Bik))
Maxk = maxi∈[1,n](p(i)Bik)

The constraint that the ranges on p of the clusters should not overlap can be ex-
pressed by putting, for any two clusters k, k′,

(Mink > Maxk′) ∨ (Mink′ > Maxk)

A constraint stating that the range of a cluster k must be included in the range of
another cluster k′ can be expressed by:

Mink ≥Mink′ and Maxk ≤Maxk′

This requires N × K boolean variables and 2K float point value variables. The
number of constraints is linear on K.

2A reified constraint on a constraint c, stated by B ↔ c, links the truth value of a constraint c to a
boolean variable B: B is 1 if the constraint c is satisfied, 0 if c cannot be satisfied, or B ∈ {0, 1} if the
satisfaction of c has not yet been determined.
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Complex logic constraints. Complex logic constraints can be used to enhance the
expressivity power of formulating knowledge. This can be done in CP using reified and
Boolean constraints as shown by the following examples.

• Two instances 3, 9 are in the same cluster if the instances 11, 15 are in different
clusters. Two Boolean variables B1, B2 are introduced with the constraints: B1 ↔
(G11 6= G15), B2 ↔ (G3 = G9) and B1 ≤ B2.

• Any cluster having more than 5 professors must have at least 10 PhD students. For
each k ∈ [1,K], let Pk and Sk be the variables that capture the number of professors
and students in the cluster k, using cardinality constraints such as in Equation (5.4).
Two Boolean variables BPk and BSk are introduced and linked by BPk ↔ (Pk ≥ 5),
BSk ↔ (Sk ≥ 10), and BPk ≤ BSk.

5.2.3 Analyzing the Use of Constraints

The framework was implemented using the CP solver library Gecode 4.3.3. The objective
function in the experiments was to minimize the maximal diameter of the clusters. All
experiments were performed on a 3.4GHz Intel Core i5 processor with 8Gb of RAM un-
der Ubuntu 14.04. We give here some elements to analyze the interest of constraints in
clustering.

Improving Semi-Supervised Clustering Results. In the semi-supervised learning
setting typically labels on a subset of instances are used to generate instance-level con-
straints such as must-link or cannot-link constraints. Here we explore if the labels can
be better exploited by inferring more complex constraints on the clusters. We illustrate
this point on seven UCI datasets (their properties are given in Table 4.1, Section 4.2).
Rather than using the labelled data to only generate must-link or cannot-link constraints,
we use the labels to provide upper and lower bound estimates on the cluster sizes. In these
experiments all the objects of the datasets are considered and the number K of clusters is
set to the true number of classes for each dataset. Performance is typically measured in
terms of prediction: how well the found clustering matches the ground truth clustering.
To measure the accuracy of a clustering P compared to the ground truth clustering P ∗,
we use the Rand Index [Rand 1971] which is defined by RI = (a + b)/(a + b + c + d),
where a and b are the numbers of pairs of instances for which P and P ∗ are in agreement
(a, or b, is the numbers of pairs of instances that are in the same class, or respectively
in different classes, in both P and P ∗), c and d are the numbers of pairs of instances for
which P and P ∗ disagree (same class in P but different classes in P ∗ and vice versa). This
index varies from 0 to 1 and the better the partitions are in agreement, the closer RI to 1.

Instance-level constraints can decrease the quality of the found clustering compared
to the ground truth clustering, as was reported in an earlier work [Davidson et al. 2006].
We consider the datasets Iris, Wine, Breast Cancer. All the attributes are considered as
features (X f ) in order to compute pairwise Euclidean distance and they are also considered
as properties (X p). We generate a number of randomly created (from labels) instance-level
constraints as is standard [Basu et al. 2008]: two instances are randomly taken, whether
their labels are the same or not a must-link or a cannot-link constraint is stated, and this is
repeated until required the number of instance-level constraints is reached. On those same
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Figure 5.2: The frequency distribution (y-axis) over the 1000 experiments by the amount of
increase or decrease in accuracy over not using any constraints (x-axis). Ordering of figures are
for Iris, Wine and Breast Cancer each one with 30 instance-level constraints. As we can see
instance-level + cardinality constraints (red-bar) produces more increases and less decreases in
accuracy.

taken instances we generate a minimum cardinality constraint for all clusters as follows:
let the whole dataset be of N instances, the labeled sample be of e instances, and the
smallest cluster size observed on the labeled sample be m, then for the whole dataset, the
smallest cluster size is set to 0.9me N . This simulates a user guess at how big the smallest
cluster should be based on the less frequent occurring label.

We compare two cases: first, clustering with a set of randomly generated instance-
level constraints and second, clustering with the very same instance-level constraints and
a minimum cardinality constraint as described above. We perform 1000 experiments and
analyze the distribution over all experiments of the accuracy decrease or increase over not
using any constraints. Figure 5.2 shows that adding instance-level constraints decreases
the quality in a large number of cases which agrees with [Davidson et al. 2006]. On the
other hand, the improvement is more stable when using a minimum cardinality constraint
along with instance-level constraints. This is most like because enforcing a cardinality
constraint prevents skewed cluster sizes which can yield poor performance.

To analyze the use of cardinality constraints, four cases are considered for the datasets
Breast cancer, Synthetic control, Multiple feature and Image segmentation. In the first
case, there is no user constraint. In the second case, 20 instance-level constraints are
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Figure 5.3: Rand Index in different cases: unconstrained, with instance-level constraints and/or
minimal and maximal size constraints

randomly generated and added. In the third case, the constraints requiring that the
cluster size must be between α and β are added, where α and β are respectively 150 and
400 for Breast cancer, 50 and 150 for Synthetic control, 50 and 350 for Multiple feature
and 200 and 400 for Image segmentation. In the fourth case both cluster size constraints
and 20 instance-level constraints are added. For the second and the fourth cases, we make
100 runs and report the average Rand Index of all the runs. We can observe different
behaviors with cluster size constraints here. While for Synthetic control, the constraints
slightly decrease the Rand Index, for Multiple Feature, they bring slight improvement.
The most significant improvement is observed for Image Segmentation. This dataset is
composed by 2100 objects of 7 classes with 300 objects per class. In the unconstrained
case, the clustering found has the Rand Index 0.226314 and is very unbalanced, with two
clusters of 1 object and with a large cluster of 1972 objects. The situation is not improved
with 20 random must-link or cannot-link constraints, the clusterings found are always
unbalanced. Adding cluster size constraints such that the clusters must have their size
between 200 and 400, the clustering found has the Rand Index grow to nearly 0.80. On
Breast cancer we can see that with only size constraints, the Rand Index is over 0.80, while
the same constraint together with 20 instance-level constraints gives the Rand Index only
about 0.66.

Guided Alternative Clustering. In the area of alternative clustering one tries to find
an equally good alternative to a given clustering [Qi & Davidson 2009, Dang & Bailey 2010,
Truong & Battiti 2015]. However, it is somewhat unrefined in that no guidance can be
given to specify how the clustering is to differ from the given clustering. To address this
issue we consider the UCI Pen Digit dataset where each instance corresponds to a single
digit and has 16 attributes, which represent the 8 x, y positions of the pen as the digit is
being written. All the 16 attributes are considered as features (X f ) in order to compute
pairwise Euclidean distances and are also considered as properties (X p). We use 1000
random instances of the dataset. We aim to find alternative ways that people write digits
and we consider the simplest case where the number of clusters k = 2. This effectively
forms a dichotomy of the two ways people in the data set write their digits.

For each cluster, the centroid is computed, which is considered as the representative
of the cluster and can be easily visualized to show the underlying digit prototype the
cluster represents. In the case of minimizing the maximal cluster diameter and without
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Figure 5.4: The centroids of the clustering found without any constraints. Time=1.16s, maximal
cluster diameter=263.58. Arrows indicate pen movement.

Figure 5.5: The centroids of the clustering found with a diameter constraint on the horizontal
value of the third time step. Time=0.02s, maximal cluster diameter=291.50. Arrows indicate pen
movement.

Figure 5.6: The centroids of the clustering found with a diameter constraint on the horizontal
value of the fifth time step. Time=0.02s, maximal cluster diameter=269.68. Arrows indicate pen
movement.
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any constraints, the centroids of the found clusters, which represent two types of writing,
are represented in Figure 5.4. The clustering found is the global optimum of the clustering
algorithm objective function. However the centroids are not really meaningful unless of
saying that in one way people write from up to down then up again, and in the other
way only from up to down. Instead we wish to find an actionable alternative by adding
a diameter constraint on the horizontal position of the pen at the 3rd time step. This
effectively means that all digits in the same cluster must have a similar horizontal pen
location at the third time step. We obtain a different clustering whose centroids are shown
in Figure 5.5 but whose quality, in term of the objective function, is comparable to the first
clustering found in Figure 5.4. These centroids have the 3rd positions respectively on the
right and on the left. The centroids can give an interpretation such that in one way people
write from left to right and in the other way like a spiral from right to left and in both ways
from up to down. By adding a diameter constraint on the horizontal position of the pen at
the 5th time step, we obtain another very different clustering whose centroids are shown in
Figure 5.6. Again the centroids have the 5th position either on the right or on the left, and
the quality of this clustering is comparable to the initial clustering in Figure 5.4. This is an
example of guided alternative clustering, which unlike earlier work [Davidson & Qi 2008,
Dang & Bailey 2015] did not find an arbitrary alternative clustering, rather we find one
with specific properties. Adding constraints can deteriorate the quality in term of the
objective function, however the flexibility of our framework allows to control the gap
between the constrained case and the unconstrained case by means of constraints. For
instance let the maximal diameter of the clusters in the unconstrained case be Dopt, one
can require an actionable alternative clustering with both a diameter constraint on the
horizontal position of the pen at the 3rd time step and another constraint stating that the
maximal diameter of the clusters does not exceed 1.2Dopt.

Computational Effect of Constraints. To address the computational effect of con-
straints, we report times taken by different cases considered previously. The total runtimes
(stating constraints and search) are presented in Table 5.3, where +1800 means the solver
did not complete the search after 30 minutes. Cluster size constraints can give large vari-
ations in runtime. One explanation is that the efficiency of a CP framework depends
on the power of constraint propagation. For extended cardinality constraint filtering the
domains of all variables to arc-consistency [Quimper et al. 2004] is NP-hard. However,
when setting an upper bound and a lower bound on the count variables, efficient filtering
algorithms have been developed [Régin 1996], which help pruning the search space.

For other kinds of constraints we consider the census dataset available at UCI3. This
dataset has 48,842 instances, each one is described by 14 attributes with 6 continuous and
8 symbolic. We choose 5 continuous attributes (age, capital-gain, capital-loss, hours-per-
week and fnlwgt) as features (X f ) to compute distances on. All of the 14 attributes are
used as properties. We generate 5 samples each one of 1000 instances and for each sample
we conduct experiments with 5 use-cases described in Table 5.4. In each use-case, the
number of clusters is set to 2 and to 3. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 give average runtime across five
samples for the use cases with K = 2 and K = 3 respectively.

We can see from Table 5.5 that the run-time to find the best solution in the uncon-

3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Adult
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Dataset N K case time (s)
Breast cancer 569 2 unconstrained 0.30

150 ≤ size ≤ 400 0.70
Yeast 1484 10 unconstrained 3.15

10 ≤ size ≤ 500 11.56
Synthetic Control 600 6 unconstrained 0.49

50 ≤ size +1800
size ≤ 150 2.58
50 ≤ size ≤ 150 3.02

Multiple Feature 2000 10 unconstrained 10.30
50 ≤ size 76.80
size ≤ 350 +1800

50 ≤ size ≤ 350 71.04
Image Segmentation 2100 7 unconstrained 3.29

200 ≤ size 86.85
size ≤ 400 +1800

200 ≤ size ≤ 400 92.00

Table 5.3: Total runtime in seconds for (un)constrained cases with cardinality requirements.

1 No constraints.
2 Cardinality constraint. A cardinality constraint is added, which requires that

in each cluster, the ratio of #femalec/#malec for the cluster c is between
a half and twice the ratio of females and males in the sample.

3 Density constraint. A constraint is added, stating each person of age between
20 and 50 must have at least 10% of people with the same work occupation
in the same cluster.

4 Diameter Geometric constraint. A constraint is added, which states that the
difference in age in each cluster must not exceed 2(max(age)−min(age))/3.

5 Complex logic constraint. A constraint is added, which states that a cluster
having more than 20 persons younger than 20 should have more than 30
persons older than 45, and each cluster has at least 100 persons.

Table 5.4: The five use cases for testing the computation time effect of constraints.

Sample UC1 UC2 UC3 UC4 UC5
1 0.42 0.41 2.51 0.42 0.49
2 0.32 0.69 1.71 0.32 0.35
3 0.44 0.54 2.94 0.41 0.34
4 0.44 0.31 0.71 0.32 0.34
5 0.36 0.48 2.16 0.32 0.32

Table 5.5: The runtime (seconds) for use cases (see Table 5.4) across five samples, for K = 2.
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Sample UC1 UC2 UC3 UC4 UC5 UC3+4
1 0.32 1.93 +1800 0.40 0.36 4.14
2 0.44 2.79 6.82 0.44 0.45 2.72
3 0.50 2.23 +1800 0.48 0.40 +1800
4 0.44 0.33 +1800 0.86 0.34 1.19
5 0.33 2.30 +1800 0.36 0.32 2.91

Table 5.6: The runtime (seconds) for use cases (see Table 5.4) across five samples, for K = 3.
Note how using UC3 and UC4 together mitigates the increases of just using UC3.

strained setting is under 0.5 second (use case 1) for all the 5 samples. Use cases 2, 4
and 5 take comparable run-time. Use case 3, which is expressed by a large number of
CP cardinality constraints, is the most difficult among all the use cases. This trend is
confirmed with K = 3 (Table 5.6), for the solver does not complete the search after the
timeout of 30 min for 4 of the 5 samples.

One explanation for this variety of run times is that some constraints when added help
the solver to prune the search tree at the top levels which has a large effect. Some other
constraints, for instance, the cardinality constraint, however are useful in pruning the
search tree only in more deeper levels towards the leaf nodes reducing down the benefits
of pruning. On the other hand, constraints such as the diameter geometric constraint are
useful in general. We have combined the diameter geometric constraint of use case 4 with
the constraint of use case 3. The run-times of the combination reported in the last column
of Table 5.6 have almost dropped for most of the samples.

5.3 Minimal Clustering Modification

The clustering problems presented so far take in input a dataset and find a clustering
according to some criteria and to some constraints. Consider now the situation where you
have already a clustering of a dataset. This clustering can be obtained by your favorite
clustering algorithm applied to the dataset and it is a good clustering but there are a few
undesirable properties. You would like to remove the undesirable properties meanwhile
do not change much the clustering. One adhoc way to fix this is to re-run the clustering
algorithm and hope to find a better variation. Instead, we propose to not run the algorithm
again but minimally modify the existing clustering to remove the undesirable properties.
This section presents the minimal clustering modification problem where we are given
an initial clustering produced from any algorithm. This work has been developed by
Chia-Tung Kuo (PhD student, University of California, Davis), in a joint work with Ian
Davidson (University of California, Davis), S. S. Ravi (University at Albany), Christel
Vrain and myself. The result was presented in [Kuo et al. 2017].

5.3.1 Problem Formulation

Let us take an example of situation where you wish to cluster your ego-network (those
people you have a direct friendship link to) into k groups and invite each group to a
separate dinner party. For each person you know their interests, location, gender and
age. After applying your favorite clustering algorithm you have k very cohesive clusters
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Figure 5.7: A schematic workflow for our clustering modification setting. The initial
clustering Π can be produced in any manner.

except perhaps the range of ages for some cluster is too large or one cluster has too
many females compared to males. Heuristically trying to move points from one cluster
to another until a satisfactory result is found is not a viable approach as we show the
intractability of re-clustering data to reduce cluster diameter (see Theorems 5.1 and 5.2).
Simply removing data points to get desirable clusters undermines the intended use of
clustering in the first place. For example we cannot just leave out some friends from the
dinner parties. A more principled approach is to add constraints and apply a constrained
clustering algorithm with the hope that the resultant clustering is similar to the previous
yet free of the undesirable properties. However, with this approach there is no guarantee
that the resultant clustering found will be similar to the original.

An alternative we explore is to start with the initial clustering and minimally modify
it while removing the undesirable properties. Our proposed approach is based on the
assumption that the given initial clustering is already of fairly good quality and suitability
but the user is interested in finding a variation that is similar yet satisfies some additional
properties. Though in this work the initial clustering is given by an algorithm, in practice
it may be generated from an existing solution to a clustering problem or a set partition
induced in any manner.

We can view this proposed work as being related to but quite different to constrained
clustering. Constrained clustering allows domain experts to inject human guidance into
clustering a priori before the clustering algorithm begins. This work instead allows provid-
ing guidance a posteriori after the clustering is found. This has the advantage of allowing
feedback to be injected for any clustering algorithm. In short, we provide a principled
way to generate a new minimally modified clustering while retaining most of the original
solution. Alternative Clustering [Qi & Davidson 2009, Dang & Bailey 2010] addresses the
problem of finding a clustering that is different from the given one yet whose quality is
comparable to the original one. Our setting is different in that the user finds the given
clustering acceptable yet only wants it to be minimally modified to satisfy some additional
criteria as opposed to targeting a completely distinctive one.

Our approach is as follows and shown in Figure 5.7. We start with an initial clustering,
Π, the output of any clustering algorithm or any other process that produces a set parti-
tion; this initial clustering has a corresponding clustering summary of properties S. Note
this summary need not be with respect to the features used in the clustering algorithm.
For example, Facebook data can be clustered based only on the friend-network topology
and can be summarized based on user profile information. The user then modifies S,
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leading to a desired modified summary S′. Our approach then looks for a Π′ that satisfies
the modified summary S′ but is also a minimal modification of Π. The general problem
is:

Problem 1 Minimal Clustering Modification (MCM).
Input: Initial clustering Π of k blocks and its k-part summary S. The user modifies parts
of S to obtain a user-desired summary S′.
Output: A modified clustering Π′ of k blocks similar to Π but also satisfying summary S′,
formally:

minimize
Π′

d(Π,Π′)

subject to Π′ satisfies S′
(5.6)

where d(Π,Π′) is a distance measure between 2 clusterings.

User feedback can be intra-cluster or inter-cluster as follows.

• Intra-Cluster Level Summaries for Feedback:

– Shrink diameter: e.g. reduce the diameter of cluster i with respect to feature
age to 10 years.

– Balance categorical feature values: e.g. make the number of females and males
equal in cluster i.

– Upper/lower bounds on feature values per cluster: e.g. every cluster should
contain at least 10% female and no more than 90% males.

• Inter-Cluster Level Summaries for Feedback:

– Widen/shrink the distance between two clusters based on a feature: e.g. the
distance between any two instances in cluster i and cluster j should be at least
5 years with respect to age.

– Keep a cluster, merge two clusters, split a cluster, etc.

We have established intractability results on the general re-clustering problem under
one particular modification: namely, cluster diameters. Such results support our choice of
using CP as one cannot expect to find a solution efficiently with any particular algorithm.

A general statement of the diameter-based reclustering problem is as follows.

Given: A set P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} of n objects, an integer k (1 ≤ k ≤ n), a k-clustering
C = {C1, C2, . . . , Ck} of P , a list of ` ≥ 1 attributes, with respect to which the diameter
of each cluster is computed, and numbers δi, 1 ≤ i ≤ `.
Requirement: Is there another clustering C1 of P , also with k clusters, such that the
maximum diameter of any cluster in C1 along attribute i is at most δi, 1 ≤ i ≤ `? If so,
find one such clustering.

We present complexity results for two versions of this reclustering problem. The first
version shows the problem is NP-complete even if the diameter needs to be reduced along
just two dimensions. The second version shows when the number of dimensions along
which the diameter needs to be reduced is not a constant, the problem is NP-complete
even for just three clusters.
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Diameter reduction along two dimensions. Suppose the goal of reclustering is to
reduce the diameters along ` = 2 dimensions; that is, along the two chosen dimensions, the
maximum diameter of any cluster must be at most δ1 and δ2 respectively. The following
theorem shows that the reclustering problem is computationally intractable.

Theorem 5.1 The reclustering problem where the maximum diameter must be reduced
along two dimensions is NP-complete.

Diameter reduction along many dimensions. When the number of dimensions `
along which the diameter must be reduced is large, we can show that the reclustering
problem is NP-complete even when the number of clusters is just three. This result is
shown below.

Theorem 5.2 Suppose the number of dimensions along which the maximum diameter
must be reduced is `. Let δi denote the bound on the diameter along dimension i, 1 ≤ i ≤ `.
The reclustering problem is NP-complete for any k ≥ 3.

5.3.2 A CP Model for Minimal Clustering Modification

5.3.2.1 Variables and Constants

A clustering of k clusters on n data points is represented by a list of n cluster indices
in {1, . . . , k}, one for each data point. The difference between two clusterings Π and Π′,
d(Π,Π′), is measured by the number of positions in which the two lists differ; formally
d(Π,Π′) =

∑n
i=1 I[Π[i] 6= Π′[i]] where Π[i] is the i-th entry in Π and I[·] is the indicator

function. Such a choice eliminates the ambiguity of permutations of the cluster indices. It
is important to note that since the given clustering Π is desirable, we wish to minimally
change its composition. Having an objective focused on some measure of clustering quality
difference can result in a fundamentally different clustering.

Let Π be the given clustering. The feature-wise diameters for the clusters are repre-
sented as a k × f matrix D where D[i, j] records the diameter for the i-th cluster with
respect to the j-th feature. Analogously D′ is defined as the diameters the user desires on
the modified clustering Π′. For convenience all pairwise distances are pre-computed with
respect to each feature and are denoted by a 3-dimensional array D where D[t, i, j] is the
distance between the i-th instance and the j-th instance with respect to the t-th feature.
Finally let X denote the n× f data feature matrix.

The model aims at finding a modified clustering Π′ that is minimally different from Π

and that satisfies the requirements of the user. The modified clustering Π′ is represented
by n variables of domain {1, . . . , k}.

5.3.2.2 Encoding Objective and Summary

The model was designed and developed using CP platform Numberjack [Hebrard et al. 2010]
due to its simple interface and its use of state-of-the-art integer linear programming (ILP)
solvers. ILP solvers such as Gurobi4, which is used in our experiments, can easily exploit
multi-core architectures.

4http://www.gurobi.com

http://www.gurobi.com
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Objective. The number of instances moved from the initial clustering can be encoded
straightforwardly with auxiliary variables, z, recording where Π and Π′ disagree.

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, z[i] = I[Π′[i] 6= Π[i]]

The objective is therefore:

minimize
n∑
i=1

z[i]

Diameter Summary. In order to succinctly measure the modified clustering’s (Π′)
diameters, we define a cluster membership matrix as a k × n binary matrix C, where
each row indicates the membership of the corresponding cluster. This is enforced by the
following constraints.

∀c ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, C[c, i] = I[Π′[i] = c]

Now we describe how we encode constraints to enforce the desired diameters. A
straightforward encoding follows the definition of diameter: we require each pair of in-
stances in the same cluster to have feature-wise distance smaller than or equal to the
specified diameter, shown as follows.

∀c ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , f}, max
i,j=1,...,n

{C[c, i]C[c, j]D[t, i, j]} ≤ D′[c, t]

Note C[c, i] = 1 if the i-th instance is in cluster c. Thus C[c, i]C[c, j] = 1 if and only if
the i-th instance and the j-th instance are both in cluster c. One significant drawback of
this encoding, however, is that max is taken over n2 variables. This makes the encoding
and solving very inefficient (both memory and CPU) when n is large.

A more efficient encoding was developed where each constraint involves at most n vari-
ables. The crucial observation is that these diameters are defined feature-wise, as opposed
to the classical notion where a single diameter encompasses all dimensions. Accordingly,
instead of requiring each pair in the same cluster to obey this cluster’s diameter, we re-
quire just the difference between the maximum and the minimum value of the feature in
a cluster to obey such diameter. Specifically we pre-compute the feature-wise minimums
Ml[t] and maximums Mu[t] of the data for each feature t as follows.

∀t ∈ {1, . . . , f}, Ml[t]← min
i=1,...,n

{X[i, t]}

∀t ∈ {1, . . . , f}, Mu[t]← max
i=1,...,n

{X[i, t]}

For each cluster c and for each feature t, we define two variables L[c, t] and H[c, t] that
correspond to the lowest value and the highest value of feature t in cluster c respectively.
This relation is defined by the following constraints:

L[c, t] = min
i=1,...,n

{C[c, i](Xu[i, t]−Mu[t])}+Mu[t]

H[c, t] = max
i=1,...,n

{C[c, i](Xu[i, t]−Ml[t])}+Ml[t]
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The model for the case where the user provides a set of desired feature-wise diameters
D′ as feedback is therefore:

minimize
z,C,L,H

n∑
i=1

z[i]

subject to

∀c ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, C[c, i] = I[Π′[i] = c]

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, z[i] = I[Π′[i] 6= Π[i]]

∀c ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , f},
L[c, t] = min

i=1,...,n
{C[c, i](X[i, t]−Mu[t])}+Mu[t]

H[c, t] = max
i=1,...,n

{C[c, i](X[i, t]−Ml[t])}+Ml[t]

H[c, t]− L[c, t] ≤ D′[c, t]

(5.7)

In this model, the numbers of variables and constraints are linear in the number of
instances n, the number of clusters k and the number of features f . In addition the
variables also have rather small domains. Figure 5.8 provides a tabulation of the numbers
of variables, their domain sizes and the associated constraints used to encode the model
(5.7). Note the domain size r for variables L and H arises from the discretization of
continuous values and the choice of r typically involves a tradeoff between precision and
model complexity as is the case in all other discretization problems.

Vars. Number Domain size
Π′ n k

z n 2
C nk 2
L nk r

H nk r
(a) Numbers and domain sizes of vari-
ables used in our model.

Constraints Number #. Vars. involved
Bind z n 2
Bind C nk 2
Bind L kf n+ 1

Bind H kf n+ 1

H − L ≤ D′ kf 2
(b) Number of constraints and the numbers of vari-
ables involved in each constraint.

Figure 5.8: Complexity of encoding (5.7) model.

Encoding other feedback/summary. As mentioned earlier CP is flexible in encoding
other types of feedback as constraints. A list of common constraints conforming to feed-
back introduced earlier and their encodings are presented in Table 5.7. It is also worth
mentioning that these constraints need not apply to all features or clusters. The ranges of
the indices for the constraints in Table 5.7 (i.e. c, t, etc) could be determined at the user’s
discretion.
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Constraints Encoding
Diameters ∀c = 1, . . . , k, ∀t = 1, . . . , f, H[c, t]− L[c, t] ≤ D′[c, t]

Splits ∀c1, c2 = 1, . . . , k where c1 6= c2,∀t = 1, . . . , f,

min
i,j=1,...,n

{C[c1, i]C[c2, j]D[t, i, j]} ≥ S ′[c1, c2, t]

Bound cluster size lc ≤
∑n

i=1 C[c, i] ≤ uc
Keep a cluster

∑
i C[c, i] ≥ 1 for cluster c to be kept

Remove a cluster
∑

i C[c, i] = 0 for cluster c to be merged (i.e. effectively empty a cluster)
Upper bound moves

∑n
i=1 z[i] ≤ uz

Balance binary features ∀c = 1, . . . , k, ∀t = 1, . . . , f,

pl
∑n

i=1 C[c, i] ≤
∑n

i=1 C[c, i]X[i, t] ≤ pu
∑n

i=1 C[c, i]

Table 5.7: Common feedbacks and their encodings. Note we assume H and L are properly
encoded auxiliary variables as in (5.7). S ′ is a user-desired k × k × f matrix of the desired splits
between clusters; pl and pu are the user-desired lower and upper bounds on the counts of 1’s
(True) in binary features for each cluster.

5.3.3 Empirical Evaluation

The model was developed using CP platform Numberjack and the chosen backend solver
was Gurobi. Experiments were developed on two real world data sets (social network and
medical imaging) to explore the benefits of using modification and also on UCI data sets
to explore scalability issues [Kuo et al. 2017]. We present below some experiments on real
world data sets.

Social Network Modification. We apply our proposed approach to a network data
set: Facebook-egonets from Stanford SNAP Data sets [Leskovec & Krevl 2014]. This data
set consists of 4039 Facebook users where the friendships among them are known and for
each person a list of binarized categorical features such as gender5. We run (normalized)
spectral clustering algorithm [Luxburg 2007] on this graph to find an initial 4-way cluster-
ing; a hard clustering is then obtained from the best of 10 runs of k-means on the spectral
embedding. Note that spectral clustering only utilizes the friendship graph topology, but
not the node features. The clustering found is of very low cut cost but a summary of the
initial clustering shown in Figure 5.9(a) shows a widely differing composition compared
to the population averages.

Our aim now is to minimally modify the original clustering to correct for gender and
language imbalance by constraining them to be close to the population averages. We
choose the upper and lower bounds according to the averages in the initial summary and
set bounds [0.36, 0.4] for gender and [0.13, 0.15] for language so that these two features
are “balanced” across clusters. We find a minimum of 69 nodes need to be moved between
clusters and the summary for the resulting modified clustering is presented in Figure
5.9(b).

An important comparison is against another clustering satisfying the same summary
of “balanced” features but without enforcing the objective of “minimal modification”. This
simulates re-running the clustering algorithm from the beginning and enforcing the bal-
ancing constraints. One often found clustering simply puts most instances in one cluster,

5The feature values are anonymized so, for example, it is un- known if 1 is male or female.
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resulting in 4015 instances in cluster 1 and 8 instances in each of clusters 2, 3 and 4, lead-
ing to a total of 1074 swaps across clusters from the initial clustering. We also report the
normalized cut costs (the objective of normalized spectral clustering) on the three clus-
terings: initial, satisfying summary+minimally modified, only satisfying summary. Their
cut costs are, respectively, 0.97, 1.34 and 3.04. Note a constraint on the cut cost could be
additionally included if it was desired to keep it below a bound.

Initial clustering
C1 C2 C3 C4 Population

Gender 1096 (0.37) 37 (0.54) 169 (0.49) 230 (0.36) 1532 (0.38)
Language 402 (0.13) 5 (0.07) 64 (0.19) 78 (0.12) 549 (0.14)

Size 2988 69 345 637 4039
(a) Initial clustering summary

Modified clustering
C1 C2 C3 C4 Population

Gender 1124 (0.37) 22 (0.39) 117 (0.40) 269 (0.40) 1532 (0.38)
Language 408 (0.14) 7 (0.13) 43 (0.15) 91 (0.13) 549 (0.14)

Size 3014 56 293 676 4039
(b) Modified clustering summary

Figure 5.9: Summaries for the initial and modified clusterings. “Gender” and “Language” record
the numbers of instances that have this feature being 1; the numbers in the brackets give the
ratios. Size is the number of instances in the cluster.

Spatial Region Modification In this experiment, we apply our approach to a fMRI
brain imaging data which allows exploring modification based on spatial information. The
fMRI scans used here were collected and pre-processed at UC Davis Alzheimer’s Disease
Center and they were recorded while the subjects were at resting state. We work on one
particular slice in the mid-brain so that each scan consists of 2D snapshots over time and
each slice has a total of 1730 voxels/nodes whose blood oxidation levels are measured at
an interval of 3ms over 200+ time steps.
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Figure 5.10: Initial and modified clusterings on the fMRI scan. The modification asks for the
yellow cluster’s x-diameter and the cyan cluster’s y-diameter to be shrunk. The color-coded cluster
numbers match the numbering in Figure 5.11.

We start off by constructing a 1730 node completely connected graph where the edge
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weights are the absolute value of Pearson correlations between the voxels measured over
time. Such correlation measure has been widely used in the neuroscience community
[Friston 2011]. As before we create an initial clustering by running normalized spectral
clustering on this graph and then selecting the best result from 10 runs of k-means on the
spectral embedding. The initial clustering is shown in Figure 5.10(a).

Often in practice we like clusters to represent compact regions in the brain; however
this initial clustering is generated based on correlations and does not take into account
any spatial coordinates in the brain. Accordingly we look for a modified clustering with
tighter diameters in x-y spatial coordinates, specifically, x-diameter ≤ 15 for cluster 3 and
y-diameter ≤ 30 for cluster 2 (yellow and cyan in Figure 5.10) while keeping the diameters
for the other clusters. Our CP model returns a new clustering that moves a total of 109
voxels where 36 voxels were moved from cluster 2 to cluster 4 and 63 voxels were moved
from cluster 3 to cluster 4. We present the summaries of the initial and the modified
clusterings in Figure 5.11. Note this is a global optimal solution.

Cluster index C1 (Blue) C2 (Cyan) C3 (Yellow) C4 (Red)
x-diameter 46 49 48 52
y-diameter 37 41 45 44

size 390 369 152 819
(a) Initial summary

Cluster index C1 (Blue) C2 (Cyan) C3 (Yellow) C4 (Red)
x-diameter 46 49 15 52
y-diameter 37 26 45 44

size 390 323 89 928
(b) Modified summary

Figure 5.11: Summaries for the initial and modified clusterings for the fMRI scan experiment.
Size is the number of voxels in the cluster.

5.4 Repetitive Branch-and-Bound using CP for WCSS

One of the most used criterion is minimizing the Within-Cluster Sum of Squares (WCSS),
which is defined by the sum of the squared Euclidean distances from each object to the cen-
troid of the cluster to which it belongs. Minimum sum-of-squares clustering (MSSC) has
been proven to be NP-Hard [Aloise et al. 2009] and has been studied in numerous work.
The well-known k-means algorithm as well as other dedicated heuristic algorithms find a
local optimal for this criteria [Steinley 2006]. They have been also extended to integrate
must-link and cannot-link constraints: COP-kmeans [Wagstaff et al. 2001], PCK-Means
[Basu et al. 2004a], CVQE [Davidson & Ravi 2005], LCVQE [Pelleg & Baras 2007], etc.
However they can either fail to find a solution that satisfies all the constraints even
when such a solution exists or do not guarantee the satisfaction of all the constraints.
On the other hand, general and declarative frameworks using generic optimization tools
have been proposed, based either on Integer Linear Programming with column generation
[Babaki et al. 2014] or our work using constraint programming (cf. Section 4.3.3).

For unconstrained MSSC, Brusco [Brusco 2006] proposed a simple yet effective method:
the Repetitive Branch-and-Bound Algorithm (RBBA). In what follows, we show how the
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idea of clustering with RBBA can be extended to user-constraints and can be combined
with the ideas of clustering with constraint programming. We show that the method-
ology can be combined with a CP framework to obtain an efficient method that can
easily incorporate user constraints to obtain a constraint-based method that is generic
yet more efficient then other exact constrained methods. This work was published in
[Dao et al. 2016a, Guns et al. 2016] and was developed in collaboration with Tias Guns,
Khanh-Chuong Duong and Christel Vrain.

5.4.1 Repetitive Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

Let O be a set of N points. Let ∆ be a partition of O into at most K clusters. For any
subset S of O, let ∆S denote the projection of ∆ onto the objects in S and WCSS(∆S)

the WCSS value of ∆S . Let WCSS∗(S) = min∆(WCSS(∆S)). Let us note that in ∆S

some clusters of ∆ may become empty.

Lower Bound Inequalities Without User-Constraints. The bounds used in RBBA
rely on the following result [Koontz et al. 1975]. Let S be a subset of O, and let S1 and
S2 be such that S = S1 ∪ S2 and S1 ∩ S2 = ∅ (non-overlapping). We have:

WCSS(∆S) ≥WCSS(∆S1) +WCSS(∆S2) (5.8)

SinceWCSS∗(S2) = min∆(WCSS(∆S2)), soWCSS∗(S2) is the smallest WCSS value
for all partitions of S2 into at most K clusters. Hence we have:

WCSS(∆S2) ≥WCSS∗(S2) (5.9)

and hence [Brusco 2006]:

WCSS(∆S) ≥WCSS(∆S1) +WCSS∗(S2) (5.10)

Equation (5.10) can be used during a branch-and-bound search for an optimal partition
of S as follows. Let us suppose that we have previously built a partition of S, thus giving
an upper bound for WCSS∗(S), that we have currently built a partial solution ∆S1 and
that we know an optimal solution of WCSS∗(S2). If WCSS(∆S1) + WCSS∗(S2) is
greater than the actual upper bound, then the partial solution ∆S1 can never lead to
a better solution than the current upper bound. This process is used in the Repetitive
Branch-and-Bound Algorithm presented below, where the value WCSS∗(S2) is computed
for each increasing set S2 using branch-and-bound.

Repetitive Branch-and-Bound Algorithm. The Repetitive Branch-and-Bound Al-
gorithm (RBBA) [Brusco 2006] is presented in Algorithm 8.

Points in O are first ordered following an heuristic by OrderPoints(O). Different
heuristics can be used for ordering points.We assume that according to the ordering,
points are named by their index i ∈ [1, N ]. On is composed of the last n points according
to this order.

In this algorithm, ∆n indicates any partition of On into at most K clusters and ∆∗n
denotes the optimal partition of On into at most K clusters. This algorithm starts with
the set OK of the last K points and Init(OK) creates ∆∗K by putting each point alone in a
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Algorithm 8: RBBA input: objects O, number clusters K
1 OrderPoints(O)
2 OK ← {oN−K+1, . . . , oN}
3 ∆∗K ← Init(OK)

4 Wn ← 0, ∀n ∈ {1, . . . ,K}
5 for n = K + 1 to N do
6 On ← On−1 ∪ {oN−n+1}
7 ∆n ← Greedy_Extension(On,∆∗n−1)
8 Un ←WCSS(∆n)

9 ∆∗n ← BaB_Search(On, Un,W )
10 Wn ←WCSS(∆∗n)

cluster. The optimal value WCSS(∆∗n) is stored in Wn for each n, and the first K values
W1, . . . ,WK are 0 (each point in its own cluster).

The algorithm next iterates by adding to the setOn one point each time, from the point
N−K down to the first point. Here On represents this set of last n points oN−n+1, . . . , oN .
Function Greedy_Extension(On,∆∗n−1) greedily finds a partition ∆n for On, by adding
the new point to the previous best partition ∆∗n−1 so that the value WCSS is mini-
mally increased. The value WCSS(∆n) constitutes an upper bound Un for WCSS(∆∗n).
BaB_Search(On, Un,W ) is a branch-and-bound algorithm which searches for a global op-
timal partition ∆∗n on the set of points On, using Un as an upper bound and exploiting
Equation (5.10) with the Wi values (i < n) as lower bounds. Let om = oN−n+1 be the
new point added at this step. The branch-and-bound search considers the points in On
in the order om, om+1, . . . , oN and tries to assign them to clusters.

Let us consider an arbitrary step when a point number p (m ≤ p < N) is assigned to
a cluster. Let S1 be the set of points {om, ..., op} and S2 be {op+1, ..., oN}. All the points
in S1 have already been assigned and hence WCSS(∆S1) is known. All the points in S2

are currently unassigned, however, WCSS∗(S2) has been computed in a previous step of
RBBA and stored in W|S2|; Un is the current upper bound. Equation (5.10) is used and
if WCSS(∆S1) + WCSS∗(S2) ≥ Un, we cannot extend ∆S1 to a solution having WCSS
better than Un. Therefore BaB_Search will not continue to extend ∆S1 and the branch is
pruned. When p = N , the partition ∆ is complete and Un is set to WCSS(∆). When the
entire search space is explored, the last complete partition found is the optimal solution.

This algorithm takes advantage of the optimal solutions previously computed to pro-
vide lower bounds in the branch-and-bound search. Also important are the upper bounds
found by the greedy extension, they are often tight (meaning that the greedy exten-
sion is the optimal partitioning). Because of these tight bounds, even though the al-
gorithm runs the branch-and-bound search N times, it is nevertheless one of the best
exact algorithms for minimum sum-of-squares clustering. A similar search method was
proposed for valued (soft) CSPs with an additive objective function, called Russian Doll
Search [Verfaillie et al. 1996].

5.4.2 Extension of RBBA to User-Constraints
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Lower Bound Inequalities With User-Constraints. We have studied the conditions
under which Equation (5.10) is still valid in the presence of a set of user constraints C on O.
Given a set of points S ⊆ O and a set of constraints C on S, S(S,C) denotes the set of all
partitions ∆S of S satisfying C. We denote byWCSS∗(S, C) the optimal WCSS of S ⊆ O
under constraint set C, that is, WCSS∗(S, C) = min({WCSS(∆S)|∆S ∈ S(S, C)}). We
denote by WCSS(∆S , C) the WCSS value of a partition ∆S under the condition that it
satisfies the constraint set C.

One can see from this that Equation (5.9) still holds when considering a set of con-
straints C: WCSS(∆S , C) ≥ WCSS∗(S, C). Indeed, any ∆S ∈ S(S, C) will have a score
equal or worse than the optimal one satisfying C.

The main question is then under what conditions Equation (5.8), and hence (5.10),
holds in the presence of constraints. Given a set of constraints C on S which ∆S satisfies,
the set of constraints CSi that can be put on S1 and S2 such that Equation (5.10) is still
valid must be carefully defined. For instance, a cannot-link constraint on one point in
S1 and one point in S2 is undefined on both S1 and on S2, or a minimal size constraint
satisfied on ∆S can be no longer satisfied neither on S1, nor on S2.

In general, given a set of C of constraints put on objects of S, we can restrict the set
CSi with Si ⊆ S to those constraints for which all objects in the constraint are in the set
Si. If a partition ∆S satisfies a set of constraints C, then its projection onto Si (∆Si) will
satisfy the subset of constraints CSi . Therefore:

WCSS(∆, C) ≥WCSS(∆S1 , CS1) +WCSS∗(S2, CS2) (5.11)

Many cluster-level constraints involve all variables and hence with this approach cannot
be considered until the very end. However, for two constraint sets C1 and C2 such that
C1 ⊆ C2, then S(S,C2) ⊆ S(S,C1) and therefore WCSS∗(S,C1) ≤ WCSS∗(S,C2).
Hence, including more constraints can lead to tighter lower bounds.

In order to incorporate some cluster-level constraints, we distinguish those that are
anti-monotonic from those that are not. A constraint c is said to be anti-monotonic if
when satisfied by a partition ∆S , it is satisfied by all the projections ∆Si , with Si ⊆ S. As
an example, a maximal size constraint is anti-monotonic whereas a minimal size constraint
is not.

Let Ca be the anti-monotonic constraints in C. Then, since ∆S2 satisfies the constraints
on CS2 and the anti-monotonic constraints of C, and similarly for S1, we have:

WCSS(∆, C) ≥WCSS(∆S1 , CS1 ∪ Ca) +WCSS∗(S2, CS2 ∪ Ca) (5.12)

RBBA with User Constraints. Let C be the set of all constraints on O. We assume
that the set C is satisfiable on O, ie. there exists a partition ∆ of O that satisfies C. The
extension of RBBA to incorporate user constraints is presented in Algorithm 9.

After ordering points, Algorithm 9 constructs an initial partition ∆K of at most K
clusters taking constraints CK = COk into account. It does so by putting each point that
can be in its own cluster in a separate cluster (if there is a must-link, the two points must
be put in the same cluster). Among all such partitions, the one with smallestWCSS(∆K)

is chosen. Since C is satisfiable on O, the partition ∆∗K must exist.
At each step n, for the set On of the last n points, Algorithm 9 searches in the solution

space S(On, Cn). There are different options for the constraint set Cn. As discussed in the
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previous section, Cn can be COn or COn ∪ Ca. We note that the more constraints that are
considered at one step, the tighter the lower bound for the next step would be. At the
last step, when ON = O, the full set of user constraints C, anti-monotonic or not, will be
considered.

Feasible_Extension tries to extend the best partition of the previous step ∆∗n−1 to a
partition ∆n of On that satisfies Cn. Constrained_BaB(On, Cn, Un,W ) performs a branch-
and-bound search to find an optimal partition among all the partitions that satisfy the
set of constraints Cn. It uses Un as the initial upper bound and W for the lower bounds,
in the same way as BAB_Search in Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 9: Extended RBBA
input: objects O, number clusters K, constraint set C
1 OrderPoints(O)
2 OK ← {oN−K+1, . . . , oN}
3 ∆∗K ← Init(OK , CK)

4 WK ←WCSS(∆∗K)

5 for n = K + 1 to N do
6 On ← On−1 ∪ {oN−n+1}
7 ∆n ← Feasible_Extension(On, Cn,∆∗n−1)
8 if ∆n exists then
9 Un ←WCSS(∆n)

10 else
11 Un ←∞
12 ∆∗n ← Constrained_BaB(On, Cn, Un,W )
13 Wn ←WCSS(∆∗n)

Ordering of Points. Algorithms 8 and 9 start by ordering points and they do branch-
and-bound for an increasing set of points following this order. Different orders can be used.
In RBBA [Brusco 2006], the nearest-neighbor separation heuristic is used: at each step of
the ordering, the two points that have the smallest distance among all pairs of points are
withdrawn from the set of points and are placed at opposite ends in the ordering. Another
ordering we use is based on the furthest-point-first (FPF) algorithm [Gonzalez 1985], which
is used in our models (cf. Section 4.2).

5.4.3 A Framework Using CP

Our CP model that defines a partition and user-constraints, such as in Subsection 4.2.2, is
used to achieved the constrained branch-and-bound search at each step. To make further
use of the computed bounds in the previous steps, we have developed a global constraint
that expresses the relation V = sumSquares(G, d,W ), where G is the array of variables
defining a partition, d is the distance between each pair of points and W contains the
previous WCSS∗ values (as per Algorithm 9).
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A Novel Sum-of-Squares Constraint. The filtering algorithm for the sum-of-squares
constraint V = sumSquares(G, d,W ) is given in Algorithm 10. Because of the variable
order, at any time the propagator is called, there is an index p (1 ≤ p < n) such that
G1, .., Gp are instantiated and Gp+1, ..., Gn are not.

Algorithm 10 enforces bound consistency for V by first computing a lower bound for
V , using the lower bound given by Equation (5.12). This algorithm exploits also W to do
a look ahead to filter the domain of Gp+1. For each k ∈ Dom(Gp+1), that is, all clusters
k not forbidden for this point because of another constraint, if point p + 1 is assigned to
the cluster k, the lower bound for V is revised, using the same Equation (5.12) with the
minimal WCSS value for the last n− p− 1 points.

Algorithm 10: Filtering of: “V = sumSquares(G, d,W )”
input: V,G, d,W with G1, ..., Gp assigned, Gp+1 unassigned

1 // computation of lower bound for V

2 for k = 1 to K do
3 sum[k]← 0; size[k]← 0; s[k]← 0

4 for i = 1 to p do
5 k ← Gi.val()

6 size[k]← size[k] + 1

7 for j = i+ 1 to p do
8 if Gj .val() == k then
9 sum[k]← sum[k] + d(i, j)2

10 V1 ← 0

11 for k = 1 to K do
12 V1 ← V1 + sum[k]/size[k]

13 if V1 +Wn−p ≥ V.ub then
14 return Failure

15 else
16 V.lb← max(V.lb, V1 +Wn−p)

17 // look ahead to filter Dom(Gp+1)

18 for i = 1 to p do
19 s[Gi.val()]← s[Gi.val()] + d(i, p+ 1)2

20 foreach k in Dom(Gp+1) do
21 V ′1 ← V1 − sum[k]/size[k] + (sum[k] + s[k])/(size[k] + 1)

22 if V ′1 +Wn−p−1 ≥ V.ub then
23 remove k from Dom(Gp+1)

The complexity of this algorithm is O(p2), due to the computation of sum and size.
It can be reduced to O(p) when the arrays sum and size are stored and computed incre-
mentally over different propagation runs.
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Improvements. Several improvements have been proposed, such as agglomerating all
the points related by must-link constraints to the same super-points, or using the same
model with a greedy strategy to find a good feasible clustering quickly [Guns et al. 2016].
We emphasize here the interest of constraint propagation in CP. A constraint solver can
additionally reason over partial solutions, namely over the domain of a set of variables.
A constraint solver is guaranteed not to reject a partial solution that can be extended
to a full solution, while it can reject partial solutions that provably can not satisfy a
constraint (such as an anti-monotonic constraint and more). Exploiting this property we
have proposed two different ways to define of constraint set Cn: local and full.

Let C be the set of all user constraints on the whole set of points {o1, . . . , oN}. There
may be instance-level constraints (must-link or cannot-link constraints) or cluster-level
constraints (cardinality, density constraints etc.). At each step n, Constrained_BaB finds
a clustering that minimizes the WCSS value and that satisfies the set of constraints Cn. Let
On be the set of points to cluster at step n. The local model is defined on On, with the set
Cn = COn , the set of user constraints on a (sub)set of the elements of On. One can see that
for n = N , ON = O and hence we will consider the set CO = C of all constraints. The full
model considers all constraints at every steps. At each iteration n ≤ N , Constrained_BaB
operates on the full set of N variables and all the user constraints in C are considered in the
model. However, since we are interested in finding a best clustering on the last n points of
G only, the constraint sumSquares is defined only on the last n variables GN−n+1, . . . , GN .
The branching is also on these n variables only. The interest of such a full model is that
it can allow to prune earlier cases that cannot be extended to a full solution.

Experiment results. CPRBBA has been compared to other state-of-the-art exact clus-
tering approaches: original RBBA6 [Brusco 2006], our CP model with one phase branch-
and-bound search [Dao et al. 2015a] and CCCG-0.5.17 [Babaki et al. 2014] using Integer
Linear Programming and column generation. Both unconstrained and constrained settings
are considered. We report here some results from [Guns et al. 2016].

Table 5.8 reports results in cases without user-constraints. We can see that both
RBBA and CPRBBA are better than the recent CPClustering and CCCG methods in
case no constraints are added. Considering user-constraints, Table 5.9 reports results on
5 random samples of #c must-link and #c cannot-link constraints. We can observe here
that CPRBBA outperforms existant methods in all the cases (CPClus is faster on average
in one case – wine, 100 ML and 100 CL constraints – caused by CPRBBA not finding
the optimal solution within the timeout on for one constraint set, two for -local). The
observation is the same with a cluster minimal size constraint, as shown in Table 5.10.

Multi-Objective WCSS-Split Constrained Clustering. We have used this ap-
proach to experiment multi-objective constrained clustering, where the homogeneity is
expressed by the WCSS and the separatedness is expressed by the split between clusters.
Algorithm 5 is used to find the Pareto front for this bi-objective problem under a set of
user-constraints C. In this algorithm, constrained single objective optimization (WCSS)
is iterated, each time with a condition on the best value of the other objective (minimal

6http://www.psiheart.net/QuantPsych/monograph.html
7https://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/CP4IM/cccg/

http://www.psiheart.net/QuantPsych/monograph.html
https://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/CP4IM/cccg/
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N K CCCG CPClustering RBBA CPRBBA
ruspini 75 4 1800+ 0.41 0.01 0.01
soybean 47 4 1800+ 1.21 0.38 1.28
hatco 100 2 1800+ 1.74 0.03 0.05
hatco 100 3 1800+ 186.18 0.29 0.20
hatco 100 4 1800+ 1800+ 53.95 7.52
hatco 100 5 1800+ 1800+ 1800+ 1636.41
iris 150 3 1800+ 583.19 1.14 1.33
wine 178 3 1800+ 1800+ 7.86 53.57
seeds 210 3 1800+ 1800+ 542.74 170.67
breast 569 2 1800+ 1800+ 1800+ 1800+

Table 5.8: Runtimes in seconds of different exact methods

#c cccg cpclus cprbba-local cprbba-full
iris 10 1800+ (5) 468.48 (0) 1.13 (0) 1.22 (0)
iris 25 1800+ (5) 204.89 (0) 1.41 (0) 1.56 (0)
iris 50 1800+ (5) 205.98 (0) 0.27 (0) 0.34 (0)
iris 100 279.80 (0) 0.09 (0) 0.01 (0) 0.01 (0)
iris 150 0.20 (0) 0.02 (0) 0.02 (0) 0.01 (0)
wine 10 1800+ (5) 1800+ (5) 1029.67 (2) 1033.67 (2)
wine 25 1800+ (5) 1800+ (5) 724.33 (2) 724.68 (2)
wine 50 1800+ (5) 1800+ (5) 749.87 (2) 749.46 (2)
wine 100 1800+ (5) 21.58 (0) 1132.24 (2) 361.90 (1)
wine 150 172.80 (0) 0.08 (0) 3.83 (0) 0.04 (0)
wine 250 0.20 (0) 0.02 (0) 0.01 (0) 0.01 (0)

Table 5.9: Runtimes averaged over 5 random samples of #c must-link and #c cannot-link con-
straints; between brackets number of runs that timed-out (counted as 1800 seconds in average).

K min size cpclus. cprbba-local cprbba-full
ruspini 4 17 1.08 0.02 1.17
ruspini 4 18 270.00 9.00 24.06
soybean 4 10 1.28 1.39 1.78
soybean 4 11 1800+ 1563.12 1652.13
iris 3 38 564.86 1.32 1.67
iris 3 42 693.38 9.23 2.45
iris 3 46 933.23 341.23 18.46
iris 3 50 1508.77 1800+ 294.75

Table 5.10: Runtime in seconds for clustering with minimum (top) and maximum (bottom) size
constraint
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Use case time (s) #sols #c/s
unconstrained 1.11 10 1
20 ML/CL 13.68 7 1
40 ML/CL 9.66 8 1
size minimal 38 1.6 7 1
size minimal 40 1.8 4 1
20 ML/CL, size min 40 13.80 7 1
40 ML/CL, size min 40 9.75 8 1
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Figure 5.12: Results and Pareto fronts for bi-objective WCSS-Split on Iris dataset

split) found so far. This minimal-split constraint can in turn be translated into must-link
constraints.

Figure 5.12 shows the results for different use cases on the Iris dataset and the exact
Pareto fronts for four of these cases (the two cases for 20 ML/CL constraints with and
without the minimal size constraint have the same Pareto front). We can see here the
interest of being able to handle user-constraints during the optimization process. Indeed,
in this dataset, each ground truth cluster is of size 50, whereas in the unconstrained use
case, the Pareto solutions can give clusterings with unbalanced clusters. For instance,
the last point in the Pareto front corresponds to a clustering with clusters of size 2, 50
and 98. The constrained cases have the last Pareto solution with WCSS=86.5396 and
Split=0.412311. This solution is common to all the 4 cases, and the only corresponding
clustering has clusters of size 49, 50, 51.

5.5 Constrained Clustering for Time-Series Data

Constrained clustering enables the exploitation of expert knowledge. Nevertheless, the
application of constrained clustering on time-series analysis is relatively unknown. This
is partly due to the unsuitability of the Euclidean distance metric, which is typically
used in data mining, to time-series data. In January 2017, I have started a collaboration
with Pierre Gançarski (ICube, University of Strasbourg) on constrained clustering for
time-series images. This collaboration involves Thomas Lampert, Baptiste Lafabregue
(ICube), Chirstel Vrain and Nicolas Serrette, Master student whose internship was in the
context of the collaboration and was under our supervision. We explore the application
on time-series data of different approaches on dissimilarity-based constrained clustering,
including our constraint programming based approach. A survey on the approaches and
on experimental study of the available approaches has been submitted to Journal of Data
Mining and Knowledge Discovery [44].

Time-series data clustering. Data in many applications is being stored in the form
of time-series data. Time-series data is a type of temporal data, where each time-series is
consisting of a large number of data points. Most of times-series clustering are classified
into two categories [Keogh & Lin 2005]:

• Whole time-series clustering: clustering of a set of individual time-series with respect
to their similarity. Here objects are time-series.
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• Subsequence clustering: given a single time-series, individual time-series are ex-
tracted via a sliding window. Clustering is then performed on the extracted subse-
quences.

[Keogh & Lin 2005] represented that subsequence clustering is “meaningless”. A typical
goal in time-series analysis is to cluster the data using the full time-series therefore we
focus on whole time-series clustering.

Time-series clustering relies on distance measure to a high extent. While distance
between static objects is exactly match based, for time-series objects, distance is calculated
approximately. Different measures can be applied to compute distance among time-series,
the most common methods in time-series clustering are Euclidean distance and DTW
[Aghabozorgi et al. 2015]. Euclidean distance relies on a fixed mapping between points
in two times-series and is proper to finding similar time-series in time. According to
[Aghabozorgi et al. 2015], clustering of time-series that are correlated (e.g. to cluster time-
series of share price related to many companies to find which shares changes together and
how they are correlated) is categorized as clustering based on similarity in time. Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) [Sakoe & Chiba 1971, Sakoe & Chiba 1978], on the other hand is
a elastic dissimilarity measure that finds an optimal alignment between two time-series
by non-linearly warping them. It is appropriated for finding similar time-series in shape,
which is a more general case of similarity in time. Various work has been developed for
time-series clustering, for a survey we refer to the work by [Aghabozorgi et al. 2015].

A review on distance-based constrained clustering. In many time-series applica-
tions, there are expert knowledge that need to be considered during the clustering process.
An example of applications is to provide a topology of changes, which are extractable from
time-series of images. This application is the objective of the project A2CNES, that in-
volves the laboratories ICube (Laboratoire des sciences de l’ingénieur, de l’informatique et
de l’imagerie, University of Strasbourg), Live (Laboratoire Image, Ville, Environnement,
University of Strasbourg) and the CNES (Centre nationale d’études spatiales). In this
application, expert knowledge is represented by thematic constraints. These constraints
once transformed to user-constraints need to be considered by the clustering process. We
have therefore explored the use of different constrained clustering methods for time-series.
This work has been performed by the following tasks:

• A review of constrained clustering methods: a wide range of partitioning methods
using distance/similarity were considered. The methods range from algorithmic
approaches to declarative approaches, from using the constraints to guide the search
process to using them to learn a metric before and/or during searching, and from
constructing a clustering directly from the dataset to constructing a clustering from
a set of given clusterings.

• An adaptation of methods (if necessary) to using DTW in time-series: the methods
are selected from implementations that are publicly available. While some algorithms
can be directly applied to use DTW, others require modification the algorithm itself
to integrate the measure.

• An evaluation of the methods on publicly available time-series data. Nine datasets
are taken from the UCR time-series classification archive [Chen et al. 2015]. Clus-
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tering tasks with instance-level must-link and cannot-link constraints were experi-
mented.

For a review of constrained clustering methods, a wide range of partitioning clustering
methods that use distance/similarity were considered. They can be categorized as follows.

• K-means based methods. In this type of approach, a classic clustering algorithm
or the objective function is modified so that user-constraints are used to guide the
algorithm towards a more appropriate clustering. Most of the work consider instance
level must-link and cannot-link constraints. The extension is done either by enforcing
pairwise constraints or by using them to define penalties in the objective function.

• Metric learning methods. User-constraints are used to learn a metric between the
objects. The metric is then given to a clustering algorithm.

• Hybrid methods, which integrate both constraint enforcing and metric learning into
a single framework.

• Spectral constrained clustering. Spectral clustering considers weighted graph that
represents similarity between the objects and aims to find a partition of the graph
such that the edges between different groups have a very low weight and the edges
within a group have high weight. User-constraints can be taken into account either
as “hard” or “soft” constraints.

• Declarative approaches, developed using general optimization tools such as SAT,
constraint programming or integer linear programming. These approaches allow a
large range of user-constraints and objective functions.

• Ensemble and collaborative clustering. These approaches take in input several given
clusterings (or clustering algorithms) and construct a consensus clustering. In en-
semble clustering, the result clustering is constructed by using a consensus function.
In collaborative clustering, the input clustering algorithms collaborate together by
communicating and changing their parameters until a consensus. Constraints can
be integrated in the consensus function or to guide the collaborative process.

Among all the methods, 14 methods whose implementation is available were studied for
the application with time-series data. Some of them can be directly applied to time-series
using DTW (spectral clustering, declarative approach using constraint programming), the
others need modifications inside the algorithm to integrate the measure (K-means based
methods). Ten of these methods were not appropriate because of the restriction on the
number of clusters, the cost inferred by an intensive use of DTW computation, or the used
heuristic that can not be directly extended to DTW. Four methods were finally chosen for
analysis: spectral clustering [Kamvar et al. 2003], spectral clustering with kernel matrix
learning [Li & Liu 2009], collaborative clustering [Forestier et al. 2010] and our approach
using constraint programming. All of these methods can handle instance level must-link
and cannot-link constraints, our method can integrate cluster-level constraints.
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Dataset # classes # data points # time points

UCR dataset
ECG5000 5 4500 140

ElectricDevices 7 7711 96

FacesUCR 14 2050 131

InsectWingbeatSound 11 1980 256

MALLAT 8 2345 1024

StarLightCurves 3 8236 1024

TwoPatterns 4 4000 128

UWaveGestureLibraryAll 8 3582 945

UWaveGestureLibraryX 8 3582 315

Real dataset
Sud 12 9869 11

Table 5.11: Time-series datasets used in the experimentations.

Application to time-series data. Nine datasets of the UCR repository [Chen et al. 2015]
were chosen, so that they represent typical time-series clustering problems. One real data
was used that represents series of 11 images of size 1000× 1000 of an agricultural zone in
the South-Est of France. The images were taken by the satellite SPOT4 and provided by
CESBIO (Centre d’Études Spatiales de la Biosphère). For this time-series data, we have
a partial ground truth, which consists of 11843 labeled pixels. The dataset was sampled
into a dataset having 9869 labeled instances. The properties of the datasets are described
in Table 5.11.

The chosen methods were experimented with must-link and cannot-link constraints.
To generate a constraint, a pair of instances was randomly drawn from the instances, and
depending on their labels a must-link or a cannot-link constraint was generated. Different
sizes of constraint sets were defined, they correspond to 5%, 10%, 15% and 50% of the
number of instances. For each size, 10 constraint sets were randomly generated. The qual-
ity of the solution was measured using the Adjusted Rand Index [Hubert & Arabie 1985]
and the Normalized Mutual Information [Fred & Jain 2003].

Our framework was used with the criterion of minimizing the maximal diameter of
the clusters. The application was accomplished by Nicolas Serrette during his Master
internship (April - September 2017). In order to handle these datasets with large number
of instances, several restrictions and improvements have been made. We observed that
when minimizing the maximal diameter of the clusters, the search can be stopped before
all the instances are assigned without changing the optimal value. Indeed, the diameter
of a cluster is the maximal dissimilarity between two instances within the cluster. Let
d be the dissimilarity measure, D.lb be the lower bound of the diameter and x be an
instance that has not been assigned to a cluster. If max{d(x, i)} ≤ D.lb then x can be
assigned to any cluster without changing the value of the diameter D, that is x can be
ignored. That means if we detect that all the unassigned instances can be ignored, the
search for the optimal value of diameter can be stopped. This is of course valid if each
ignored instance is not concerned by any must-link or cannot-link constraint. After the
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search, the unassigned instances are assigned into a cluster by a post-process. Different
choices were experimented to assign the remaining instances:

• Closest cluster: The distance from an instance x to a cluster c is defined as the
largest distance from x to each instance in the cluster. Instance x is then assigned
to the cluster having the smallest distance.

• K-nearest neighbors: For each remaining instance x, the K nearest assigned neigh-
bors are considered, and x is assigned to the cluster that is the most representative
among these neighbors.

• Nearest medoid: Using the assigned instances, the medoid of each cluster is identi-
fied. The medoid of a cluster is the instance having the minimal sum of distances to
the other instances of the cluster. Each remaining instance is assigned to the cluster
corresponding to the nearest medoid.

• K-medoid: A K-means like algorithm is used to assign the remaining instance, but
instead of computing the centroid, a medoid is used for each cluster. This algorithm
does not change however the instances already assigned by the search.

The experiments show that depending on the dataset, the number of ignored instances
varies a lot. It can be about ten instances for dataset MALLAT or InsectWingsBeat, or up
to more than 5000 instances for ElectricDevices (which represents 67% of the instances).
Comparing the different choices of post-process assignment, we observe that on average
the closest cluster choice gives less good results and the K-medoid choice gives better
result. It requires however the most in complexity to be achieved.

The numbers of instances and of clusters in the datasets are usually large. In order
to handle the large number of tests, a timeout was also set to 30 minutes. The solution
found so far was return at timeout. Therefore for our approach will not guarantee the
optimal solution, but it always guarantee that all constraints are satisfied. In analyzing
the results, some observations were made concerning our approach as follows:

• The ARI and NMI indexes, excepting two datasets MALLAT and StarLightCurves,
are low – under 50%. This may come from three factors: (a) the criterion of minimiz-
ing the diameter may not be appropriate, (2) the DTW metric for the dissimilarity
may not correspond the best for the data and (3) the ground truth used to gener-
ate constraints may contain errors. The last point was clearly observed for the real
dataset Sud, where for the sake of simplification, some areas with agricultural roads
or small plots have been declared as a single area of a single crop type.

• Must-link and cannot-link constraints, when added, do not always improve the qual-
ity of the result measured by ARI or NMI. It is evident that when the constraints
are enough to describe exactly the ground truth partition then the result will be
the ground truth partition. However this case is unrealistic since the number of
pairwise constraint is about 1

2N(N −1) for N instances, which can be huge for some
thousands of instances. The experiments was conducted with up to 1

2N pairwise
constraints, which represents a very small part compared to all the possible pair-
wise constraints. The deterioration can be observed for all the approaches, but is
mostly significant for CPClustering, which among the four selected methods, always
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satisfies all the constraints. This observation agrees with that also made before on
pairwise constraints with the minimization of WCSS in [Davidson et al. 2006], and
in our work with the minimization of the maximal cluster diameter (cf. Subsection
5.2.3).

From this analysis some questions and challenges have been identified:

1. Pairwise constraints when added to the clustering process can deteriorate the quality
of the solution. Measuring the usefulness of constraints is therefore beneficial. To
measure the usefulness of a constraint set, two scores informativeness and coherence
have been proposed in [Davidson et al. 2006]. When used together, these scores can
give significant insight on the usefulness of a constraint set to improve the quality of
the solution. However the coherence is defined for Euclidean distance and it is not
obvious how this can be extended to DTW.

2. A large number of constraints may have an impact that is not always positive on
the efficiency of the used method as well as the quality of the solution. It would be
therefore useful to sample the constraint set into a smaller one without loss of quality.
This could be done using a measure on the usefulness of constraints. Sampling the
set of instances into a smaller but relevant one is also a challenge to be considered.

3. The experiments were restricted with must-link and cannot-link constraints. In
practice, thematic constraints can be extremely broad and have to be translated
into actionable constraints. Several kinds of actionable constraints are available.
Nevertheless, generating actionable constraints from thematic constraints is not al-
ways straightforward. A thematic constraints on a set of data points can rapidly
lead to a significant increase in both the number and the scope of the constraints.
An example is a constraint that states two sets of points are “of different natures”.
Depending on the context this constraint can correspond to a disjunction of several
sets of constraints.

4. The expert can provide constraints that are not always exact. A consequent is that
the constraints can lead to over constrained problem or unsatisfied problem. It
would be useful to enable the user to add or to remove constraints, or to rank the
constraints.

5. The expert can provide constraints that are only partial or that can change depend-
ing on the context. An iterative process that takes into account expert feedback to
improve the result will be useful.

5.6 Summary

We have explored the use of constraints in different clustering tasks and approach using
constraint programming. On the modeling side, using constraint programming enables
the modeling of more general clustering tasks. We have generalized constrained clustering
problem to combinations of dissimilarity based and conceptual based clusterings. User
constraints have been also categorized so that they can be stated on properties in order
to make clustering actionable. Guidance by constraints up to now is provided a priori
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before the clustering process. We have defined and developed a framework for a new
problem, minimal clustering modification, which allows providing guidance a posteriori.
This has the advantage of allowing feedback to be injected for the result of any clustering
algorithm. On the effectiveness side, we have improved the efficiency of our constraint
programming approach for constrained clustering with the WCSS criterion (within cluster
sum of squares). This makes our approach so far the best in performance compared to
existent methods on exact constrained clustering for WCSS. On the application side, the
use of our framework in an application of constrained clustering on time-series images
involved improving further our framework as well as identifying challenges to consider.
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Conclusion

The declarative approach of constraint programming enables its application to a wide
range of problems. Using constraint programming, the problem must be formulated as
a constraint satisfaction or a constraint optimization problem. In this way, solving the
problem becomes exploring the search space to find one or all the solutions. We have
developed approaches using constraint programming for problems issued from natural
language processing and from data mining.

In natural language processing, one important task is to analyze the syntax of utter-
ances according to a grammar. We have considered property grammars, where a grammar
is given as a set of properties that must be satisfied by the grammatical utterances. We
introduced model-theoretic semantics of property grammars, which allow to formulate the
syntactic analysis as a combinatorial search problem. We developed a formalization as
a constraint optimization problem and modeled it using constraint programming, which
leads to an implementation of a fully constraint-based parser for property grammars. One
main consequence is that the modeling of the problem is decoupled from its solving. This
approach will enable the consideration of constraints coming from different aspects of a
language, such as dependency between constituents.

In data mining, a large range of problems are represented as combinatorial problems.
We have considered constrained clustering problems, where the objective is to find a
partition of the objects that optimizes a criterion and that satisfies user-constraints. We
have developed a declarative framework that integrates several principal optimization
criteria and all popular types of user-constraints. We showed that the flexibility of the
framework allows using it to find the complete Pareto front of bi-objective constrained
clustering problems, which in our knowledge, is the first method in bi-objective clustering
that integrates user-constraints. We explored new clustering problems and showed that
the flexibility and variety of constraint programming can be exploited to solve them. These
problems extend constrained clustering by allowing experts to provide complex constraints
that make a clustering useful in the domain. They allow providing feedback a posteriori
after a clustering is found.

The efficiency of our approach using constraint programming is one issue we studied
in order to make it valuable among the existent approaches. We have improved the model
by a better choice of variables and constraints. One key power of constraint program-
ming resides in global constraints with their filtering algorithm. Exploiting further this
power, we have developed specific global optimization constraints for principal cluster-
ing optimization criteria. This work makes our approach outperform the existent ones.
Regarding the most popular minimum sum-of-squares constrained clustering, we showed
that the constraint programming model can be combined within a more general process
to reach even better performance.

My research perspectives are extension of my work on declarative approaches for data
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mining. The objective is to develop efficient declarative methods for data mining prob-
lems. This is represented by: (a) the scope and the use of user-constraints and objective
functions, (b) the scalability of the declarative approach and (c) the integration of human
in the data mining process.

Scope and use of constraints and objective functions. Our approaches searches
for solutions that optimizes a criterion and that satisfies all the user-constraints. We have
observed that when user-constraints are instance-level must-link or cannot-link constraints,
increasing the number of constraints does not always improve the quality of the solution.
The constraints can also be incorrect or conflicting since the information can be incomplete
or inexact, or the data can contain noises. Moreover, a large number of constraints usually
yields a more difficult problem. One solution would be sampling the large set of constraints
to a smaller but relevant one. One idea is using the measures for the usefulness of each
constraint proposed in [Davidson et al. 2006] to construct a relevant constraint set, when
the Euclidean distance is used. When the dissimilarity measure is not a distance, as for
instance DTW, a new measure of usefulness should be developed.

Extension of the scope of constraints or objective functions is also important to bet-
ter exploit user knowledge. Firstly, user knowledge or thematic constraints need to be
expressed by actionable constraints or objective function. Thematic constraints can be
on instances, on clusters, but also can be on subsets of instances that yield the need of
complex constraints. Secondly, user knowledge can be defined on complex data. The
attributes that describe data are usually used to compute distances as in usual distance
based clustering or are discretized to binary for instance to define concept as in conceptual
clustering. In order to fully exploit complex data, we should be able to consider numer-
ical or symbolic information, with properties of instances or with relational information
between the instances. And thirdly, expressing user feedback on clusterings will need the
development of new types of relations and constraints on a meta level. This will extend the
scope of the constraints to involve complex but meaningful constraints as well as objective
functions. We continue exploring clustering problems that exploit complex data.

Scalability. The flexibility and the expressiveness are strong points of a declarative
approach, but its limit is the scalability, since an exhaustive exploration of the search
space is achieved in order to prove the optimality. One important direction is therefore
the scalability.

We have shown in our work that changing the model can give significant improve-
ment and have shown the interest of set constraints when combining distance-based
and conceptual-based constraints and objectives. In conceptual clustering, recent work
[Chabert & Solnon 2017] has investigated further on set constraints in both modeling
types to construct a clustering : one model is finding an assignment of instances such
as in our model and the other is an orthogonal model using a set covering formulation,
that composes a clustering by choosing the clusters among the cluster candidates, such as
in [Mueller & Kramer 2010, Ouali et al. 2016]. In the dissimilarity-based clustering set-
ting the approach using set covering formulation may generate an exponential number
of clusters candidates, but in a more special case, for instance in an interactive process
with user feedback on the composition of the clustering, this approach can be considered.
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Moreover, we may exploit the strength of channeling constraint to combine this two points
of view in modeling.

Constraint programming offers a large range of constraints to model new clustering
or meta-clustering constraints or objective functions. To better exploit relations that are
complex or that are not fully expressed using existing tools, the design of global (opti-
mization) constraints will always be considered. Appropriate search strategies can also
improve significantly the performance. We have extended the repetitive branch-and-bound
algorithm to user-constraints and show that combining with constraint programming the
obtained system has significant improvement. The order is however static and needs
to be computed before the search. We plan to study dynamic order that would better
improve the bounds. Another direction is to consider stopping the search before a com-
plete variables assignment. For instance when minimizing the maximal diameter we have
observed that without user constraints some instances can be ignored in order to stop
the search before all instances are assigned. This observation has been extended with
instance-level constraints, such that there must be no constraints related to an ignored
instance. When consider cluster level constraints, the problem of deciding whether the
search can be stopped could be considered as a constraint satisfaction sub problem. If
the subproblem has a solution then the search can be stopped before assigning all the
variables. Depending on the constraints, the cost of deciding a constraint satisfaction
problem can be much less than the cost of continuing the assignment with backtracking in
the optimization problem. For instance, an assignment clustering problem with minimum
cluster size constraints is polynomial, since it can be transformed to a minimum cost flow
problem [Bradley et al. 2000].

The development of global optimization constraints is on the line of integrating con-
straint programming and operations research concepts. The integrations of constraint pro-
gramming, artificial intelligence and operations research techniques have shown the interest
of combining the strength of each paradigm in various applications [Milano & Hentenryck 2011].
Depending on the choice of variables for modeling, clustering problems have been mod-
eled either entirely as an integer linear program or entirely as a constraint programming
problem. To better exploit the strength of constraint programming on global constraints
and search, the strength of mixed integer linear programming on relaxation methods and
cutting planes, integrated modeling needs to be studied. This kind of models would allow
to express and to exploit parts that are represented by global constraints or by linear con-
straints. Another direction that needs also to be studied is the use of large neighborhood
search in order to find a good solution.

Integration of human in the process. Constraint-based clustering finds clusters that
satisfy user-specified preferences or constraints. To enable domain experts who are usually
non-data mining experts, to use a knowledge discovery system, it is important to have them
involved in the process. Han wrote in [Han et al. 2006]:

User input regarding important dimensions or the desired results will serve as
crucial hints or meaningful constraints for effective clustering. In general, we
contend that knowledge discovery would be most effective if one could develop
an environment for human-centered, exploratory mining of data, that is, where
the human user is allowed to play a key role in the process. Foremost, a user
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should be allowed to specify a focus – directing the mining algorithm toward
the kind of “knowledge” that the user is interested in finding. Clearly, user-
guided mining will lead to more desirable results and capture the application
semantics.

This motivates the idea of an interactivity which is based on an iterative process such as
the Mine (a solution), Interact (with the user), Learn (her preference), Repeat (the pro-
cess with updated constraints) framework [van Leeuwen 2014]. The idea of facilitating the
integration of user in the loop has also been addressed by the development of a declarative
language for constraint-based mining [Guns et al. 2017], or of query based approaches
for constrained clustering using SAT [Métivier et al. 2012b] or SQL [Adam et al. 2013].
An interactive process in clustering will require efficiently integrating user feedback as
well as exploiting or learning user feedback expression. An interactive clustering algo-
rithm has been designed in [Awasthi et al. 2017], which enables local change feedback
such as splitting/merging clusters or must-link/cannot-link constraints. Interactivity by
visual exploration approaches have been developed to easy the user for giving feedback
[Boudjeloud-Assala et al. 2016, Puolamäki et al. 2016].

Given a clustering task specified by an optimization criterion and user-constraints,
a clustering algorithm usually returns a single solution (exact or approximative). The
result can give a model or a view on the data, however it may not entirely fit the user.
User feedback is therefore taken into account to improve the result. User feedback can be
considered with several scenarios:

• the given clustering may in general satisfy the requirements but the user may wish
to explore some “similar” clusterings,

• the user may be interested in a clustering of similar quality but very different in term
of partition, which is called alternative clustering [Bae & Bailey 2006, Davidson & Qi 2008,
Kontonasios & Bie 2015]

• the user may be interested only in some clusters and require them in a new clustering,
or may want to modify some clusters by merging or splitting them [Awasthi et al. 2017],

• the user may wish to keep the composition of a subset of instances.

This will require constraints on instances, on clusters but also on clusterings. This can be
seen as an extension of meta-clustering problems [Caruana et al. 2006] with consideration
of user constraints on different levels. Furthermore, in order to develop a scalable method,
we may need to consider the case where the data is divided in several parts. Each part
is clustered and the assembly is achieved in an interactive way, where constraints are not
only on clusters but can be also on clustering. Considering clusterings, we will need to
determine a measure that enables the comparison of clusterings, an objective that formu-
lates the search of a clustering. The objective can be defined based on a measure or can
also represent a semantically meaningful function. Exploiting the flexibility of constraint
programming and enhancing its effectiveness to enable an efficient consideration of var-
ious constraints as well as objective functions, will make the approach using constraint
programming a good candidate to integrate human in the process.
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This chapter presents the other research topics that I worked on. Section A.1 presents
work on solving first order logic constraints in tree structures. I developed this work during
and after my PhD thesis, in collaboration with Alain Colmerauer and Khalil Djelloul
(University Aix-Marseille II). Upon my arrival at CA team (Contraintes et Apprentissage),
I started a joint work with Abdel-Ali Ed-Dbali, Lionel Martin, Arnaud Lallouet and Andreï
Legtchenko (University of Orléans). We initialized a topic on learning solver for finite
domain constraints. Section A.2 presents our work on this topic.

A.1 Solving Constraints in Tree Structures

The tree algebra plays a fundamental role in Computer Science: it models data struc-
tures, program schemes or program executions. Term unification, developed in 1965 by
A. Robinson [Robinson 1965], corresponds to solving a conjunction of equations in the
algebra of finite trees. B. Courcelle studied the properties of infinite trees in the con-
text of recursive programs [Courcelle 1983]. A. Colmerauer described the execution of
programs in Prolog II, III and IV in term of solving equations and disequations in the
algebra of finite and infinite trees [Colmerauer 1982, Colmerauer 1984, Colmerauer 1990].
Solving conjunctions of equations in finite trees theory was also the subject of various
work [Huet 1976, Jaffar 1984, Ramachandran & Van Hentenryck 1993].

The properties of the algebra of finite, rational or infinite trees have been axiomatized
in a complete first order theory [Maher 1988]. This theory is defined on an infinite set of
function symbols F and an unique relation symbol, which is the equality =. Each function
symbol f ∈ F has an arity which is positive or nul. A function symbol having arity nul
is called a constant. Let V be an infinite set of variables. A term is an expression which
is either x, with x ∈ V , either f(t1, . . . , tn), where f ∈ F is of arity n and t1, . . . , tn are
terms.
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Definition A.1 The theory of finite, rational and infinite trees is the infinite set of propo-
sitions in one of the three following forms [Maher 1988]:

∀x1 . . . ∀xn∀y1 . . . ∀ym ¬(f(x1, . . . , xn) = g(y1, . . . , ym)

∀x1 . . . ∀xn∀y1 . . . ∀yn f(x1, . . . , xn) = f(y1, . . . , yn) →
∧
i xi = yi

∀x1 . . . ∀xn∃!y1 . . . ∃!ym
∧
i yi = ti[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym]

where f, g ∈ F and f 6= g and ti[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] is a term formed by an element in
F and variables taken from {x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym}.

These forms are also called the axiom schemes of the theory. M. Maher proved that this
theory T is complete, i.e. for all proposition p, either T |= p, either T |= ¬p. This theory
is called tree theory since the algebra of finite, rational and infinite trees is a model of this
theory, as explained below.

The interpretation domain is the set of trees, whose nodes are labeled by elements of F .
To each element f ∈ F of arity n is associated an operation called construction operation
(a1, . . . , an) 7→ b, where a1, . . . , an are trees and b is the tree whose root is labeled by f
and possesses as direct subtrees the trees a1, . . . , an. A constant f is interpreted by a tree
having only one node labeled by f . A term f(t1, . . . , tn) is interpreted by a tree whose
root is labeled by f and the direct subtrees are trees that interpret t1, . . . , tn. A finite tree
is a tree having a finite set of nodes. An infinite tree has an infinite number of nodes. For
instance, let a, b be constants, f be of arity 2 and s of arity 1. Among the three following
trees, the first one is finite and the two other are infinite:

A rational tree is a tree having a finite number of subtrees. For instance, the two first one
are rational and the last one is infinite non rational. Indeed, their subtrees are identified
with the following schemes:

The first tree can be expressed by:

x = f(y, z) ∧ y = f(u, v) ∧ z = s(u) ∧ u = a ∧ v = b
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the second by:
x = f(u, y) ∧ y = f(v, x) ∧ u = a ∧ v = b

The third one cannot however be presented by a finite conjunction of equations.

A.1.1 Solving Constraints in The Tree Theory

This subsection presents work during my PhD thesis [Dao 2000b], supervised by Alain
Colmerauer (University Aix-Marseille II). The objective was to construct an algorithm to
solve first order constraints in the tree theory, i.e. in all the models of the theory. First
order constraints are of one of the following forms:

s = t, true, false, ¬(ϕ), (ϕ ∧ ψ), (ϕ ∨ ψ), (ϕ→ ψ), (ϕ↔ ψ), ∃xϕ, ∀xϕ

where x is a variable, s, t are terms and ϕ and ψ are constraints. These constraints
therefore can be stated with any logical connection and can have nested and alternated
quantifiers. One example of quantified constraints is in two player games, where we want
to find the positions where the first player can win after at most k moves.

Example 2 Letmove(x, y) be a predicate that defines the possibles moves from a position
x to a position y. Let winningk(x) and losingk(x) be the predicates stating that the player
who plays at the position x can win, no matter the way the other plays (or always lose,
respectively) after at most k moves. These predicates can be defined as follow:

winning0(x) ↔ false

winningk+1(x) ↔ ∃y (move(x, y) ∧ losingk(y))

losingk(x) ↔ ∀y (move(x, y)→ winningk(y))

Trees can be used to represent the positions in a game and constraints in the tree structure
can be used to represent the relation move(x, y). Let us consider a two player game
where we start with a non negative integer n and in turn each player subtracts 1 or 2
without making n negative. The first player who cannot play loses. The integers here are
interpreted by trees such that 0 is represented by 0 and i > 0 by si(0). The predicate
move(x, y) can be defined as follow:

move(x, y)
def
= x = s(y) ∨ x = s(s(y)) ∨ (¬(x = 0) ∧ ¬∃u (x = s(u)) ∧ x = y)

The constraint winningk(x), once developed, is represented by a first order constraint
with nested and alternated quantifiers and with the free variable x. The solutions for
winning1(x) are:

x = s(0) ∨ x = s(s(0))

and the solutions for winning2(x) are:

x = s(0) ∨ x = s(s(0)) ∨ x = s(s(s(s(0)))) ∨ x = s(s(s(s(s(0)))))

�
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Solving constraints by rewriting. I developed a method for eliminating quantifiers
and defined a normal form for the constraints, where the solutions can be deduced explic-
itly. Using this quantifier elimination method, solving a constraint becomes transforming
it to an equivalent formula, which is either false (there is no solution for the constraint)
or a formula in the normal form (the solution are deduced directly). The transformation
is achieved by sub-formula rewriting. I proposed a set of eleven sub-formula rewrite rules.
Each rewrite rule transforms a sub-formula to an equivalent formula. To transform a
constraint, the rewrite rules are applied as many times as possible on sub-formulas of the
constraint and they can be applied independently. I proved that their application always
terminates and the final formula, which is equivalent to the initial one, is either false or
in the normal form [Dao 2000a]. I implemented in C++ a tree constraints solver using
these rewrite rules. The solve is capable to solve complex constrains, for instance winning
position constraints having up to 160 nested and alternated quantifiers.

Expressiveness of tree constraints. We showed that constraints in tree structure have
a quasi-universal expressive power [Colmerauer & Dao 2000, Colmerauer & Dao 2003].
Let α(k) be a function defined for each integer k ≥ 0 such that α(0) = 1 and α(k + 1) =

2α(k). This function increases in a stunning way, since α(0) = 1, α(1) = 2, α(2) = 4,
α(3) = 16, α(4) = 65536 and α(5) = 265536. We constructed a family of strongly expres-
sive tree constraints: by a tree constraint of size proportional to k, we define a tree having
exactly α(k) nodes. Using this family we can express for instance the multiplication table
computed by a Prolog machine executing up to α(k) instructions. By replacing the Pro-
log machine with a Turing machine, we showed the quasi-universality of tree constraints,
i.e. the ability to concisely describe trees which the most powerful machine will never
have time to compute. As such we also rediscover the following result by S. Vorobyov
[Vorobyov 1996]: the complexity of an algoirthm, deciding whether a tree constraint with-
out free variables is true, cannot be bounded above by a function obtained from finite
composition of simple function including exponentiation.

Extension with finite trees. Let finite(x) a predicate expressing x is a finite tree.
We proposed an extension T ∪ FINITE of the tree theory T , having as model the tree
algebra. We proposed a set of 16 rewrite rules to solve constraints in this theory. The
rewrite rules transform the constraint to solve in an equivalent formula, which is either
false or a formula in the normal form. Therefore if the initial constraint does not have
free variables, the final formula will be either false or true. In the same way such that
the 11 rewrite rules confirm the completeness of the tree theory T , the 16 rewrite rules
show that the theory T ∪FINITE is complete. For the theory of finite trees, we proposed
12 rewrite rules to solve first order constraints.

A.1.2 Solving Constraints in Extended Tree Theories

This subsection describes work after my PhD thesis. This work was developed in collab-
oration with Khalil Djelloul (University Aix-Marseille II).

Solving constraints in decomposable theories. In generalizing the quantifier elimi-
nation method that I had developed, we identified sufficient properties for a theory so that
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the quantifier elimination can be applied. This category of theories is called decomposable
theories. We showed that several fundamental theories are decomposable, for instance the
theory of dense linear order without limit, the theory of rational numbers with addition
and subtraction, the theory of queues or the theory of lists. We generalized the algorithm
for solving constraints in the tree theory to solve constraints in a decomposable theory
[Djelloul & Dao 2006c].

Solving constraints in evaluated trees structure. Let Q be the set of rational
numbers. We studied the tree structure, whose trees have nodes labeled by elements of
Q ∪ F ∪ {+,−}. The trees are evaluated such that the subtrees labeled only by elements
of Q ∪ {+,−} are evaluated and reduced to an element of Q. This structure reflects
the essential of Prolog III and IV, which are modeled by a combination of trees and
rational numbers, booleans and intervals [Colmerauer 1984, Colmerauer 1990]. We defined
a normal form for constraints where the solutions are explicit. For solving constraints in
this structure, we developed a set of rewrite rules, which transforms the initial constraint
to either false or a formula in the normal form [Dao & Djelloul 2006].

Combination of theories with the tree theory. Let T be a decidable theory. We
studied the combination of the theory T with the tree theory, denoted by T ∗, in the
case where the signatures of these theories can overlap. We identified the properties
that need to be satisfied by the theory T , in order to make T ∗ complete. We proposed
a decision procedure for T ∗, which is presented by a set of 6 sub-formula rewrite rules
[Djelloul & Dao 2006b]. Considering T the theory of queues, we developed an algorithm
for solving constraints in the theory combining trees with queues [Dao 2009].

Extension into first order of Prolog model. The execution of Prolog programs
corresponds to the resolution of conjunctions of equations and disequations in the finite
and infinite trees structure. In order to extend the Prolog model into a solver of general
first order constraints in this structure, we extended the tree theory with the relation
finite(t), stating that t must be a finite tree. We developed an algorithm for solving
constraints in this theory and implemented it using C++ and the formalism of CHR
[Djelloul et al. 2007, Djelloul et al. 2008].

A.2 Learning Finite Domain Constraint Solver

Constraint programming solvers are based on constraint propagation and search. Con-
straint propagation is achieved for each constraint of the problem. Propagating a con-
straint c consists in removing some inconsistant values from the domain of the vari-
ables of c. The propagation of a constraint c is accomplished by the propagators as-
sociated to c. This means in CP solvers, each constraint scheme is associated with a
set of propagators or with a filtering algorithm. The propagators or the filtering algo-
rithm are designed to enforce the constraint with a certain level of consistency. Different
types of consistency exist and the propagators can have difference effects on the vari-
able domain. For instance, propagators enforcing arc-consistency remove arc-consistent
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values and therefore need to consider each value, while propagators enforcing bound-
consistency move only upper and lower bounds of the domain. The capacity of re-
moving inconsistent values reduces the search space. However since the solver inter-
leaves constraint propagation with search, the propagators need also be fast enough.
The efficiency of the solver therefore depend strongly in the efficiency of the propa-
gators. The task of finding efficient propagators which actually define a local consis-
tency is considered as one of the smartest skills of the solver designer. Pioneering work
had investigated on automatic construction of solvers: constructing rule-based propaga-
tors using systematic search [Apt & Monfroy 1999], constructing propagators by rewrite
rules in CHR frameworks using machine learning techniques[Abdennadher & Rigotti 2002,
Abdennadher & Rigotti 2004].

An efficient technique for computing consistencies is to use a data representation for
the CSP and a set of operators whose common fixed point models the expected con-
sistency. The operators are then applied via chaotic iteration until reaching their com-
mon fixed point [Apt 1999]. In our approach we developed a framework using Machine
Learning techniques for learning a finite domain constraint solver. Given a CSP, solver
learning consists in an automatic generation of propagators for each constraint to en-
force a desired local consistency. The principe of the learning framework is consider-
ing the behavior of the operator enforcing the desired consistency as a set of examples,
in order to find an adequate representation of this operator in a given language. The
contributions presented below were published in [Dao et al. 2002, Lallouet et al. 2003a,
Lallouet et al. 2003b, Ed-Dbali et al. 2003] and enjoyed a collaboration with Abdel-Ali
Ed-Dbali, Lionel Martin, Arnaud Lallouet et Andreï Legtchenko.

A.2.1 Theoretical Framework

Let V be a set of variables and D = (DX)X∈V their finite domains. A constraint c is a
pair (W,T ) where W ⊆ V is the arity of the constraints and T ⊆

∏
X∈W DX is the set

of solutions of c. A CSP is a set of constraints. For W ⊆ V , a search state s is a tuple
(sX)X∈W where ∀X ∈ W , sX ⊆ DX . A singletonic search state ({vX})X∈W represents a
single tuple. The search space is SW =

∏
X∈W P(DX). The set SW ordered by point-wise

inclusion ⊆ forms a complete lattice.
A consistency for a constraint c = (W,T ) is an operator f : SW → SW such that:

• f is monotonic, i.e s ⊆ s′ ⇒ f(s) ⊆ f(s′), in order to ensure the confluence of the
reduction mechanism,

• f is contracting, i.e ∀s ∈ SW , f(s) ⊆ s, in order to reduce variable’s domains,

• f is correct w.r.t c, i.e ∀s ∈ SW , every solutions of c which are present in s remain
in f(s),

• f represents c, i.e for every singletonic search state s which does not represent a
solution of c, f(s) is an empty state (at least one element of the tuple f(s) is the
empty set).

Operators which satisfy the first three conditions are called pre-consistencies for c. As an
example of consistency, if we suppose that each variable domain DX is ordered by a total
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ordering ≤ and for A ⊆ DX , we denote by [A] the set {a ∈ DX | min(A) ≤ a ≤ max(A)},
then the bound-consistency bcc is defined by ∀s ∈ SW , ∀X ∈ W , bcc(s)X = sX ∩ [TX ],
with TX the projection of T on X.

Let csc be the consistency to be learned. Our aim is to build a consistency f which
behaves like csc as much as possible. Thus f must be contracting, monotonic, correct
w.r.t csc (∀s ∈ SW , csc(s) ⊆ f(s)) and singleton complete w.r.t csc (f(s) ⊆ csc(s) for any
singletonic search state s). However, singleton completeness is difficult to get and even
not always possible to express in a given language. In order to transform a pre-consistency
into a consistency, let us define a consistency idc such that ∀s ∈ SW , idc(s) is an empty
state if s is a non-solution singletonic state, and idc(s) = s otherwise. Thus f ◦ idc and
idc ◦ f are consistencies for c if f is a pre-consistency for c. Therefore by adding idc in
the set of operators, processed by a chaotic iteration mechanism [Apt 1999], we only need
to build pre-consistencies for c. On the other hand, the correctness condition must be
ensured for every s ∈ SW which is generally huge. We showed that: If f is a monotonic
and contracting operator such that f(s) = s for every singletonic state s which represents
a solution of c, then f is a pre-consistency for c. Therefore, by considering monotonic
operators, we can reduce the search space to a sample set E which is a subset of SW and
which contains all singletonic search states. Let L be the language in which operators
are expressed and l be an operator in this language. In order to find the best possible
expression, we need to compare two consistencies. This is usually done with a distance.
Let d be such a distance between two consistencies. The learning problem is formulated
as follows:

minimize d(css, l),
subject to ∀s ∈ E, csc(s) ⊆ l(s) ⊆ s,

where E ⊆ SW , E contains all singletonic search states of SW and l is a monotonic
operator. Following the machine learning vocabulary, csc represents the example space
and L the hypothesis space.

A.2.2 Learning Indexicals

To instantiate our theoretical framework, we have to define strong language biases in order
to limit the combinatorial explosion.

The first question is the language in which operators are expressed. The language of
indexicals [van Hentenryck et al. 1991] is chosen, motivated by the ease of integration of
the user-defined indexicals in Gnu-Prolog [Diaz & Codognet 2001]. In this language, an
operator is written X in r, where X represents the domain of the variable X and r is an
expression representing a subset of DX . If we denote x the unary constraint representing
X’s domain, then the indexical represents the operator x 7→ x ∩ r.

Then comes the choice of consistency. We learn the bound-consistency, since it allows
to limit the example space to intervals instead of arbitrary subsets.

For each variable we learn a reduction indexical and define an indexical for idc. The
reduction indexical for X is of the form X in minX .. maxX where minX, maxX are in some
predefined forms. In order to be monotonic, the bound minX must be anti-monotonic and
maxX monotonic. This can be ensured by syntactic conditions on the sign of the coefficients
for each expression. Let L = {minY, maxY | Y 6= X}. In practice, the predefined form for
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the expression can be linear:
α0 +

∑
t∈L

αtt

quadratic:
α0 +

∑
t,t′∈L

αtt′tt
′

or rational form:
α0 +

∑
t∈L

αt
t+ 1

The coefficients αi are therefore to be learned. The indexicals for idc could be implemented
in two ways: by using Gnu-Prolog indexicals for predefined constraints in which each
instance of min and max is simply replaced by val, or by a direct code using val and C
operators.

As distance between two consistencies, we use the global error on the example space
E. By considering that f must be correct w.r.t csc, this distance is:∑

s∈E
|f(s)\csc(s)|

A.2.3 Intermediate Consistency

Consistencies can be partially ordered according to their pruning power. This pruning
power, however, should be put into balance with the complexity of enforcing them. For
instance, the pruning power of path-consistency is great, but the price to pay is so high
that the consistency is not used. Similarly, for many CSPs, bound-consistency is preferred
to arc-consistency even if it does not remove values from the middle of variable domains. In
Subsection A.2.2, a consistency weaker than bound-consistency but as close to it as possible
was constructed. This subsection extends the method to build a range of consistencies
for a given constraint. These intermediate consistencies are located between bound- and
arc-consistencies.

This set of consistencies is provided by a new solver learning method based on a
clustering of the constraint’s tuples, a sampling of the search space and a repair technique
which is able to fix a too weak operator. This consistency is called multibound-consistency.
The idea is to isolate disjunctive chunks of the constraint and to apply bound consistency
to each chunk. A constraint, given by the set of its solution tuples, is partitioned into
clusters using a clustering algorithm. A clustering of a constraint c = (W,T ) is a set
of constraints CL = {c1 = (W,T1), . . . , cn = (W,Tn)} such that {T1, . . . , Tn} forms a
partition of T . The agglomerative complete-link clustering algorithm is used.

The consistency obtained consists in applying the bound-consistency on each separate
cluster as follows. Let bcci be the bound consistency for a constraint ci ∈ CL. The
multibound-consistency is defined by the operator:

∀s ∈ SW , mbc(s) = s ∩
⋃

ci∈CL
bcci(s)

Note that when each cluster only holds one tuple, we get arc-consistency, and when all
tuples are in a single cluster, we get bound-consistency. Since the clustering wraps some
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holes, it is necessary to compose the learned operator with idc in order to get a consistency.
The multibound-consistency operator is obviously monotonic. The pruning power and the
computational cost of this consistency is directly related to the number of allowed clusters.
The ratio between filtering and search can be finely tuned by choosing a level of consistency
in this set, instead of just bound- and arc-consistencies.
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Résumé

Ce manuscrit d’Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches présente mes travaux sur l’application
de la programmation par contraintes au traitement automatique des langues et à la fouille
de données. En traitement automatique des langues, nous nous intéressons à l’analyse
syntaxique des grammaires de propriété, décrites par des propriétés que doivent satis-
faire les énoncés grammaticaux. Nous définissons une sémantique formelle en théorie des
modèles et formalisons l’analyse syntaxique comme un problème d’optimisation sous con-
traintes. Nous développons un modèle en programmation par contraintes, ce qui amène à
un analyseur entièrement à base de contraintes. En fouille de données, nous considérons
le clustering sous contraintes, qui vise à partitionner les objets en groupes homogènes,
étant donnés une mesure de dissimilarité entre objets et un ensemble de contraintes util-
isateur à satisfaire. Nous développons un cadre déclaratif qui intègre plusieurs critères
d’optimisation principaux de clustering et tous les types de contraintes utilisateur popu-
laires. Nous montrons que sa flexibilité permet de trouver la frontière de Pareto pour des
problèmes de clustering bi-objectif sous contraintes. Nous améliorons davantage l’efficacité
de l’approche en développant des contraintes globales dédiées aux critères d’optimisation
de clustering. Nous explorons plusieurs nouveaux problèmes de clustering avec des con-
traintes et montre que la programmation par contraintes constitue un cadre flexible et
efficace pour les résoudre.

Mots-clefs : problème d’optimisation sous contraintes, programmation par
contraintes, analyse syntaxique, clustering sous contraintes, contrainte globale
d’optimisation.

Abstract

This manuscript of Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches presents my work on the appli-
cation of constraint programming to natural language processing and to data mining. In
natural language processing, we are interested in syntactic analysis of property grammars,
defined by constraints that must be satisfied by the grammatical utterances. We introduce
model-theoretic semantics and formulate the syntactic analysis as a constraint optimiza-
tion problem. We develop a model using constraint programming, which leads to a fully
constraint-based parser. In data mining, we consider constrained clustering problems that
aim at partitioning the objects in homogeneous clusters, given a dissimilarity measure
between objects and a set of user-constraints to be satisfied. We develop a declarative
framework that integrates several principal clustering optimization criteria and all popu-
lar types of user-constraints. We show that the flexibility of the framework allows to find
the complete Pareto front of bi-objective constrained clustering problems. We enhance
further the approach by developing specific global optimization constraints for principal
clustering optimization criteria. We explore several new clustering problems with con-
straints and show that constraint programming offers a general and efficient framework to
solve them.

Keywords: constraint optimization problem, constraint programming, parsing,
constrained clustering, global optimization constraint.
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